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From the dawn of civilization, humans have depended on wood fires followed by fossil fuels as 
their primary energy supply. However, a steadily increasing demand has created awareness that 
the sustainability of this model is not possible as the sources are rapidly depleting. In addition, 
the side effects arising from fires and fossil fuel consumption have been exposed, such as a 
drastic increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration.
1 As the problems surmounted, research into 
alternative and sustainable energy source that is environmentally benign was necessitated. As a 
result, the awesome and enigmatic power of the sun was turned to once again, as it always has 
since the beginning of Homo erectus epoch. The metaphors retrieved from the sun have differed 
through ages. Firstly, it was worshipped as a supernatural entity in ancient Egypt2 and Sumeria3 
as a significant part of their religion. However, later on, the desire to comprehend orbits of the 
planets and stars placed the sun as an object instead of God-like entity. Observing planetary 
motion provided hypotheses related to the changing of the seasons and cosmic events.4 Essential 
scientific clues were retrieved by the studies of numerous scientists, notably, Newton, Herschel, 
Planck and Fraunhofer, which showed rays from the sun are made up of many colors with 
different energies creating optical spectrum.4  
It was realized that sunlight can be transferred into energy via utilization of semiconductors, and 
innumerable of innovations came to follow. Of tremendous importance has been the silicon- and 
TiO2-focussed research, but other metal-containing materials such as CdS has been investigated 
as well. However, the necessity to significantly increase the yield couple with the inherent 
toxicity of utilizing metal-based semiconductors initiated the search for other materials. Graphitic 
carbon nitride (g-CN) has since been discovered having the benefits of being metal-free in 
composition and can be synthesized from abundant and low cost precursors. Diversified 
applications of g-CN as a heterogeneous catalyst have being presented, however functionality and 
processability of g-CN must be enhanced for the synthesis of ideal energy-harvesting devices in 
the future. 
Humankind’s innate drive toward development, innovation, explaining seemingly inexplicable 
events, and designing devices has facilitated today’s technology level. Indeed there were many 
challenges and obstacles on the way, but humanity has always found a way to proceed even in the 
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face of adversity. Considering the very short time humans have spent on Earth, the transition 
from sleeping in caves to skyscrapers, from local limited resources to globalization and an 
industrial era have been achieved. Similar breakthroughs have occurred in healthcare, i.e. the 
plague, once killing millions of people, can now be treated with antibiotics. Novel disease 
treatments have increased average lifetime profoundly. Further, current healthcare studies are 
overcoming substantial hurdles: It is likely tissue engineering will soon facilitate the synthesis of 
artificial organs, where synthetic materials will present both mechanical and biological 
performance similar to natural tissues. Hydrogels, crosslinked hydrophilic polymer networks, are 
promising as synthetic materials for tissue engineering as high water content of hydrogels are 
similar to biological tissues. Being mechanically weak under regular synthesis conditions, 
hydrogel reinforcement can be applied in order to fabricate hydrogels with diverse mechanical 
features. The synthesis of appropriately reinforced hydrogels will be the first step in 
manufacturing advanced healthcare materials. 
In the present thesis, the applications of g-CN in dispersed media utilizing visible light will be 






2. Background and Motivation 
 
       2.1. Carbon Nitride: A Futuristic Semiconductor for Photo-based Applications  
Scientific understanding of sunlight has triggered the research about semiconductors, materials 
which can be employed to transform visible light into energy. Absorption in the visible light 
range and decent band gap properties are determining factors for semiconductors, providing 
photoexcitation which allows facilitating chemical processes. Materials like Si or TiO2 were 
studied to enhance the knowledge about chemistry and fabrication of energy harvesting devices.5 
In addition, various metal including semiconductors (such as ZnO, CdS, Ta3N5, GaP) were 
reported which expanded the library of semiconductors with different photophysical properties.6 
Despite the fact that reported materials have effective early stage results, several problems 
regarding manufacturing, long-term efficiency and sustainability are still present.  
The search for sustainable semiconductors encountered carbon nitride (CN), a synthetic 
polymeric structure based on carbon and nitrogen atoms.7 The metal-free structure is based on 
repeating units of ’melems’ where tri-s-triazine units are connected via nitrogen bridges in defect-
rich polymeric structure with slight negative surface charge (Figure 1.1).8 Theoretically, it was 
foreseen that novel polymer has 5 different crystal phases with graphitic phase is the most stable 
allotrope, called graphitic-CN (g-CN).9 The ideal composition consists of 3C:4N ratio and 
synthesis procedure is based on condensation of nitrogen-rich precursors at high temperatures 
under inert atmosphere. Subsequently, properties of the polymeric structure were investigated. It 
showed excellent stability up to 630 °C, even in air, being non-volatile at high temperatures while 
total decomposition occurs at 750 °C with no remaining residues.10 Similar to graphite, stacking 
due to π-π interaction between sheets causes insolubility in solvents.10 Thus, it provides 
characteristic X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern, which presents two peaks around 13° and 27° due 
to intraplanar distance of holes and interplanar stacking.6 However, due to incomplete 






Figure 1.1. Synthesis and structure of polymeric carbon nitride through melamine (nitrogen-rich 
precursor) via condensation.  
Renaissance for the g-CN material began with the investigation of optical properties. 
Conventional g-CN was shown to be a semiconductor with maximum absorbance at 420 nm 
which is consistent to its pale yellow color. g-CN also shows blue emission and creates 
photocurrent in photoelectrochemical cells.12 Even though appealing properties of g-CN created 
thriving research, g-CN had some drawbacks such as low dispersibility, high charge 
recombination rate, low conductivity etc.6 Apart from the aforementioned properties of g-CN, 
tunability of physical and chemical properties prolonged the attention as drawbacks might be 
eliminated with proper modifications in future. Compared to traditional metal semiconductors 
which have defined composition and structures, g-CN can be tailored to alter the chemical and 
photophysical properties. Such properties can be considered as porosity, crystallinity, elemental 
ratio, surface charge, absorption and dispersibility. Modification of g-CN, which can be applied 
as pre- or post-modification, has elicited many new features for g-CN materials facilitating 





be qualified as g-CN ‘monomers’, and interestingly changes in the final g-CN products are 
obtained. Precursors such as melamine, dicyandiamide, urea, guanidine hydrochloride and 
precursors with additional elements such as thiourea can be employed for g-CN synthesis. 
Therefore, it is possible to tune the final C:N ratio and photon absorption properties as well as 
introducing new elements such as sulfur and boron. 
For example, utilizing cyanuric acid with melamine and barbituric acid as supramolecular 
complex monomer for g-CN synthesis shows significant red shift of absorption in final g-CN 
product.13 In addition, barbituric acid insertion forms in situ in-plane heterojunctions which 
increases solar absorption yield and charge separation.13 Direct copolymerization of barbituric 
acid with dicyandiamide shows similar increase in absorption in final g-CN product via partial 
replacement of NH2 groups with methylene, which presents the flexibility of g-CN modification 
via organic protocols.14  Employing urea with oxamide results in precursor complex which is 
crosslinked through hydrogen bonding. Subsequent polycondensation for g-CN synthesis 
provides a clear absorption above 465 nm which can be ascribed to enhanced n-π* transition of g-
CN.15  
Morphology control was observed when cyanuric acid-melamine complex was utilized as g-CN 
precursor. Resulting ordered hollow carbon nitride structures presented reduced fluorescence 
intensity and improved photocatalytic activity via hole transport pathway.16 Copolycondensation 
with precursors including more elements provide doped carbon nitride, e. g. 
ammoniotrihydroborate (BNH6) with dicyandiamide yields boron defects on g-CN which reduces 
the band-gap and fabricates more suitable material for H2 evolution due to increased photon 
absorption.17 Salt-mediated synthesis using potassium salts facilitates a novel kind of carbon 
nitride (K-PHI) via potassium as template for formation of g-CN with enhanced bandgap 
properties. Resulting material with heptazine imide as repeating polymeric units presents both 
photophysical and crystal structure-porosity difference compared to traditional g-CNs.18 Nitrogen 
rich precursors with phenyl pendant group can effectively introduce phenyl domains to g-CN 
sheet after polycondensation, providing significantly increased luminescence behavior due to 
increased aromaticity on the edges.19 Not only precursor composition, also condensation 
temperature can alter g-CN properties. Thus, temperature effect for formation of g-CN from 
melamine precursor was investigated, which g-CN samples showed differences in crystallinity at 





products yielded via thiourea condensation at different temperatures were examined together with 
photocatalytic activity, similarly products at lower condensation temperatures were not 
satisfying. However increasing condensation temperatures above 500 °C improves the 
polycondensation degree and enhanced electron delocalization on aromatic sheets supported by 
sulfur moiety, thus promoting photoredox properties.21  
As g-CN was exhibited as heterogeneous catalyst, increased porosity results in enhanced 
activities. Porosity engineering of g-CN can be achieved via soft or hard templating methods. 
Utilization of block copolymers such as Triton X-10022 or ionic liquids such as 1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium (EMIM)23 provides well organized g-CN nanostructures with increased pore 
size. However during condensation, thermal breakdown of the pore templates causes impurities 
which results in significant amounts of residual carbon in final g-CN structure.24 Using hard 
templates such as SBA 15, hierarchical mesoporous g-CN can be obtained with high surface area 
and interlinked mesopores, which can simultaneously be transformed into metal-carbon 
composites via reactive templating.25  
Not only molecular structure and composition, but band gap engineering of g-CN remains a hot 
topic as it is related to overall efficiency in photocatalytic-energy harvesting applications. First of 
all, it is important to understand the photophysical concepts of semiconductors. g-CN with filled 
valence band (VB) and vacant conduction band (CB) exhibits a band gap. Excitation of g-CN 
with light transfers an electron from VB to CB creating a positively charged hole on VB and 
negatively charged e- on CB. Efficient oxidation and reduction can be achieved when the charges 
are separated and recombination is prohibited (Figure 1.2). As pure g-CN has high recombination 
rate, g-CN can be engaged to create heterojunctions for manufacturing of advanced catalysts. 
Employing a material with dissimilar bandgap values to g-CN facilitates new electronic structure, 
where the interface of semiconductors plays the most important role for efficiency. Commonly it 
is stated that efficiency of overall photocatalytic process highly depends on the interface, which 






Figure 1.2. Excitation of g-CN and some applications employing g-CN as heterogeneous 
photocatalyst. 
Photocatalytic water splitting is one of the many appealing applications of g-CN heterojunctions. 
In such a way water is split into hydrogen and oxygen elements in three steps, i) light absorption 
creates electron-hole pairs in semiconductor, ii) migration of charge carriers to surface, iii) 
electrons in CB can reduce H+ to H2 while hole can oxidize water to O2.
27 Various metal-g-CN 




different possible pathways for photochemical processes. As an example, formation of g-C3N4-
TiO2 yolk-shell composite was investigated for its photochemical activity in water splitting and 
dye degradation. Enhanced activity compared to pure g-C3N4 was observed, which is due to 
migration of excited electrons on g-CN to CB of TiO2 resulting in degradative pathway and 
positive hole of g-CN triggers oxidative pathway.28 p-type semiconductor Ag2O particles on 
surface of n-type semiconductor g-CN possess matched energy band structure, which promotes 
multielectron migration pathway (e- and h+ transfer from g-CN to Ag2O). Thus, photocatalytic 
activity due to elevated charge separation is improved.29 Formation of metal-free heterojunction 
structures utilizing carbon-based materials raises significant attention due to electron storage 
properties and conductivity.32  
A ruthenium complex on g-CN performs very well for CO2 reduction to formic acid as final 
product at ambient conditions.33 Excited g-CN electrons on CB migrate to the Ru complex which 
promotes reductive pathway, and hole of g-CN reacts with sacrificial electron donor. In contrast, 





charge separation rate, which endows significantly increased CO2 photoreduction to CO and H2 
in water-acetonitrile mixture.34 g-CN can also be utilized for dye degradation, as an example 
study showed that photoexcited g-CN electrons in CB can reduce the dissolved oxygen to create 
superoxide radical, which can oxidize sulfamethazine on the g-CN surface.35 Thus, organic 
pollutants in water can be oxidized employing mesoporous g-CN under visible light. Oxidation of 
4-chlorophenol was investigated, and it was shown that radical species formed via g-CN (H2O2, 
.OH, .O2-, 
.OOH) serve for photocatalytic oxidation of pollutants.36 g-CN is a highly active 
heterogeneous photocatalyst that provides outstanding applications, especially with proper 
modifications.  
For further expansion of applications, especially the areas of optoelectronics or solar cells, 
encountered a solid obstacle. Even though g-CN was shown to be a striking heterogeneous 
catalyst, processing of bulk g-CN is problematic due to colloidal instability of g-CN. At this point 
it is necessary to discuss the aspects regarding the stability of colloidal systems. Colloids can 
simply be defined as dispersed particles in a medium where they do not dissolve. It is possible to 
find colloids in daily life, i.e. milk, mayonnaise and blood.37 Colloids can be considered to be 
prepared via two different approaches; namely dispersion and condensation.38 Dispersion is based 
on either applying mechanical energy (such as ultrasonication) or additives (such as surfactants) 
to form a colloidal system. Condensation method is commonly utilized for aerosols and 
emulsions to condense small dissolved molecules into larger colloidal particles.37  
The stability of particles in dispersion can be explained with thermodynamic aspects of the 
system and is related to the minimum total free energy.38 As random collision of particles take 
place (Brownian motion), factors such as temperature, pressure, solvent properties and 
concentration affect the colloidal stability. Dispersion is a kinetic system and interaction of 
particles might lead to sedimentation. Thus, atoms or molecules being separated from the 
dispersing media leading to formation of heterogeneous mixture.37 The main forces which 
influence interaction of particles are attractive (van der Waals-London) and repulsive 
(electrostatic and steric) forces.38 Stable colloids comprsie a system where no sedimentation or 
aggregation is observed (when repulsive forces are stronger than attractive forces) and generally 






Figure 1.3. Main attractive and repulsive forces on colloidal particles and terms arising for 
colloidal systems. 
Fluctuations in electron density create temporary dipole moment on particles, which create 
attractive potential energy. Arising from quantum mechanical considerations, movement of 
electrons promote interim change in dipole moment of particles, via reversing the direction of 
charge and creating attractive forces over time average.39 Such an alternation generates energy 
which is much higher than gravitational potential energy of particles, which leads to van der 
Waals attractions of colloids.39 Repulsive forces can be divided into electrostatic and steric 
forces. Using macromolecules (usually non-charged) adsorbed on particle surface facilitates 
steric force and therefore steric stabilization.37 Upon attraction of two particles with 
macromolecules absorbed on the surface, osmotic effect increases concentration and solvent 
pushes itself to interface resulting in loss of entropy. In order to balance the entropy, particles 
move apart, which prevents sedimentation or aggregation.38 Electrostatic stabilization arises from 
Coulombic repulsion between charged particles. Counter ions and surface charge form electric 
double layer (EDL), thickness of double layer and surface potential at Stern layer (size of 





measurement is helpful to estimate the colloidal stability of the system via providing information 
about magnitude of electrostatic potential of the particles.38  
Colloidaly stable g-CN dispersion is the main requirement for successful photovoltaic and 
optoelectronic applications of g-CN. Therefore, some researchers showed interest in g-CN 
functionalization for facile processing of g-CN. g-CN sheets contain strong van der Waals 
interactions which promotes sheet accumulation, and etching g-CN sheets with strong acid was 
one of the approaches for exfoliation based dispersion preparation. For example, bulk g-CN 
powders can be oxidized via K2Cr2O7-H2SO4 mixture to yield dispersible and porous g-CN 
structures, but such harsh oxidizing conditions are not favorable for applications.40 Employing 
montmorillonite as exfoliator in ultrasonication forms highly dispersed g-CN sheets in water, 
however the presence of high amount of montmorillonite fixed on the g-CN surface (1:1 w/w) 
can be undesirable for some practical applications.41 Stable g-CN nanosheets in water were 
created with oxygen plasma method via protonating hydroxylamine groups on the surface of g-
CN, however once again modification conditions limit the applicability.42 Discussed reports were 
focused on dispersibility of g-CN in aqueous media providing in-situ dispersibility with additives. 
However applicability was limited. Employing low amounts of g-CN and long ultrasonication 
times (more than 24 hours) can be considered as another approach,43 it yields pure g-CN 
dispersions however scaling or industrial manufacturing is challenging as well.  
A promising application for luminescent g-CN might be bioimaging, which requires highly 
dispersible and colloidaly stable g-CN particles. Low condensation temperature for g-CN 
formation is the synthetic approach of g-CN based quantum dots (QD). Inhibiting tri-s-triazine 
sheet polycondensation at low temperature provides small sheets or dots formation, with highly 
uncondensed moieties (NH2 and OH edges) presenting hydrophilic character. For example, 
human urine was employed as a precursor for the synthesis of fluorescent g-CN at 200 °C.44 
Resulting g-CN showed water dispersibility and colloidal stability due to formation of g-CN QDs 
with much less polycondensation degree compared to traditional g-CN.  Similarly, mixing urea 
and sodium citrate in different ratios and polycondensation at 180 °C in autoclave results in 
formation of g-CN QDs with high fluorescence, where the PL emission can be readily shifted via 
variation of precursor ratios.45 Aforementioned applications combined water dispersible g-CN 
QDs with luminescent properties of g-CN. PL mechanism of g-CN was expected to be related to 





nitrogen atoms with polymeric structure (π) of carbon nitride.46 Not only water dispersions of g-
CN QDs, but also highly condensed g-CN powders can benefit from luminescent properties. 
Highly fluorescent g-CN powder was synthesized from urea and trimesic acid precursors at 500 
°C which can be employed for fingerprint imaging. In that report, doping g-CN with phenyl 
groups was shown to shift the emission spectra of g-CN to green light, and object imaging can be 
achieved very precisely.47 
As the interest for optical properties of g-CN has developed, interest for g-CN thin films has 
increased collectively as uniform thin films are main requirements for solar energy harvesting 
devices. Two important studies have shown that synthesis of doped g-CN on FTO films can be 
utilized for photovoltaics48 and light emitting diodes (LED).49 Film synthesis was conducted via 
polycondensation of g-CN precursor over FTO under inert atmosphere. However, high film 
thickness, reproducibility and processability are the main problems, yet the studies have 
elucidated the potential of g-CN. Unlike previous applications which were conducted in aqueous 
environment, such systems require either high colloidal stability of g-CN particles over a variety 
of organic solvents for solution based processing, or costly instruments for vapor phase 
processing via physical or chemical vapor deposition. For both approaches, unfortunately there is 
no solid background yet.  
Considering the future development of society, energy issues would be solved via effective 
utilization of sun as the main energy source. Shifting from heavy metal containing systems to 
metal-free and sustainable energy harvesting devices creates opportunities and challenges at the 
same time. g-CN was found to have many advantages compared to other semiconductors, and 
tunability of g-CN created enormous scope in the field, with variety of applications from water 
splitting to bio imaging. Remarkable performance of g-CN in heterogeneous systems is 
effectively being utilized and more and more research is being presented, however expansion of 
knowledge for the chemistry of g-CN is not linear in that sense. There is a whole new world 
waiting for g-CN, which is based on dispersible systems. Many key applications such as 
photovoltaics and energy harvesting will depend on colloidaly stable dispersions of g-CN, 
especially in organic solvents. Additionally, durable dispersions of g-CN should base on the bulk 
g-CN properties instead of in-situ additives to afford pure dispersions. All of these factors should 





delocalization properties of g-CN. Understanding the working mechanism of g-CN and adjusting 
the material properties indeed will be the main factor for designing the future. 
       2.2. Carbon Nitride in Polymer Chemistry: State of the Art  
Properties of g-CN were also appealing for polymer chemistry, there is an increasing number of 
publications since 2015 which intensify the applications of g-CN in polymers. The first report 
was from Yagci, Wang and Antonietti, showing visible light photoactivity of g-CN combined 
with photopolymerization.50 Utilization of mesoporous g-CN with co-catalyst for free radical 
polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA) in organic media was reported. The experimental 
set-up was typical for free radical polymerization, g-CN was utilized as heterogeneous 
photoinitiator and tertiary amine as co-initiator in the system. Polymerization was successfully 
attained, with typical free-radical polymerization kinetics. Proposed mechanism was based on the 
excitation of g-CN via visible light and electron-hole formation, followed by i) oxidation of 
tertiary amines creating positive charge and radical by hole, ii) radical on tertiary amine initiates 
polymerization, iii) electron created via photoexcitation reacts with positively charged tertiary 
amine (Figure 1.4).50  
Two years later, g-CN was utilized in photochemically controlled atom transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP) for precise control of polymer molecular weight. g-CN was employed 
with copper (II) species, ligand, MMA monomer, ATRP initiator and photoinduced 
polymerization was investigated.51 Polymerization was achieved in controlled manner with low 
molecular dispersity, and living character of polymerization due to functional end groups on 
polymer chains was indicated via chain extension. The mechanism was based on photoexcitation 
of g-CN which forms electrons and holes. Electrons in CB promote reductive pathway via 
reducing copper (II) to ATRP active copper (I) species which can initiate the controlled 
polymerization, and photoexcitation based mechanism was verified via light on-off experiments 
(Figure 1.4). Utilization of visible light and ease of g-CN separation after reaction provides 
satisfactory route for polymer synthesis.51 A similar route was applied for photoinduced azide-
alkyne cycloadditions, where photoexcited g-CN electrons promote reductive pathway. Coupling 
of variety of organic molecules containing azide and alkyne groups with high efficiencies were 
demonstrated via triazole ring formation via g-CN mediated in situ reduction of Cu (II) species to 
active Cu (I) catalyst.52 Additionally, photo induced electron/energy transfer (PET) reversible 





Similarly, formation of excited electrons upon irradiation of g-CN was followed by interaction 
with special RAFT agents initiating controlled polymerization (Figure 1.4). Benign 
polymerization conditions and low molecular dispersity along with chain extension was reported 
for methyl acrylate (MA), butyl acrylate (BA) and N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA). g-CN was 
also reported to reduce dissolved O2 in the reaction medium therefore polymerizations can be 
achieved without deoxygenation or monomer purification. Tertiary amines were needed as co-
initiator.53 Overall, g-CN was successfully utilized as heterogeneous catalyst for polymerization 
and coupling reactions in organic media.   
 
Figure 1.4. Proposed radical formation and polymerization mechanism via photoexcitation of g-
CN in organic media, (a) ATRP, (b) RAFT and (c) free radical polymerization mechanisms. 
Not only in organic media, organic-water ‘interface’ applications of g-CN were also investigated. 
g-CN was demonstrated to perform as Pickering emulsion stabilizer, which is an emulsion 
stabilized via addition of solid particles.54 The structure of g-CN consists of hydrophobic 
conjugated framework (tri-s-triazine rings) and hydrophilic non-condensed groups, such an 





colloidal surfactant which allows dispersion of hydrophobic carbon materials such as graphite 
and carbon nanotubes.54 When organic phase is filled with styrene monomer, g-CN stabilized 
uniform styrene droplets were formed in water, and polymerization of styrene was conducted via 
radical species initiating at 70 °C. Uniform size distribution and smooth surface for polystyrene 
(PS) latex with embedded (non-covalent) g-CN was exhibited, the left-over g-CN on the outer 
surface was simply removed via centrifugation. PS microspheres with well-defined size 
distributions were obtained for fabrication of photonic crystals.55  
In addition, applications of g-CN in aqueous media were investigated. Hydrolysis of g-CN under 
aqueous alkaline conditions promotes exfoliated g-CN fiber formation. A CO2 stream generates 
hydrogel formation via assembly of g-CN fibers, and resulting 3D network was utilized for dye 
absorption. Furthermore, sol-gel transition of a hydrogel was demonstrated, i. e. hydrogel could 
be converted to uniform dispersion via N2 stream.
56 g-CN assembly approach was followed for 
the formation of g-CN aerogels.  Salt templated g-CN nanoparticles containing highly 
uncondensed hydrophilic edges were dispersed in water. Hydrogel formation was observed over 
long periods of standing due to assembly of g-CN nanoparticles, and subsequent freeze drying 
resulted in aerogel formation. Pure g-CN aerogel was endowed with high photocatalytic 
activity.57 Co-assembly of g-CN with peptides presented highly creative application. Fmoc-
diphenylalanine peptide has aromatic interactions and hydrogen bonding, which leads to high 
tendency for self-assembly in aqueous solutions.  Dispersions of g-CN were mixed with Fmoc-
diphenylalanine, which spontaneously undergoes hydrogel formation due to hydrogen bonding 
and enhanced π-π stacking. Non-covalent hydrogel was a model for light harvesting 
photosynthesis scaffold, excitation of g-CN and enzymatic energy conversion through peptide 
was an example for light responsive redox biocatalysis.58  
As g-CN has high thermal stability, embedding g-CN in polyacrylamide hydrogel for gel 
electrophoresis was investigated. g-CN dispersion was mixed with acrylamide monomer, 
crosslinker and gelation was achieved by radical initiation via redox couple. Existence of g-CN 
significantly increased thermal conductivity of the gel  and band resolution of electrophoresis, 
which is promising for improved separation efficiency.59 A similar strategy was followed for the 
synthesis of g-CN embedded polyacrylamide-acrylic acid hydrogel. The composite hydrogel was 





nanosheets, monomers and crosslinker. High fluorescence, which is served by g-CN, was 
employed as fluorescent probe of Ag+ species.60  
Covalent attachment of g-CN to polymeric hydrogel network was also investigated. Aqueous g-
CN dispersion containing monomer and crosslinker can be irradiated with visible light. In this 
case, g-CN acts as photoinitiator, and covalently connects to polymer network. Presented study 
showed the photocatalytic activity of resulting g-CN based hydrogels, demonstrating dye 
degradation kinetics, however reinforcement due to g-CN was not investigated.61 As g-CN sheets 
are two dimensional structures, radicals form on opposing surfaces upon visible light excitation. 
Therefore, g-CN also has crosslinker character in addition to photoinitiation. Such phenomenon 
was examined via irradiating aqueous g-CN dispersion containing only monomer (N-isopropyl 
acrylamide),  providing soft hydrogels with tunable turbidity.62 Oxidative polymerization of 
aniline in g-CN dispersion introduces polyaniline formation between g-CN nanosheets. 
Composite hydrogel with g-CN-polyaniline heterojunction was demonstrated  as photocatalytic 
platform for dye degradation in aqueous media.63 Mixture of g-CN dispersion with sodium 
alginate promotes formation of a viscous liquid which can be 3D printed. Addition of CaCl2 
solution crosslinks alginate units, and Au nanoparticles were loaded for heterojunction formation 
with g-CN. Patterned aerogel membrane were fabricated via supercritical drying of hydrogel, 
which can be implemented for solar wastewater remediation.64 Phenyl doped g-CN was 
previously reported due to its fluorescent properties. Physical mixing phenyl doped g-CN with a 
class of water soluble π conjugated polymers, such as poly[(9,9-bis(6′-((N,N,N-
trimethylammonium)hexyl)-2,7-fluorene)-co-4,7-di-2-thienyl-2,1,3-benzothiadiazole] dibromide, 
facilitates full-color emission materials for cell imaging.65 Polyethylene glycol (PEG) groups 
were attached on oxidized g-CN surface, covalently via mesyl groups. Resulting water 
dispersible nanodots were utilized for metal-free cell bioimaging probes.66 Mixing bulk g-CN 
with ionic liquids (IL) under hydrothermal conditions result in exfoliated g-CN sheets. IL fixed 
on  g-CN surface triggers subsequent reversible hydrogel formation, which was explored for gas 
sensing applications.67 
As summary, integration of g-CN into polymer chemistry has started in 2012 and has shown 
significant increase since 2016. Besides presenting alternative routes for prevalent reactions (such 
as controlled polymerizations), novel approaches such as emulsion stabilization were 





aqueous media showing diverse properties. Photoexcited g-CN electrons were employed through 
reductive mechanisms in organic media, utilizing g-CN as heterogeneous catalyst in controlled 
polymerization and azide-alkyne coupling reactions. Well defined latex particles can be obtained 
via g-CN as emulsion stabilizer, which is embedded in final polymer particles presenting optical 
properties. In aqueous media, hydrogel formation with g-CN found variety of applications, from 
photocatalysis to sensing. Drying g-CN based hydrogels establishes g-CN aerogel synthesis, 
which similarly can be utilized as photocatalytic scaffolds. Modified g-CN particles dispersed in 
aqueous media were shown as bioimaging agents. Despite the field is relatively new, 
understanding g-CN based reaction mechanisms and perceiving possible modifications via 
polymer chemistry are a promising avenue for improving g-CN properties.       
     2.3. Biological Tissues and Hydrogels: Strong Relation  
Throughout history, much before than discovery semiconductors or utilization of fossil fuels, 
human health has been one of the major topics. Since the first days of human evolution, human 
beings always tried to offer solutions regarding health problems.68-70 Early ages passed via 
understanding the causes of diseases for prevention. Later on ‘intervention’ has started, meaning 
diseases were tried to be cured with ancient methods such as primitive instruments or herbal 
mixtures.71-73 Years of biological research provided background about human tissues and their 
structure.74 Human tissues have characteristic properties which evolved over millions of years to 
perform a task.75 Differences in water content or biochemical ingredients endow variety of 
mechanical properties in natural tissues.76 Human tissues can be considered as mechanical 
wonders, i.e. skin and articular cartilage. Yet, mimicking skin and articular cartilage via synthetic 
materials is one of the main challenges in healthcare research.  
As the largest organ of the human body, skin serves as a barrier for pathogenics, dehydration and 
ultraviolet (UV) light.77 Skin is composed of two distinct layers, the epidermis and dermis, 
approximately every 20 days skin is renewed. Skin contains high amount of water (more than 80 
%) with moderate flexibility and extreme stability under load. When skin is damaged, i.e. the 
barrier is ruined, human body becomes vulnerable against pathogens, which results in immediate 
and serious infections. Wounds can be classified as acute and chronic, based on the time to heal.78 
Acute wounds usually heal between 8-12 weeks with minimal scarring, and the primary causes 
are friction, tear or abrasion of skin. Chronic wounds, however, are not healed beyond 12 weeks 





healing periods and major injuries. Especially burns or deep cuts, require more specialized 
materials for protection called wound dressings.81 Wound dressings should be oxygen permeable, 
antibacterial and contain water to mimic the functions of skin on minimum level.82-83 Indeed it 
should be affordable, and application should not restrict the daily life activities of patient during 
healing period.84 As it is applied onto skin, skin-like feeling should bring extra comfort for 
utilization of wound dressings.85 Burns, for example, cause wounds that might be critical 
regarding burn degree, and require special treatment as the skin is damaged and dehydrated at the 
same time.86 Considering the high numbers of serious burns (1.2 million in United States per 
year) and chronic skin ulcers (6.5 million in United States), wound dressings created an 
enormous market with 15 billion dollars per year in United States alone.87  
Regarding skin, another interesting and highly creative application was suggested recently, called 
‘wearable electronics’.88 High demand of personalized medication created innovative approaches 
which would promise personalized treatment to individual patients.89 As discussed previously, 
skin was one of the main inspirations for such a development. Human body is composed of 
electrolytes which can be imagined as moderately conductive network.90 Touching, for example, 
is sensed via ultrafast delivery of electrostatic interactions to the brain.90 Therefore, common 
literature investigates wearable electronics based on conductive networks with high flexibility 
with well tensile properties.91 Such a design relies on tracking physiological signals arising from 
skin and transfer into digital signals.92 In such a way, the health status of a patient can be 
monitored continuously over long periods. Therefore possible risks can be diagnosed 
immediately and specific treatment would be presented.93 It has been foreseen that such a market 
will grow to 1 trillion dollars in 2020 as world population is getting older, and smart solutions 
would improve the lifestyle of many human beings.94 Overall, fabrication of skin like materials 
remains as one of the hottest topics both in academic research and healthcare market.  
Considering human tissues, also articular cartilage should be discussed, which can be found in 
joints. Articular cartilage is a mechanical masterpiece which consists of 70% water and collagen 
type II fibers. It can bear enormous cyclic loads from the human mobility in daily life, i.e. 
walking or running (around 8 MPa).95 Such a system would have significant wear problems, 
thankfully Nature provided a smart solution which allows movement of human beings. The secret 
for the extraordinary mechanical performance with fatigue resistance over long periods was not 





composed of charged proteoglycans in synovial fluid which provide ultra-low friction during the 
load. Therefore long-term performance to articular cartilage is granted. However, increased 
lifetime expectancy caused discovery of new problems which probably did not exist previously. 
Especially articular cartilage starts having wear problem with aging, which reduces mobility and 
decreases life standards. 97 As a result, joint replacement became one of the typical treatments 
regarding healthcare; however it is not so straightforward. Current technology suggests ultrahigh 
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) alloys for joint replacement surgery, though long 
term usage is not possible and surgery needs to be applied regularly.98 An innovative solution is 
required for joint replacement to provide long term stability and minimized application effort, 
ideally even without surgery.99 Developments in biology revealed the compositions and functions 
of natural tissues. Unlike early ages, humankind has progressed considerably for disease 
treatments, however new problems require new answers. Skin and articular cartilage are just 
some examples of natural tissues where permanent solutions and synthesis of synthetic replicas 
would significantly increase life quality of humans.               
In recent years a novel class of materials was established, so called ‘hydrogels’. Hydrogels 
consist of crosslinked hydrophilic polymer chains forming 3D networks with high water 
absorbance capacities. Thanks to the crosslinked nature, hydrogel networks do not dissolve in 
water, but swell.100 Indeed such definition resembles biological tissues, which contains 
significant amounts of water embedded in 3D networks. Later on, considerable attention was 
observed for hydrogel research to provide a spectrum of materials that are similar to natural 
tissues.101 Following the hydrogel definition, simple synthesis conditions were not satisfactory to 
provide functionalities to hydrogels, therefore different synthetic approaches were investigated.  
As the research expanded, highly functional hydrogels are introduced via utilization of chemical 
advances. Before starting the classification of hydrogels, it is important to talk about crosslinking. 
Crosslinking enables connection of polymeric chains in the network. Thus it is responsible of 
many parameters such as elasticity, toughness, insolubility and increased glass transition (Tg) 
temperatures.102 A first classification can be carried out according to the nature of crosslinking, 
namely chemical hydrogels and physical hydrogels.103 Chemical crosslinking indicates covalent 
bonding that forms the polymer network, which can be applied utilizing chain growth 
polymerization, addition and condensation as well as gamma ray polymerizations.102 Chain 





one at a time.104 In hydrogel synthesis, free radical polymerization is favored over ionic 
polymerization due to feasibility. Free radical polymerization begins with radical formation, an 
initiator forming active radicals due to decomposition from heat or light.105 Radical is added from 
initiator to monomer, which initiates the polymerization. Addition of monomers to the active site 
advances the chain length by each addition, which is called propagation. Terminal monomer 
carries the active site for the addition of next monomer. The propagation of the polymer chains 
ends with termination or disproportionation. Termination is when active radicals, either on chains 
or small molecules combine. Disproportionation results in one double bond formation in one 
chain.105 Figure 1.5 shows the linear growth of the polymer chain with one active double bond. If 
the monomer contains more than one active double bond, i.e. crosslinker, it connects polymer 
chains and therefore crosslinks the structure (Figure 1.5). Oxygen moieties in solutions or 
stabilizers terminate or slow down chain propagation.  
 





Addition polymerization process is completed in three steps as chain initiation, propagation and 
termination. Chain reaction adds new monomer units to growing chain through double bonds. As 
a summary, chemical hydrogels are formed via covalent crosslinking, bond is irreversible and 
stable against degradation.  
Physical crosslinking indicates crosslinking via physical interactions instead of covalent bond 
formation. Physical interactions which are employed for hydrogel synthesis are ionic interaction, 
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interaction, crystallization and π-π interaction.106 
Aforementioned interactions are weaker but dynamic compared to covalent bonding, therefore 
physical hydrogels are generally considered reversible.107 Charge interactions may be introduced 
via utilizing charged polymer and oppositely charged small molecule as linker, or via utilization 
of oppositely charged polymer chains leading hydrogel formation. As gelation and de-gelation is 
pH dependent, such hydrogels can be tailored to have specific performance at different pH.108 
Hydrogen bonding offers strong interaction between molecules e.g. hydrogels can be fabricated 
via dissolved polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) linear polymers in defined concentrations.109 In addition, 
some natural biocompatible materials such as sugars, cellulose and hyaluronic acids form 
significant amounts of hydrogen bonds, which enable formation of hydrogels via hydrogen bond 
interactions.110-111 Hydrophobic interactions require hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains in 
polymer chains, thus hydrogel formation generally depends on temperature and concentration. 
Poloxamer (PX) is ABA type triblock copolymer composed of poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) as 
hydrophilic and poly (propylene oxide) (PPO) as hydrophobic core, and hydrogel synthesis from 
dissolved PX can be achieved via controlling temperature and concentration.112 
Stereocomplexation is based on employing similar molecules with different stereochemistry, such 
as D- and L- polylactide. Difference in tacticity induces strong interaction resulting in hydrogel 
formation.113 Materials with strong aromaticity benefits from π-π interactions for hydrogel 
synthesis. For example graphene, with high aromaticity and sheet like structures assembles at 
certain concentrations yielding hydrogels.114 Physical crosslinking provides dynamic non-
covalent interactions to hydrogel network, and presents variety of properties to hydrogels. 
Overall, crosslinking is the most important factor to present non-solubility to hydrogel network, 
which can be applied via various methods.  
Once the hydrogel is formed, swelling plays an important role for the performance of the 





starts when dry hydrogel is in contact with water. Primary bound water initiates swelling by 
moving through hydrophilic domains in hydrogel network. Secondary bound water defines the 
interface of hydrophobic domain and water in hydrogel network.106 Most of the swelling models 
are based on Fick’s diffusion law, as infiltration of water into hydrogel network is diffusion 
driven. Expanding typical equation with mass transport, Equation 1 is used to calculate swelling 
kinetics (c: concentration of diffusing species, D: diffusion coefficient, ϑ: convective velocity of 
solvent).115 Swelling ratio is defined via Equation 2 which is based on the mass of dry (Wd) and 
swollen (Ws) hydrogel samples. Crosslinking polymer chains form porosity in hydrogels and 
porosity is related to swelling performance of hydrogels. Porosity can be calculated using 
equation 3 employing absolute ethanol as eluent (M1 and M2 stands for mass of hydrogel before 
and after immersion, ρ is density of absolute ethanol and V is volume of hydrogel).116 Not only 
swelling capacity, but also retention plays an important role in some applications, even in 
agricultural sciences.117 Equation 4 shows calculation of water retention (WRt) using swollen 



























Equation 1.1. Equations regarding swelling of hydrogels.  
After discussing two of the most important parameters for hydrogels, namely crosslinking and 
swelling, further classifications can be assessed according to the components employed. Variety 
of hydrophilic components can be utilized for hydrogel synthesis, which can be natural or 
synthetic according to the origin.118 Natural monomers possess biocompatible identities and 
common natural components for hydrogel synthesis are chitosan, collagen, fibrin, chitin, 
cellulose, gelatin and hyaluronic acid derivatives.119 Hydroxyl and amino functionalities in 
natural components serve for hydrophilicity, however high molecular weight and limited 





significant class of materials with variety of functionalities. Common monomers are poly 
(ethylene glycol) (PEG) based acrylates, lactic acid, caprolactone, N-vinyl pyrrolidone, 
acrylamide (AAm), N,N, dimethyl acrylamide (DMA), N-isopropyl acrylamide (NIPAM),  
hydroxy ethyl methacrylate (HEMA) and some charged monomers such as  3-sulfopropyl 
methacrylate potassium salt  (SPMA) and [2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] trimethylammonium 
chloride.119 Various functionalities and ease of processing present advantages for the utilization 
of synthetic monomers. Further investigation of parameters such as biocompatibility and cell 
viability forms a platform for possible tissue engineering applications in the future.   
Arising from their chemical nature, some monomers with specific functional groups or physical 
characteristics provide a stimuli responsive property to hydrogels. Therefore stimuli responsive 
(smart) hydrogels have gained significant attention in research.120 Response to the environment 
can be triggered via different factors, e. g. pH, temperature, electric field or light.120 As response 
arises from chemical nature, in practice triggering can be applied over many cycles, resulting in 
physical changes of hydrogels such as elongation, expansion, folding, bending and shrinking. In 
mechanics, response of hydrogels is based on elastic deformation, meaning physical change 
(deformation) can be recovered.121 Such a response of hydrogels can be employed for smart drug 
delivery platforms,122 actuators123 and self-healing hydrogels.124 Hydrogels containing acidic or 
basic groups possess pH responsive character, arising from interaction with ions in solution. pH 
responsive hydrogels can be of interest for smart drug delivery platforms, as pH difference in 
parts of the body can be a stimulus. One example utilizes drug loaded poly (N,N′-dimethyl 
aminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) based polybase hydrogel for targeted drug delivery to 
solid tumor (weak acid). Changing pH from neutral to acidic range protonates the functional 
groups of hydrogel which triggers the release of loaded cargo drug in desired area.125 PNIPAM is 
known for its lower critical solution temperature (LCST) close to body temperature. Change in 
temperature triggers a considerable volume change of PNIPAM based hydrogels. Such an 
expansion or shrinking of hydrogel (due to change in hydrophobicity with temperature as stimuli) 
can similarly be utilized in drug delivery systems.126 Temperature stimuli can be employed for 
designing in-situ gelling systems, injectable solution at room temperature undergoes gelation 
once injected to body. Some hydrogels such as polyelectrolyte hydrogels can respond to electric 
field, showing change in hydrogel volume. In addition to drug delivery, such a system can be 





movement is based on electrical conductivity, hydrogel showing physical change with electric 
field can be promising for the future in soft robotics.127 Light responsive hydrogels respond to 
different wavelengths of light and can be applied to display units and optical switches. 
Mechanism is based on change in molecular conformation via light irradiation, e.g. in the case of 
azobenzene and derivatives. Altering conformation changes the molecular polarity, therefore 
hydrogels with such functional groups present physical change via light irradiation.128  
As summary, changes in environment can trigger response in hydrogels via certain stimuli, which 
promotes the concept of active materials for variety of applications. Implementing architectural 
designs to hydrogels promises that the deformation can be controlled in a tailor-made style. Such 
innovative designs present hydrogels which can walk,129 open up like flowers,130 or lift a load.131 
Combining the chemistry of hydrogels with current technologies such as 4D printing, hydrogels 
have no limit in physical movements.132 Actuation of hydrogels revealed the possibility to 
synthesize actuating networks similar to natural tissues. However, hydrogels should fulfill the 
mechanical properties of biological tissues. 
Understanding biological tissues, scientists were inspired to work on tissue engineering and treat 
diseases innovatively. Chemical approaches led to formation of hydrogels which are similar to 
biological tissues. Since then, hydrogels with diversified functionalities were presented. 
However, one of the most important properties of hydrogels is mechanical performance. Ideas to 
mimic skin-like soft structures or cartilage-like tissues require meeting specific mechanical 
criteria from hydrogels. Simple synthetic approaches yield hydrogels which in general fail to 
meet these mechanical criteria, therefore an important step for advancing in hydrogels is proper 
reinforcement. 
       2.4. Reinforced Hydrogels: Chemical Methods for Reinforcement  
Biological tissues possess diverse mechanical properties, thus hydrogels are expected to show 
similar performance. Excellent mechanical performance should be performed despite high water 
contents, unfortunately, fragility of hydrogels causes strong limitation for possible load-bearing 
applications.133 Diverse mechanical properties are accessible for hydrogels via reinforcements, 
which can be applied by different synthetic approaches. Some of the well-studied methods are 





IPNs are based on the crosslinking of more than one network within each other.134 The 
methodology can be extended to synthesize double network (DN) or triple network (TN) 
hydrogels. The synthesis can be divided into two approaches, e.g. sequential or simultaneous. In 
sequential formation, inner crosslinked network, which is preferred to be rigid, is synthesized in 
the first step. The first polymerization is followed by swelling primary hydrogel network with 
precursors of the secondary network and subsequent gelation (Figure 1.6).133 In simultaneous 
formation, precursors of both networks exist in the same solution however crosslinking is applied 
via orthogonal triggers.134 Single network hydrogels are generally brittle as they contain voids. 
The strength of IPN hydrogels relies on the formation of  secondary network within the voids of 
the first network, which decreases the void and increases the polymer concentration of resulting 
hydrogel.135 The first network absorbs precursors of the secondary network which endows rigid 
inner core, and the secondary network is preferred to be more elastic.136 Rigid inner network 
provides the toughness and stress absorption whereas elastic secondary network allows better 
stress dissipation.137 It is also possible to discuss the nature of crosslinking in IPN approach, 
which can be chemical or physical as discussed previously. As an example, ionic crosslinking can 
be applied to crosslink alginate units in alginate-polyacrylamide (PAAm) double network 
resulting in highly flexible and tough hydrogels.138 Covalently crosslinked hydrogel based on 
poly (2-acrylamido,2-methyl,1-propanesulfonic acid) (PAMPS) as first network and PAAm as 
secondary network also showed outstanding mechanical performance. Resistance against 
compression and high fracture energy clearly indicates the strength of combination of networks in 
contrast to single networks.139 As the resulting hydrogels from this approach are extremely tough, 
utilization of charged monomers provide tough and lubricant hydrogels, one-step closer to mimic 
articular cartilage.140-141  
Indeed characterization methods require strong background in mechanics, and some basic 
introduction in deformation and fracture mechanism is needed. Deformation can be described as 
a change in material due to applied force. Such a change can be reversible (recoverable) or 
irreversible (non-recoverable), so called elastic deformation and plastic deformation, 
respectively. As the natural tissues withstand different types of forces, applied forces for 
mechanical tests are tensile (pulling), compression (pressing) and shearing. Strength of the 
material is defined as the resistance to applied directional force without plastic deformation, 





(compression and tensile) apply defined forces until fracture of the materials, and monitor the 
progress via stress-strain curves. From the graph, elastic and plastic deformation range can be 
concluded, and related elastic moduli (Young’s modulus, Emod) can be calculated from the slope 
of the curve in elastic deformation range.  
Toughness is material’s resistance to fracture when stress is applied, and can be calculated via 
integration of the stress-strain curve.142 Fatigue is defined as weakening of the material over 
repeatedly applied force. As natural tissues withstand enormous amounts of cyclic forces, 
investigation of cyclic tests (compression and tensile) provides an appropriate estimation for the 
fatigue resistance of hydrogel materials.142 Rheology is an active method to understand flow 
mechanics of hydrogels. Measurement provides two independent modulus values, namely storage 
modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G’’). G’ represents elastic behavior of material and G’’ 
represents viscous behavior. When G’>G’’, it can be concluded that the material has gel 
character, contrarily material shows viscous liquid character when G’<G’’.143 Modulus 
measurements with changing strain provide a hint about the nature of reinforcement (shear 
thinning etc.), and modulus measurements against changing frequency show the stability of the 
network.143 As a summary, the described mechanical measurements provide an insight into 
hydrogel structure and properties as well as comparison of mechanical properties of hydrogels 
and natural tissues.  
Utilization of nanoparticles in hydrogel synthesis leads to enhanced mechanical properties as well 
as more functionality. Such a system consists of polymeric hydrogel network and embedded or 
chemically linked nanoparticles (Figure 1.6). Commonly employed nanoparticles can be 
classified as polymeric, carbon-based, and inorganic.101 Polymeric nanoparticles represent 
materials such as dendrimers, core-shell particles and micelles. Dendrimers have highly branched 
polymeric structures and would provide better stress handling in hydrogels, at least theoretically. 
For example, poly (glycerol-succinic acid) dendrimers on PEG core were investigated. Changing 
dendrimer concentration significantly influences hydrogel stiffness and hydration kinetics.144 
Highly branched (5th generation) poly (amine ester) (HPE) modified with photocrosslinkable 
groups were incorporated in hydrogels, which allows the tuning of mechanical properties as well 
as drug delivery capacity.145 Utilization of carbon-based materials in hydrogels, such as carbon 
nanotubes (CNT) or graphene would have potential for conductive hydrogel synthesis due to their 





as reinforcer is problematic due to their strong hydrophobic nature (strong π-π interactions) 
causing dispersion problems in aqueous media.101 First of all, the surface of these materials has to 
be modified with functional groups such as –NH2, -OH and –COOH to customize hydrophilicity 
and dispersibility.147 –COOH functionalized CNTs were employed for reinforcing gelatin 
methacrylate (GelMA) hydrogels. Reinforcer generates fractal-like nanostructures and enhances 
mechanical performance, as well as increases cell viability of resulting hydrogel.148 Similarly, 
graphene is oxidized to graphene peroxide (GpO) which can be utilized for PAAm hydrogel 
synthesis. Resulting reinforced hydrogel shows significant increase in tensile properties which 
can be utilized to fabricate elastomeric scaffolds.149 
Inorganic nanoparticles represent materials such as hydroxyapatite (nHA), silica, clay, titanate 
and TiO2. Choice of mineral based materials arises from their presence in body, therefore 
favoring biological responses.150 Two inspiring publications from Aida and coworkers show that 
there is apparently no limit in nanocomposite reinforced hydrogels. Employing clay with 
dendritic molecular binder provides soft, self-healable, skin-like hydrogel with high amounts of 
water and good mechanical performance.151 Second one presents the utilization of magnetic field 
for manufacturing anisotropic hydrogels. Titanate nanosheets were shown to align in the direction 
of applied magnetic field, thus titanate dispersion with hydrogel precursors was utilized. 
Subsequent gelation in such environment results in reinforced anisotropic hydrogels, which show 
mechanical response depending on the direction of applied load.152 Covalent bonding of 
nanoparticle to polymer network presents different results compared to utilization of 
nanoparticles as physical filler as the crosslinking density differs. Even in some cases, employing 
nanoparticles as physical fillers do not improve mechanical properties at all.153 Covalent bonding 
of reinforcer to polymer network provides extra crosslinking points, therefore enables a stress 
transfer between polymer and nanoparticle resulting in enhanced mechanical properties.101 For 
example, irradiation of titanate nanosheet forms hydroxy radical from water. Then the 
polymerization is initiated from titanate surface and covalently reinforced hydrogel explains the 
enhanced mechanical performance.152 Being part of free radical polymerization, such an approach 
is also part of photochemical grafting. When a semiconductor material absorbs light, it forms 
excitons and holes which promote radical formation in aqueous solution.  Polymer growth is 






Figure 1.6. Scheme showing common reinforcement methods, (a) IPN strategy, (b) nanoparticle 
embedded reinforcement, (c) nanoparticle initiated covalent reinforcement. 
As summary, reinforcement of hydrogels can be achieved via network engineering or 
nanoparticle integration. IPNs generally form reinforced tough hydrogels which makes them 
prime candidates for joint replacement materials. Nanoparticle materials can initiate the gelation 
or be embedded in hydrogel network, both cases resulting in reinforced hydrogels. Not only 
reinforcement, but also novel functionalities are accessible via utilization of nanoparticles in 
hydrogel synthesis. Interdisciplinary cooperation of chemistry, biology and mechanics will 
design hydrogels of the future, and tissue engineering will tailor the hydrogel materials for daily 
use. Yet, the background from macromolecular chemistry is needed for facile, accessible and 
cheap hydrogel reinforcement methods to meet the mechanical properties of natural tissues. 
          2.5. Motivation of the Thesis  
The necessity to alter world’s energy source has boosted the studies about semiconductors, 
materials which can transform sun light into energy. The sustainability problem of metal-
containing semiconductors was responded via metal-free semiconductor g-CN, which can be 
synthesized from abundant precursors. g-CN has been heavily investigated as heterogeneous 
catalyst, presenting promising results for diversified applications. However, processability of g-
CN must be enhanced significantly for integration in solar cells and optoelectronics, therefore g-





As hydrogels are promising replacements for natural tissues, tissue engineering and synthesis of 
artificial tissues primarily require mechanical performance from synthetic hydrogels. Aqueous 
dispersions of g-CN were studied for hydrogel formations, however reinforcing effect of g-CN in 
hydrogels has never been investigated. Focusing on the reinforcement, utilization of g-CN as 
reinforcer and visible light initiator might synthesize inspiring materials for tissue engineering. 
This thesis will try to extend the borders of applications of g-CN and employs a combination of 
g-CN, visible light and simple chemistry to create variety of advanced materials solely based on 
















This thesis investigates the applications of g-CN in dispersed media for fabrication of materials. 
It addresses the following questions: 
Can g-CN be utilized as a photoinitiator and reinforcer in the synthesis of hydrogels? Chapter 4 
shows the utilization of various g-CNs with different properties in a one pot, photoinitiated 
hydrogel synthesis. g-CN will be discussed as a photoinitiator and reinforcer at the same time. 
The strength of the final hydrogels in the presence of 0.6 wt.% g-CN will be related to the 
physical properties of g-CN to understand the toughening mechanism. In addition, mechanistic 
questions, related to bond formation and radical transfer will be answered in order to expand the 
scope of  g-CN utility in aqueous media, monomers and gelation.  
Can the amount of g-CN in hydrogel synthesis be increased? The limiting factor for g-CN solid 
content in hydrogel synthesis is attributed to poor water dispersibility of g-CN. Chapter 5 
presents a method to increase g-CN content up to 4 wt.% via a co-solvent method. A 1:1 
water:ethylene glycol (EG) mixture provides suitable conditions to disperse higher amounts of g-
CN. In the next step, the mixture is utilized in a one-pot, photoinitiated hydrogel synthesis 
yielding tough organohydrogels. The EG can be removed by immersing the organohydrogels in 
water providing pure hydrogels. Storage moduli of the resulting hydrogels depend significantly 
on g-CN content. Simple photopatterning employing home-made masks is introduced which 
enables the synthesis hydrogels with a specific design. 
How to enhance the dispersibility of g-CN? Chapter 6 will demonstrate the enhanced 
dispersibility arising from bulk g-CN properties. In order to increase g-CN dispersibility in 
aqueous and organic media, a one-pot photoinduced grafting of olefinic molecules has been 
designed. The choice of non-propagating molecules helps to preserve bulk g-CN photophysical 
properties while increasing the dispersibility. The introduction of -SO3H functionality for 
aqueous dispersions, 1-decene for organodispersions and -NH2 for pH-driven dispersibility is 
presented.  
How does g-CN surface chemistry affect hydrogel properties? Chapter 7 shows hydrogel 
formation from surface-functionalized g-CN. Inspired by the effect of a negative charge on 





hydrogel synthesis. Altering the monomers and composition manifests extremely compressible 
and soft hydrogels with tissue-adhesive, shock-resistance and cut-resistance properties with no 
toxicity and a skin-like feeling.  
Can g-CN be formulated for stable aqueous dispersions? Chapter 8 presents a g-CN 
‘prepolymer’ which can be utilized in hydrogel synthesis. Grafting hydrophilic monomer to g-CN 
in a water-EG mixture results in highly viscous, but still injectable network. Prepolymer can be 
mixed with a secondary monomer and crosslinker (without an additional initiator) to synthesize 
tough hydrogels. Colloidal stability of the prepolymer allows utilization of charged monomers, 
which was not possible in g-CN-based dispersions before. As an example, the synthesis of a 
superhydrophilic and tough hydrogel is demonstrated employing a prepolymer and a negatively 
charged monomer. 
Can g-CN be dispersed in organic media? Finally, Chapter 9 shows that by modifiying g-CN 
with vinyl thiazole provides ultrastable and pure g-CN dispersions in organic media. Vinyl 
thiazole groups grafted on the edge of g-CN particles facilitate electrostatic stabilization in 
organic media as the negative charge delocalizes onto the thiazole edges so g-CN sheet remains 
positively charged, thus, creating donoracceptor-type structure. Dispersions can be prepared in 
20 seconds and stored for weeks. As the sheet exfoliation is highly efficient, for the first time it is 
possible to create transparent g-CN coatings. Moreover, organic g-CN dispersions can be 







4. Reinforced Hydrogels via Carbon Nitride Initiated 
Polymerization a 
4.1. Overview 
The presented Chapter focuses on the utilization of g-CN as visible light photoinitiator and 
reinforcer for the synthesis of hydrogels with enhanced mechanical properties via a one pot, 
visible light initiated process. Relation of mechanical strength to g-CN properties (such as 
electronegativity, surface area etc.) was investigated. Moreover, the mechanism of hydrogel 
formation was elucidated and role of g-CN in the system. The presence of 0.6 wt.% g-CN leads 
to a reinforcing effect compared to reference hydrogel, and pH sensitivity of hydrogels due to 
negatively charged g-CN.  
 
Figure 4.1. Hydrogel precursors with dispersed g-CN particles and formation of hydrogel after 
visible light treatment with covalent bonding of g-CN to polymer network. 
 
 
a Terms of use: This chapter was adapted with permission from B. Kumru, M. Shalom, M. 
Antonietti and B. V. K. J. Schmidt, “Reinforced Hydrogels via Carbon Nitride Initiated 
Polymerization”; Macromolecules, 2017, 50 (5), 1862-1869. Copyright 2017 American Chemical 








At first, different types of graphitic carbon (g-CN) nitride were synthesized from different 
monomers; such as cyanuric acid-melamine (CM), cyanuric acid-melamine-barbituric acid (CMB 
0.1 and CMB 0.25), cyanuric acid-2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5 triazine (CMp) and from 
crystalline urea (u-CN) with proper heating conditions under N2 protected atmosphere (See 
Appendix-Experimental).13, 16, 155-156 Main characterizations of synthesized g-CNs are presented 
in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.2. Solid state analysis of synthesized g-CNs, (a) UV-Vis spectra, (b) XRD profile and 
(c) FT-IR spectra.  
 
g-CNs show overall absorption in the visible light is observed in the range of 250-500 nm with 
differences in absorption intensity due to different precursors (Figure 4.2a). Powder XRD profile 
shows two main peaks at 13° and 27° which present the formation of graphitic structure of carbon 







Table 4.1. Properties of g-CNs and gelation times. 
  g-CN type Surface Area 
(m2/g)a 
Zeta  Potential 
(mV) 
C:N ratiob Gelation   Time 
CM 108.0 -38.5 0.6025 1 hour 
u-CN 63.6 -40.9 0.5920 1.5 hour 
CMB 0.1 80.3 -28.3 0.6652 4.5 hours 
CMB 0.25 27.6 -26.7 0.6746 8 hours 
CMp 34.7 -24.1 0.9146 8 hours 
aobtained via porosimetry and the BET method, bobtained by elemental analysis. 
 
In order to form g-CN based hydrogels, first g-CN was dispersed in water. Subsequently, 
monomer and crosslinker were added to the dispersion and nitrogen was flushed through the 
system. The gel formation was initiated by illuminating the mixture with a 50 W white LED until 
gelation was achieved.  
 
Figure 4.3. Overview over hydrogel formation via visible light irradiation, reactants and 
exemplary pictures of resulting hydrogels. 
g-CN is photoactive material under visible light irradiation, and 0.6 wt.% g-CN content by weight 





crosslinker is 11 wt.%. This underlines the nanoscopic dispersion of the g-CN, as the average 
distance between sheets has to be bridged by a polymer to create a gel. For comparison, a 
reference hydrogel was prepared utilizing hydrogen peroxide-potassium persulfate (KPS) redox 
couple initiation. From Table 4.1 it can be concluded that the gelation times decrease with 
increased surface area of g-CN. Nevertheless, not only the surface area affects the gelation rate. 
As seen from Table 4.1, u-CN has lower surface area than CMB 0.1, yet much faster gelation is 
observed. To explain this phenomenon other values have to be taken into account. It seems that a 
better dispersion and photoactivity as well as lower C:N ratio also lead to improved gelation.  
From a mechanistic point of view the main question is the role of g-CN in the system. First, it 
was investigated whether the polymerization reaction is driven by the formation of radicals. The 
radical scavenger hydroquinone was added to the reaction medium, and complete inhibition of 
gelation was observed. It is assumed that the radicals are formed on the g-CN surface upon 
illumination. Furthermore, in the presence of oxygen, a ~3 fold longer gelation time was 
observed, which is due to the photoreaction of the catalyst with oxygen, which thereby acts as an 
inhibitor and/or transfer agent for the polymerization. Another important question is how g-CN is 
integrated into the hydrogels. Previous reports regarding the utilization of g-CN as catalyst in 
photopolymerization and controlled atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) stated that g-
CN remains unchanged as utilization of co-initiator led to radical transfer from g-CN to the co-
initiator and thus initiation in solution.50-52 The co-initiators used so far were basic amines, where 
the nitrogen atom was responsible of reacting with the radical formed on the g-CN surface. To 
prove the direct participation of g-CN in the hydrogelation, the system was altered to exclude 
molecules with nitrogen atoms. Thus, monomer and crosslinker were changed to PEGMEMA 
and PEGDMA (Figure 4.4). Indeed the nitrogen free system also yielded hydrogels, indicating 
that initiation of the polymerization for hydrogel formation can happen at the g-CN surface 







Figure 4.4. Non-nitrogen containing monomers utilized for g-CN initiated hydrogelation and 
images of resulting hydrogels. 
 
The stable incorporation of g-CN into the hydrogel is another indication that the reaction initiates 
on the g-CN surface. As seen via solid UV-Vis spectroscopy in Figure 4.5 the reference DMA gel 
absorbs light between 260-400 nm. The g-CN derived hydrogel u-CN shows strong absorption in 
a similar range as the respective g-CN precursor. Furthermore, the other g-CN derived hydrogels 
show the same resemblance between the powders and corresponding hydrogels in the UV-Vis 
spectra (Figure A1). Imaging via cryo-SEM for g-CN derived DMA hydrogels shows the 
microscopic structure of hydrogel networks (Figure A2-7). 
 
Figure 4.5. Solid state UV-vis spectra of reference DMA hydrogel compared with u-CN derived 





Radicals can be generated on the surface of the g-CN which also acts as anchoring points for the 
monomer. Ideally chain growth starts from surface of g-CN particle and ends at the surface of 
other g-CN particle (or by recombination with another surface generated polymer chain), this 
provides more crosslinking density throughout the network. By those mechanisms, g-CNs acts as 
a colloidal crosslinker as well. In order to investigate the relative effect of g-CN as a crosslinking 
unit, gelation was performed without the addition of molecular crosslinker. After 5 hours, a softer 
but insoluble material was obtained, which appeared to be a hydrogel. Rheology measurements 
show that it has a more viscoelastic character, as shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
Figure 4.6. Rheological properties of CM-DMA hydrogel without commercial crosslinker, with 
storage (G’) and loss moduli (G’’) against changing strain on constant angular frequency, back 
(open) and forth (filled) process. 
 
As the g-CN initiator is a stiff polymeric filler, it also acts as a potential reinforcing agent in the 
hydrogels, providing extra strength. Interestingly, the mechanical properties of the hydrogels are 
directly related to the g-CN concentration. In general, g-CN derived hydrogels show much higher 
storage modulus (G’), around 40 times, and loss moduli (G’’) compared to the reference hydrogel 
(Figure 4.7, Figure A8-13). In spite of the relative low concentration of filler particles, this 






Figure 4.7. Comparison of average storage (G’) and loss modulus (G’’) values of reference and 
g-CN derived DMA hydrogels at 0.1% strain. 
While the reference DMA hydrogel has G’ values around 240 Pa, g-CN reinforced hydrogels 
have G’ values in a range of 3800 to 8300 Pa. Storage moduli can be directly related to the 
mechanical strength of the hydrogel. The significant difference in hydrogel strength can be, by 
the model of rubber elasticity, quantitatively attributed to an increased number of mechanically 
active crosslinking points in the hydrogels. By the incorporation of the solid nanofillers, also a 
better distribution of stress in the network is possible that may be one of the reasons for increased 
stability even under extreme deformations (no gel fracture).157 In addition, repulsion of 
negatively charged g-CNs in the hydrogel system may add to the higher moduli as reported by 
Aida and coworkers in the case of negatively charged titanate nanosheets in hydrogels.152 
Compared to titanate nanosheets, incorporation of g-CN promises a wider optical absorption 
range and adjustable electronic character via the variation of g-CN species. Moreover, g-CN 
possesses increased negative surface charge than titanate nanosheets. Comparing the different 
types of CN by the resulting values of G’, it is obvious that zeta potential has the strongest 
influence on the mechanical strength compared to other parameters such as surface area, C/N 
ratio (Figure 4.8). For example, u-CN with the lowest zeta potential g-CN, has the highest value 
of G’ while the second lowest zeta potential belongs to CM that has the second highest G’ value. 
In turn, the hydrogel made from CMp, which has the highest C:N ratio, medium zeta potential 





due to possibility to modify its properties easily. Overall, one can conclude that g-CN with high 
negative surface charge leads to the formation of stronger hydrogels. 
 
Figure 4.8. Connection between surface zeta potentials of g-CN types and storage moduli (G’) 
values of hydrogels derived from g-CNs at 0.1% strain. 
The light absorption properties of g-CN hydrogels were also investigated. Freeze dried reference 
hydrogel was put into a g-CN dispersion and left to swell. Very small change in UV-Vis spectra 
and no change in rheology were observed, which means that g-CN can hardly infiltrate the 
hydrogel once the hydrogel is formed. Formation of u-CN embedded hydrogel via redox 
initiation in the dark leads to hydrogels with G’ around 3000 Pa at 0.1% strain (Figure 4.9b). 
Thus, u-CN is incorporated even without any photoinitiation, however creating a weaker gel due 
to dangling chains. Compared to the reference gel without g-CN addition, already this mode of 
incorporation results in a significantly improved mechanical strength. Nevertheless, g-CN 
initiation and thus introduction of additional topological crosslinks via g-CN further enhances the 
mechanical strength significantly. 
The effect of g-CN incorporation can be nicely observed via strain dependent rheological 
measurements. For the reference DMA hydrogel without g-CN incorporation a slight decrease of 
G’ with increasing strain is observed (from 227 Pa at 0.1% strain to 174 Pa for 100% strain), 
which is the common shear thinning effect observed for polymer samples (Figure 4.9a). Addition 
of g-CN without covalent incorporation into the gel structure leads to an increase in the storage 





modulus (from 2865 Pa at 0.1% strain to 1042 Pa for 100% strain for u-CN derived hydrogel). In 
addition to the shear thinning effect of the polymer network itself, the embedded g-CN sheets 
cause significant shear thinning due to alignment of the g-CN sheets upon shear stress (Figure 
4.9b). The strain dependent decrease of G’ is well-known for hydrogels that include inorganic 
support as in the hydrogel two different networks are formed, a soft polymeric and a rigid 
inorganic network from sheet-sheet contacts.158 Furthermore, yield stress is observed as the 
system does not return to the initial value of G’ at 0.1% strain. The yield stress stems from the 
required energy to align the g-CN sheets in the hydrogel when stress is applied. More 
importantly, the covalent incorporation of g-CN increases the mechanical strength further. 
Moreover, a significant shear thinning effect is observed (from 8320 Pa at 0.1% strain to 3060 Pa 
for 100% strain), which can be explained by the alignment of g-CN sheets with the application of 
strain stress. In addition, the yield stress coupled with the shear thinning effect can be observed 
by the non-fully reversible dependency of G’ with strain, which is a typical effect for reinforced 








Figure 4.9. Comparison of storage (G’, black and orange) and loss modulus (G’’, red and green) 
values of (a) reference, (b) u-CN embedded without covalent bonding and (c) u-CN derived 
DMA hydrogels against strain, back (open) and forth (filled) process. 
 
XRD profiles and FT-IR results of g-CN derived hydrogels show the related peaks from both 
DMA polymeric network and from g-CN (Figure A14-15). Due to the high water content of 
hydrogels, observation of order from XRD profiles is challenging. However, highly crystalline g-
CNs as CMp still lead to signals in the XRD profiles from hydrogels.  
Swelling is one of the most important properties of hydrogels. Addition of solid structures like g-
CN is expected to decrease the swelling ratio of hydrogel as the number of crosslinking points 
increases. Figure 4.10 shows the swelling behavior of freeze dried hydrogel samples in the 







Figure 4.10. (a) Swelling behavior and (b) swelling ratios at equilibrium of hydrogel samples 
with a white dashed line at 900% referring to the as synthesized state. 
Obviously, the reference gel demonstrates much higher swelling compared to g-CN derived 
hydrogels. For the reference gel swelling by a factor of 2 is observed, while for the g-CN derived 
swelling factors of around 1.2 to 1.7 as compared to the state of synthesis are observed. The 
swelling behavior is again in-line with the expectation for reinforced hydrogels as the presence of 
g-CN leads to additional covalent crosslinking points and tectonic sheet-sheet contacts that lead 
to decreased swelling properties. As g-CNs entail a surface charge, swelling was also performed 
in acidic/basic media, but no significant change was observed, which proves that the swelling 
property is mainly controlled by the crosslinking density and less by colloidal interactions (Figure 
A16). 
Nevertheless, the swelling medium should affect the mechanical strength of g-CN based 
hydrogels. In order to investigate the effect of pH onto mechanical strength, freeze dried u-CN 
derived DMA hydrogels were left to swell in basic (0.5 M) and acidic (0.5 M) medium. Rheology 
results (Figure 4.11a and b) show a relation between pH of the swelling medium and strength of 






Figure 4.11. Storage modulus (G’, black and orange) and loss modulus (G’’, red and green) 
values of u-CN assisted hydrogel swollen in (a) acidic and (b) basic medium, against strain, back 
(open) and forth (filled) process. 
The initial G’ value for pure water swollen u-CN assisted DMA hydrogel drops from 8300 to 
3000 Pa when it is swollen in acidic medium (Figure 4.11a), yet it decreases only in minor 
amount with increased strain. Apparently, the amount of protons in the gel networks can change 
the order of the surface zeta potential of g-CN, which causes a significant decrease in the 
mechanical strength. On a microscopic level the effect can be explained via screening of negative 
charges at the edges of g-CN and weakened sheet-sheet interactions constituting the stacked-card 
house structure. Correspondingly, the gels show a weak sheer thinning effect and less strength. 
However, swelling in basic medium leads to an increase in mechanical properties (Figure 4.11b), 
showing a strong dependence on the strain. The decrease of G’ at high strain becomes significant 
(around 2500 Pa) and back process loses significant amount of strength. In contrast to acid 
treatment, addition of base leads to further deprotonation of the charges at the edges of g-CN. 
Therefore, sheet-sheet interactions are expressed more strongly. Thus, indeed a significant shear 
thinning effect and increased strength at 0.1% strain are observed. Overall, the g-CN derived 
hydrogels show pH dependency due to the incorporation of charged g-CN moieties. 
As discussed above, using g-CN as photoinitiator and reinforcer yields strong hydrogels. 
Connection of polymeric network to g-CN layer causes improved distribution of stress 
throughout the hydrogel network. The strength of the hydrogels seems to be governed most 
significantly by surface electronegativity of g-CN, probably due to repulsion of layers upon 





physically dispersed g-CN in the hydrogel. Providing random anchoring points decreases the 
swelling properties of hydrogels but not significantly. Since g-CN is highly charged, g-CN 
derived DMA hydrogels are pH dependent due to interactions of ions with the surface of g-CN. 
Therefore, g-CN surface charges are screened that lead to less g-CN sheet-sheet interactions and 
a decreased reinforcement. 
4.3. Conclusion 
 
In the present Chapter g-CN was utilized as photoinitiator for hydrogel formation that can 
significantly increase the mechanical strength of the obtained hydrogels (up to 8300 Pa with 
0.6 wt.% g-CN content and 11 wt.% solid content in total). The g-CN reacts as initiator and 
reinforcing agent in the one pot, photoinduced DMA gelation process. Utilization of visible light 
for the gelation makes reaction conditions mild and convenient. Mechanical strength of g-CN 
derived hydrogels was found to be directly related to the surface zeta potential values of g-CNs. 
Covalent incorporation of g-CN in the hydrogel was found to be significant for the advanced 
mechanical properties, as blending hydrogels with g-CN in a non-covalent way led to a 
significant decrease of the mechanical strength. Swelling properties of hydrogels do not change 
in acidic or basic media but pH has significant effect on the mechanical properties. The latter 
accentuates that the g-CN is acting as a crosslinker. This work opens the possibility to utilize g-
CN based hydrogels with tunable mechanical properties for a number of advanced applications, 









5. Tough High Modulus Hydrogels Derived from Carbon 
Nitride via an Ethylene Glycol Co-solvent Route a  
5.1. Overview 
 
Previous Chapter demonstrated the possibility to utilize g-CN as visible light photoinitiator and 
reinforcer in hydrogels. However low dispersibility of g-CN (0.6 wt. %) is an obstacle in the 
fabrication of tough hydrogels. In the presented Chapter, routes to increase g-CN content for the 
synthesis of tough hydrogels were investigated. Employing water:EG mixture as dispersing 
medium, g-CN showed much better dispersibility up to 4 wt.%. The dispersion was utilized for 
hydrogel synthesis after addition of monomer and crosslinker to obtain organohydrogels under 
visible light. Immersing intermediate organohydrogel into water yields pure hydrogels with 
remarkable mechanical properties. In addition, utilization of visible light enables patterned 
organohydro-and hydrogels via photomasks.    
 




a Terms of use: This chapter was adapted with permission from B. Kumru, V. Molinari, M. 
Shalom, M. Antonietti and B. V. K. J. Schmidt, “Tough high modulus hydrogels derived from 
carbon-nitride via an ethylene glycol co-solvent route”; Soft Matter, 2018, 14, 2655-2664 







In order to conduct photoinitiated gel formation, g-CN was synthesized according to previous 
reports utilizing cyanuric acid-melamine as precursor.16 As g-CN has low dispersibility in 
aqueous media, hydrogels with g-CN incorporation above 0.6 wt.% were not accessible so far.159 
Addition of surfactants (1 wt. %) yields good dispersions after ultrasonication for 20 minutes, 
however sedimentation takes place within 10 minutes for 2 wt. % g-CN in water (Figure A17). In 
order to increase dispersibility and colloidal stability of g-CN, utilization of a co-solvent in 
addition to water was investigated. Addition of common water miscible solvents such as acetone, 
alcohols and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone had negative effects on g-CN dispersibility leading to 
immediate precipitation. Interestingly, addition of ethylene glycol (EG) to water in a ratio of 1:1 
w/w significantly increased the dispersibility of g-CN while variation in EG:water ratio showed 
negative effect for the preparation of dispersions. Utilization of pure EG as dispersion medium 
for g-CN was reported in the literature in order to synthesize doped g-CN quantum dots, where 
experimental investigations reported that upon ultrasonication C-N bond between melem units 
break and EG acts as radical scavenger, yielding smaller sized particles160 or recently for the 
formation of thin g-CN films.161 A similar effect was reported for hexagonal boron nitride 
nanosheet dispersions.162 The reason for enhanced dispersibility is two-fold.163 First of all, polar 
solvents are effective in exfoliation of carbon nitride sheets via intercalation in the stacked 
structure and hydrogen bonding. Moreover, an efficient exfoliation can be obtained when surface 
energies of solvent and carbon nitride are in a similar range, which is the case for EG. The co-
solvent approach allows the preparation of dispersions with solid contents of g-CN up to 4 wt.%. 
Higher contents of g-CN led to non-uniform dispersions containing non-dispersed solid particles 
after ultrasonication. Therefore, dispersions containing 2, 3 and 4 wt.% g-CN were prepared via 
ultrasonication for further studies. To avoid side reactions, initial dispersions were prepared 
without monomer and crosslinker. A visual inspection of the formed dispersion was performed 
before and after ultrasonication of mixtures (Figure 5.2) showing uniform dispersions that could 






Figure 5.2. (a) 2, 3 and 4 wt.% (from left to right) g-CN in water:EG mixture before 
ultrasonication and (b) 2, 3 and 4 wt.% (from left to right) g-CN dispersions in water:EG after 
ultrasonication for 40 minutes. 
 
The stability of dispersions was confirmed via the absence of sedimentation of g-CN particles 
over 4 hours, where sedimentation occurs at g-CN concentrations above 4 wt.%. Thus, a 
maximum of 4 wt.% g-CN was added to ensure dispersion throughout hydrogel formation, which 
is described in the following section. In the next step, the formed g-CN EG-water dispersions 
were used for gel formation (Figure 5.3).  
 
Figure 5.3. Overview for EG gel formation via visible light irradiation and washing of hybrid gel 
network to obtain pure hydrogels. (DMA: N,N-dimethylacrylamide; MBA: N,N-





For that, monomer and crosslinker were added, nitrogen was flushed through the mixtures, and 
polymerization was initiated via illumination with two 50 W white LED sources. Due to the 
photoactivity of g-CN, complete gelations were achieved in less than 1 h. Compared to the 
literature159, 164 a significantly faster gelation rate was observed that is attributed to the increased 
amount of g-CN in the system. Furthermore, a reference DMA EG gel crosslinked with MBA 
was synthesized using KPS-H2O2 redox couple (1 wt. %) as a radical initiator. In order to 
investigate the mechanical properties, rheology measurements of EG gel samples were performed 
(Table 5.1, Figure 5.4a and A18), e.g. 4 wt.% g-CN EG hybrid gel has a remarkable G’ value of 
645 ± 1.6 kPa at 0.1% strain. In the presence of g-CN, gels show significantly increased G’ 
values due to the reinforcement effect from g-CN when compared to the reference gel (Figure 
A19). Very typical for such systems, increasing amounts of g-CN improve the G’ values at low 
strain but cause more significant shear thinning at high strains. Frequency dependent rheology 
measurements in the presence of EG did not show significant change in the region between 0-10 
rad s-1, (Figure A18), as well as 4% g-CN EG gel and 4% g-CN hydrogel between 1-100 rad s-1 
(Figure 5.4c). 
 
Figure 5.4. Comparison of storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss modulus (G’’, red and 
green circles) of (a) 4 wt.% g-CN EG and (b) 4 wt.% g-CN hydrogel against strain, back (open) 
and forth (filled) process, (c) G’ and G’’ values of 4 wt.% g-CN EG gel and 4 wt.% hydrogel 





As discussed previously,159 the utilization of g-CN as initiator leads to the formation of radicals 
on its surface and chain growth starts from g-CN surface. Hence, g-CN acts as colloidal 
crosslinker in the system. In order to study the effect in the co-solvent approach, polymerization 
was performed for 2 wt.% g-CN EG gel system without external crosslinker (MBA) addition. 
After 4 hours, a highly viscoelastic liquid that has gel character as shown via rheology was 
obtained (Figure 5.5). For this system G’ value of 2.0 ± 0.005 kPa and G’’ values of 0.5 ± 0.001 
kPa at 0.1% strain were obtained, suggesting that in the presence of EG, g-CN also acts as 
crosslinker and yields relatively strong gels compared with non-g-CN based reference gel even 
without addition of a crosslinker.  
 
Figure 5.5. Rheology result of 2 wt.% g-CN EG gel without commercial crosslinker, storage (G’, 
black and orange squares) and loss modulus (G’’, red and green circles) against strain, back 
(open) and forth (filled) process. 
 
To confirm the statement, control reactions were performed. Gel formation does not take place in 
the presence of redox initiator and g-CN in dark but without MBA. This clearly indicates the 
necessity of light irradiation to form gels via attachment of polymeric chains to g-CN. Moreover, 
redox couple initiation without MBA addition does not yield crosslinked systems, in a similar 
way as irradiation of just monomer and crosslinker without radical source does not yield a 





formation, which points to the radical mechanism of gel formation. As shown in Chapter 4, the 
effect of covalent bonding on reinforcement was investigated via performing gelation reactions 
with related g-CN amounts with redox initiators in dark (Figure 5.6).  
 
Figure 5.6. Comparison of storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss modulus (G’’, red and 
green circles) of (a) 2 wt.% and (b) 3 wt.% and (c) 4 wt.% g-CN EG gels initiated via redox in 
the dark, against strain, back (open) and forth (filled) process. 
 
Therefore, g-CN remains as unreacted particles buried in the gel network. Dramatic decrease in 
G’ values for all concentrations were observed, up to 98%. Clearly covalent reinforcement plays 








Table 5.1. Overview of the storage moduli (G’) and loss moduli (G’’) values of g-CN EG gels 
and hydrogels at different strains. 
Sample G’ at 0.1% 
strain (kPa) 
G’’ at 0.1% 
strain (kPa) 
G’ at 20% 
strain (kPa) 
G’’ at 20% 
strain (kPa) 
2 wt.% g-CN-EG gel 96.5 ± 0.2 18.1 ± 0.05 11.7 ± 0.03 9.9 ± 0.02 
3 wt.% g-CN-EG gel 460 ± 1.2 75 ± 0.19 58.1 ± 0.15 41.6 ± 0.10 
4 wt.% g-CN-EG gel 645 ± 1.6 93.7 ± 0.23 53.2 ± 0.13 45 ± 0.11 
2 wt.% g-CN 
hydrogel 
88.3 ± 0.2 20.4 ± 0.05 25.8 ± 0.06 20.4 ± 0.05 
3 wt.% g-CN 
hydrogel 
430 ± 1.1 35.1 ± 0.09 78.4 ± 0.20 45 ± 0.11 
4 wt.% g-CN 
hydrogel 
729 ± 1.8 74.4 ± 0.19 70.7 ± 0.18 59.7 ± 0.15 
 
The removal of EG from hybrid gels was performed via solvent exchange as previously reported 
for other solvents.165 Hybrid gels were washed with water via immersion and frequent solvent 
exchange, which yields swollen hydrogels in a convenient way. No particles were observed in 
solution during washing process which hints to a covalent bonding of g-CN and polymeric 
network. The solvent exchange of EG was monitored via FT-IR measurements of freeze-dried 
samples after various periods of time. Rheology measurements of hydrogels without EG were 
performed (Figure A20) to assess the effect of EG incorporation on mechanical properties (Table 
5.1). Storage moduli similar to EG gels were obtained, e.g. 4 wt.% g-CN hydrogel has a G’ value 
of 729 ± 1.8 kPa at 0.1% strain. Again, significant shear thinning behavior was evident as G’ 
values decrease in all samples as strain increases. In any case, the reference DMA hydrogel 
possesses significantly lower G’ values of 0.3 kPa at any strain compared with the g-CN 
reinforced hydrogels. Redox initiated g-CN hydrogels possess much lower G’ and G’’ values at 
any strain, by showing an increase in G’ values with increased g-CN concentration (Figure A21). 
Therefore, strength of hydrogel also depends on the incorporated g-CN amount itself. Overall, 
covalent incorporation of g-CN in hydrogels provides increased mechanical strength due to 
reinforcing effect of g-CN, which can be attributed to increased number of mechanically active 





Decrease of G’ with increasing strain is a common effect when inorganic supports are used.166 
The hydrogels are composed of 2 different networks, namely the polymeric network and the 
inorganic network from sheet-sheet interaction. Upon increased strain, shear-induced deformation 
of these networks occurs and G’ decreases.158 In particular, sheet-sheet interactions (strong π-π 
interaction between g-CN sheets due to aromatic repeating units of g-CN)167 are broken due to 
the shear stress, leading to alignment of g-CN sheets with the shear flow. Thus, shear thinning is 
observed. At high g-CN concentration the mechanical properties of the gel increase due to the 
enhanced sheet-sheet interaction. At the same time more pronounced strain dependency of 
storage and loss moduli are obtained. The non-linear increase of G’ with increasing g-CN content 
might be due to significantly enhanced sheet-sheet contacts in the gels with higher g-CN amount. 
Accordingly, the storage modulus rapidly decreases with strain the most for gels with the highest 
amount of g-CN as the interactions of g-CN is broken due to shear force. In EG hybrid gels, the 
decrease in G’ is more significant than for hydrogels. Moreover, lower G’ values were observed 
for hydrogels compared to EG hybrid gels, which is due to weakened charge dissociation in EG 
gels. After significant increase of strain, the sheet-sheet interaction network is disturbed and a 
stable network could not be formed again on the time scale of the back process. A comparison of 
G’ values for both systems at 0.1% and 10% strain shows that except for 4 wt.% g-CN systems, 
EG gels possess higher G’ values at very low strains and hydrogels possess higher G’ values at 
higher strains (after around 4% strain) (Figure A22), which can be explained with the decreased 
charge dissociation and sheet-sheet interactions in EG gels that lead to a stronger strain 
dependency. 
Another hydrogel property of key importance is compressibility with stress and durability in 
cyclic compression. Classical hydrogels as soft polymeric networks often fail upon gentle 
compression due to a loss of mobility of the entanglements of chains and poor distribution of 
applied stress, and the then broken system is useless in tissue repair. However, reinforced 
hydrogels are expected to dissipate the stress through the reinforcer more effectively, and 






Figure 5.7. Compression test results of (a) EG gels and (b) hydrogels and cyclic compression 
graphs of (c) 2 wt.% g-CN EG gel and (d) 2 wt.% g-CN hydrogel for 20 cycles. 
 
g-CN derived hybrid gels and hydrogels show excellent compression properties (Figure 5.7 and 
Table 5.2). Especially, EG hybrid gels show high elongation at break values, e.g. 84% for 2 wt.% 
g-CN EG gel. Moreover, compression tests show that 2 wt.% g-CN EG gel possesses the highest 
compression modulus (Emod) of 9.45 MPa compared to the other EG gel samples. In addition, 2 
wt.% g-CN EG gel shows the highest strength in the series with an average fracture stress of 316 
kPa. Increased amounts of EG lead to decreased charge dissipation of g-CN sheets, which 








Table 5.2. Overview of compression test results of EG gels and hydrogels. 











2 wt.% g-CN-EG gel 72-73 9.45 ± 0.9 84 316 ± 57 
3 wt.% g-CN-EG gel 71-72 7.70 ± 0.2 81 199 ± 62 
4 wt.% g-CN-EG gel 64-65 6.45 ± 0.9 74 210 ± 46 
2 wt.% g-CN hydrogel 56-57 1.27 ± 0.5 67 39 ± 21 
3 wt.% g-CN hydrogel 56-57 3.10 ± 0.2 66 83 ± 20 
4 wt.% g-CN hydrogel 58-59 3.55 ± 0.7 68 86 ± 42 
a Emod was calculated at strain values equal to 10% before break of specimen via the slope of the 
stress-strain curve. 
After removal of EG from the system, lower compression moduli and fracture strain values are 
observed. In contrast to EG gels, the hydrogels show an improvement in compression modulus as 
g-CN content increases, and the 4 wt.% g-CN hydrogel is the strongest hydrogel with 3.55 MPa 
compression modulus value. Moreover, hydrogels show less strength as indicted by the average 
fracture stress of 39 to 86 kPa. In comparison, EG gels possess much higher fracture stress and 
compression modulus values than hydrogels, possibly due to less charge dissipation of g-CN 
sheets. Absence of EG also results in lower flexibility and causes lower strain at fracture values 
for hydrogels. Thus, calculation of compression modulus values was performed at different 
elongations (Table 5.2).  
To investigate the fatigue resistance of EG gels and hydrogels, consecutive cyclic compression 
tests were performed. Standard force was recorded against true strain, which is the absolute 
change in plate distance, with an elongation of 50%. A total of 20 compression cycles were 
conducted for each sample of EG gels and hydrogels. Overall, cyclic compression showed no 
significant non-recoverable damages for all hybrid gel and hydrogel samples (Figure 5.7 and 
A23-26). Recovery of the initial strength shows that after compression, alignment of a non-
damaged polymeric network and reinforcer was achieved successfully leading to the same 
behavior as the initial synthesized structures. In comparison with hydrogels, EG gels show higher 
net force upon compression. Reversible recovery profiles are important for applicability of 





compression. Therefore, it can be concluded that direct covalent bonds between g-CN and 
polymeric network are strong enough to bear compression at elongations of up to 50%. 
Moreover, the gels have the capacity to recover their original structure without any energy loss in 
the system even after 20 consecutive compression cycles. As summary, tough and mechanically 
stable hydrogels could also be formed via covalent reinforcement. 
The swelling ratio defines the capacity of 3D crosslinked hydrophilic networks for water uptake, 
which is an important property of hydrogels. Addition of solid reinforcers, such as clays and 
titanates, lead to decreased water uptake in the system due to hydrophobic interactions.169 
Moreover, increasing number of crosslinks lead to restrictions in the swelling as lengths of chain 
segments decrease accordingly, which limits elongation of the gel. Hence, a challenging aspect 
for reinforced hydrogels is the preservation of the swelling property of the material, while 
enhancing mechanical properties at the same time. In the present case, swelling behaviour of gels 
and hydrogels were calculated via using the equation given in appendix from the masses of dry 
samples from freeze-drying and swollen samples after immersing dried samples in water (Figure 
5.8).  
 
Figure 5.8. Swelling ratios at equilibrium in water after 24 hours of (a) EG gels after freeze 
drying (40 % remaining EG) and (b) hydrogels after freeze drying. 
After the freeze drying process, EG is still present in the gel network occupying the pores. 
Quantification via TGA of freeze dried g-CN EG gel samples indicates that samples contain 
around 40 wt.% EG after freeze drying, assuming no residual water in samples after freeze drying 





EG gel samples with respect to the overall weight are expected to be lower than for hydrogel 
samples due to remaining EG after freeze drying. Thus, swelling ratios of 250 to 150% were 
observed for EG gels. In the case of hydrogel samples, higher swelling ratios are obtained, e.g. 
1100% for 2 wt.% g-CN hydrogel. Nevertheless, reference hydrogels show an increased swelling 
by a factor of 2 compared to g-CN-derived hydrogels as g-CN provides increased crosslinking 
density. g-CN has characteristic absorption bands in the UV-Vis range (Figure A28), and g-CN 
derived EG gels and hydrogels show similar absorption profiles which points towards g-CN 
incorporation in the gels as well as unaltered photophysical properties (Figure A29).  
Due to the fact that g-CN is active under visible light, sunlight is also an efficient source to 
initiate gelation. Hence, a vial containing the polymerization mixture was put outside on a sunny 
day and during 1 hour gelation was completed showing the facile approach of g-CN initiated 
gelation (Figure 5.9). 
 
Figure 5.9. (a) EG-based g-CN dispersion for gelation was put on a balcony receiving direct sun, 
(b) complete gel formation after 1 hour.  
As gelation is achieved via visible light, spatially controlled polymerization was investigated as 
well, i.e. photopatterning (Figure 5.10a). Illumination of certain parts in the system yields gels 
with patterned shapes. To illustrate the concept, the polymerization mixture was poured into a 





temperature of the mixture stable in order to avoid heat-assisted polymerization. In order to 
evaluate the approach, different patterns were used and partial illumination resulted in desired 
structures of free standing gels (Figure 5.10b). In a half-illuminated system, the illuminated half 
forms gel and the other half remains liquid. Moreover, symbols from deck of cards were 
patterned via various masks as presented in Figure 5.10c and A30. Further investigation 
regarding photopatterning was conducted via formation of patterned thin gels on the surface of 
glass slides (Figure 5.10d). 
 
Figure 5.10. Spatial control of hybrid gel formation: (a) schematic overview, (b) formation of a 
self-standing half-circle after rinsing with water, (c) formation of a self-standing club shape after 
rinsing with water and (d) photopatterning of stripes on a glass slide after rinsing with water. 
 
Another feature is photopolymerization around preformed gels that allows formation of a singular 
network after a previous gelation. First, a thick gel was created and put into plastic petri dish, 
where the dish was filled with monomer mixture around precursor gel network. After gelation 
was completed, the system yielded a single gel network which can be seen from the difference in 
thickness (Figure 5.11). Overall, patterning and formation of single networks after second 






Figure 5.11. Formation of an initial gel network and subsequent gelation around initial gel. The 
initial gel was colored for visualization.  
In order to broaden the scope of gel formation, the gelation was performed within structured 
scaffolds with near-medical application profile. Flexible, thin, porous, but robust structures like 
thin lab tissue paper were utilized as a matrix for gel formation, with the final goal to have a thin 
sliceable supported hydrogel, e.g. for wound coverage. Thus, tissue paper was soaked with the 
initial EG mixture and treated with visible light. After 1 hour, the tissue paper was taken and 
washed with deionized water continuously for the removal of unreacted monomers. Finally, a 
pale yellow tissue was obtained. Under UV light, it is possible to observe fluorescence on the 
tissue due to g-CN incorporation. In contrast a reference sample tissue remains dark (Figure 
5.12). Such photoactive tissue/hydrogel hybrids might be a promising material for photocatalytic 
applications like artificial photosynthesis or as antimicrobial surface via photocatalytic generation 






Figure 5.12. (a) Soaking thin tissue paper with EG-based CM dispersion, (b) after 
polymerization and washing, tissue glows under UV light due to g-CN incorporation whereas 
reference tissue remains dark.  
 Moreover, applications as cartilage or tendon replacement are in reach, as the presented novel 
materials have compressive moduli in a similar order as mentioned natural tissues,170-171 e.g. 
storage moduli of 880 kPa and compression moduli of 0.08 – 2.1 MPa for cartilage. In such a 
way application as components for intervertebral disc implants are expected, especially when 
additive manufacturing methods such as 3D printing are utilized. Nevertheless, biocompatibility 
of the formed hydrogels has to be assessed in order to facilitate biology or medicine related 
applications. 
5.3. Conclusion 
The presented chapter described a procedure how significantly increased amounts of g-CN 
nanosheets (up to 4 wt.%) could be stabilized in aqueous monomer mixtures to form hybrid 
hydrogels. The g-CN can subsequently be utilized as photoinitiator and reinforcer for gel 
formation under visible light in a one pot process. EG together with water was used as a co-
solvent to enhance dispersibility of g-CN. The EG-containing hybrid gels could be transformed 
into hydrogels via simple solvent exchange. Both types of networks show remarkable storage 
moduli (up to 650 kPa for hybrid gels and 720 kPa for hydrogels) and compression moduli (up to 
9.45 MPa for gels and 3.45 MPa for hydrogels), i.e. are of the order of cartilage or tendon. Cyclic 
compression tests of both gels and hydrogels after 20 consecutive cyclic compressions state 
recovery of the initial state without energy loss. Moreover, application of spatially controlled 






6. Enhanced Dispersibility of Graphitic Carbon Nitride 
Particles in Aqueous and Organic Media via a One Pot 
Grafting Approach a 
6.1. Overview 
This chapter has been published and results and figures are taken from it.172 Chapters 4 and 5 
have provided information about the role of g-CN upon visible light treatment during hydrogel 
formation. These valuable pieces of information have shown that radicals are created on the 
surface of g-CN sheets when illuminated. Therefore in the presented chapter one-pot visible light 
induced grafting approach was investigated. Olefinic molecules which do not propagate were 
chosen as grafted moieties in order to avoid polymerization reactions. Introduction of 
functionalities (such as SO3H and decene) lends to extremely enhanced sheet exfoliation in 
aqueous and organic media resulting in stable g-CN dispersions. Thus, the solid content of g-CN 
dispersion can be increased significantly, along with facile dispersion preparation and colloidal 
stability of the systems. Functional groups such as NH2 can be anchored to surface showing pH 
dependent dispersibility in aqueous media. Moreover, fluorophilic character can be introduced 
via grafting fluoro functional molecules.     
 
Figure 6.1. Schematic view for the modifications applied in current chapter. 
a Terms of use: This chapter was adapted with permission from B. Kumru, M. Antonietti and B. 
V. K. J. Schmidt, “Enhanced Dispersibility of Graphitic Carbon Nitride Particles in Aqueous and 
Organic Media via a One-Pot Grafting Approach”; Langmuir, 2017, 33 (38), 9897-9906. 






Inspired by recent work on g-CN photoinitiation for hydrogel formation,61, 159 it is attempted here 
to utilize radicals on the g-CN surface for modification: radicals are formed on the surface of g-
CN via visible light, and various functionalities are integrated. In order to suppress 
polymerization, functional non-propagating allyl compounds were utilized as depicted in Figure 
6.2. 
 
Figure 6.2. Overview for g-CN modifications based on light induced grafting. (IPA: isopropanol, 
THF: tetrahydrofuran)  
To perform photoinduced g-CN functionalizations, allyl containing molecules were chosen as the 
formation of stable radicals and suppressed propagation leads to single radical additions. A one 
pot visible light induced grafting method was utilized to integrate allyl compounds onto the 
surface of g-CN (noted as CM in the chapter). Hydrophilic grafting via 3-Allyloxy-2-hydroxy-1-
propanesulfonic acid sodium salt solution (AHPA) molecule (50 mg CM and 20 wt.% AHPA 
solution in water) increases negative charge as well as S, O and Na atoms on the g-CN structure. 
Table 6.1 shows the initial analysis results of unmodified and AHPA modified CM by the means 
of particle size, zeta potential and elemental analysis. Particle size measurements and zeta 
potential measurements were performed in aqueous dispersion. As grafting time increases 
particle sizes decreases from 2448 nm to 1468 nm (number average). As grafting with AHPA 





layers might be caused. Therefore decreased particle sizes are observed in the case of CM-
AHPA. Grafting onto the surface also causes a spacing effect, which may be another reason for 
smaller particle size as grafting time increases. Moreover, a significant increase in negative zeta 
potentials was also observed over the course of the grafting reaction due to grafted sulfonic acid 
groups from AHPA molecule, while unmodified CM has a zeta potential of -27.5 mV a change 
up to -53.5 mV is observed via increase of negative surface charges. Longer reaction times 
provide increased grafting densities, as shown by the sulfur content observed via elemental 
analysis and more stable zeta potentials occurs at the same time (Figure 6.3).  
 
Figure 6.3. The relation of grafting time with sulfur content and zeta potential of modified CMs. 
The double bond activity of AHPA is sufficient to achieve grafting at ambient temperature via 
visible light induction, and as can be compared from the sulfur amount, it is possible to increase 
the sulfur content by a factor of 10 after 24 hours of reaction, namely from 0.7 % up to 8.74 
wt.%. Assuming a sheet model consisting of g-CN sheets with complete grafting of an AHPA 
layer, a sheet thickness can be estimated from the elemental analysis data acquired from the 
sample with the highest grafting density. Considering the length of AHPA the maximal overall 
coating thickness can be estimated to be two times 1.2 nm for the top and the bottom of the 
hybrid sheet. The theoretical S weight content for the AHPA layer is 14.7 wt.%. Therefore, the 
overall hybrid sheet thickness can be estimated to be maximal 4.1 nm for the grafted structure, 
which leaves 1.7 nm for the inner g-CN part. Theoretical assumption calculated via S weight 
content also fits with the height profiles from AFM results (Figure A31). Thus, this functional 






Table 6.1. Properties of unmodified and AHPA modified CMs. (reaction parameters: 50 mg CM, 
1 g 40 wt.% AHPA solution in water, 1 g deionized water, visible light, ambient temperature).  
Sample Time Dn (nm)
a Zeta Potential 
(mV) 
S content (wt.%)b C/N Ratiob 
CM  2448 -27.5 0.712 0.6025 
CM- AHPA2 2 h 2105 -35.7 3.997 0.8478 
CM- AHPA4 4 h 1944 -42.9 5.574 0.8518 
CM- AHPA6 6 h 1712 -51.7 5.648 0.9125 
CM- AHPA12 12 h 1610 -52.2 7.345 1.0997 
CM- AHPA24 24 h 1468 -53.4 8.743 1.2244 
CM-AHPA 
ref.c 
12 h 2278 -27.6 0.697 0.6032 
a DLS measurements were performed in water (0.05 wt.%) and intensity weighted diameters 
are presented, b obtained via elemental analysis, c reference based on mixing of the reactants 
without visible light irradiation and subsequent purification 
 
In order to exclude physical adsorption of AHPA to the surface, reference experiments were 
performed. The reference reaction was based on mixing of reactants without visible light 
irradiation and subsequent purification. After 12 hours the same purification steps were applied 
as for the irradiated samples and the obtained material was characterized via elemental analysis 
(Table 6.1). However no change was observed for the non-irradiated samples, which indicates 
that reaction proceeds on surface of g-CN through photoexcitation. Moreover, the reference 
experiment suggests that AHPA is grafted to the surface instead of simple physical adsorption. 
Addition of radical scavenger such as hydroquinone also inhibits the reaction as no change in 
elemental analysis was observed, which indicates a radical mechanism for the grafting reaction. 
No change was observed in elemental analysis and particle size while mixing just CM in water 
under visible light irradiation. AHPA grafted CM was also put into D2O and mixed thoroughly 
for 2 hours, then filtered, and 1H-NMR spectra of the solution were taken as shown in Figure 
A32. Existence of only solvent peak states that the AHPA molecule is grafted to the surface 
chemically instead of being adsorbed in the pores of CN and that the applied purification method 





In order to observe the effect of concentration on grafting experiments, variations in allyl 
compound concentration were conducted as explained in experimental part. Compared to the 
initial attempted concentration of 20 wt.% of AHPA, a lower concentration of 10 wt.% as well as 
an increased concentration of 40 wt.% was utilized (Table A1). The obtained results match with 
the results retrieved from time dependent grafting, e.g. smaller sized particles and decrease in 
zeta potential values are obtained for increased AHPA concentrations. Moreover, less 
concentrated medium (10 wt.%) leads to decreased sulfur content compared to higher 
concentration as expected (3.68 wt.%). Also, as expected, it is possible to graft increased amounts 
of AHPA on g-CN with higher concentration of allyl compound (40 wt.%) as shown by 
elemental analysis and the increase of the weight percentage of sulfur atom (up to 9.28 wt.%).  
 
Figure 6.4. (a) XRD profiles of unmodified and AHPA modified CM, (b) solid UV-Vis spectra 
of unmodified and AHPA modified CM and (c) elemental mapping of CM-AHPA24 via EDX. 
XRD profiles show a change in peak positions (Figure 6.4a), which may be due to a potential 
positioning of the positively charged sodium atom between layers. The region between 17-20 
degrees can be assigned to the layer-layer stacking and increase in these peaks after modification 
can be the result of weak scattering due to delamination. Solid UV-Vis spectra follow the same 





suggesting preservation of activity towards photocatalytic applications. Elemental mapping via 
EDX of CM-AHPA24 (Figure 6.4c) indicates the existence of oxygen, sulfur and sodium atoms 
throughout the surface originating from grafted AHPA molecules. Therefore a homogenous 
grafting of AHPA on this length scale can be assumed. FT-IR spectra of CM and AHPA as well 
as AHPA modified CM (Figure A33) can be utilized to identify the grafted species. After 
modification, all the dominant peaks of CM are still present, with a slight new peak at 2900 cm-1 
and 1050 cm-1, which can be attributed to asymmetric CH2 stretching and sulfoxide bond 
respectively.  
For the introduction of organosoluble moieties, 1-decene was grafted to the surface of CM. Initial 
experiments were performed at ambient temperature at a 1-decene concentration of 50 wt.% in 
IPA. Even though the dispersion quality in organic solvents increased, changes in the molecular 
structure could not be proven, which might be due to low double bond activity of 1-decene 
leading to a low grafting density at ambient temperature. To increase the grafting density, 
experiments were conducted at 50 °C as delineated in the experimental part. Particle size, zeta 
potential of elemental analysis of unmodified CM compared to 1-decene modified CM (Table 
6.2) confirm successful grafting under the altered conditions. DLS measurements in acetone 
dispersion showed decreased particle sizes with increasing reaction times, which can be due to 
anchoring of long chain molecule to the surface of CM. Zeta potential measurements were 
performed in acetone dispersion, which is a complicated task. Moreover, the results show only 
insignificant differences to unmodified CM, which has to be considered carefully. In our opinion 
the observation of only minor changes in zeta potential might be due to the polar aprotic solvent 
acetone, which is an uncommon solvent for zeta potential measurements due to its poor 
properties in the stabilization of charged particles. The carbon:nitrogen ratio increases over 
reaction time, which is an indication of aliphatic grafting. Only small changes in hydrogen weight 
percentage could be observed (from 1.923% up to 2.377 wt.%). The illustrated relation between 










Table 6.2. Properties of unmodified and 1-decene modified CMs. (reaction conditions: 50 mg 
CM, 1 g 1-decene, 1 g IPA, visible light, 50°C).   







CM  2581 -4.6 1.923 0.6013 
CM-Decene2 2 h 2377 -5.1 2.203 0.6431 
CM-Decene4 4 h 2215 -5.5 2.272 0.6840 
CM-Decene6 6 h 2098 -7.0 2.345 0.7056 
CM-Decene12 12 h 1968 -7.2 2.361 0.7372 
CM-Decene24 24 h 1896 -7.5 2.377 0.7582 
CM-Decene ref.c 12 h 2365 -4.6 1.905 0.6024 
a DLS measurements were performed in acetone (0.05 wt.%) and intensity weighted 
diameters are presented, b obtained via elemental analysis, c reference reaction based on 
mixing reactants without visible light irradiation and subsequent purification 
 
XRD profiles of CM and 1-decene modified CMs follow a similar pattern and show only small 
differences in peak intensities (Figure 6.5a). The differences in XRD profiles can be attributed to 
slight distortion of the g-CN framework. Moreover, solid UV-Vis spectra of 1-decene modified 
CM show similar absorption bands as unmodified CM. Therefore, one of the most important 
features of g-CN, namely light absorption in the visible range, is retained in the modified product 
(Figure 6.5b). As expected, EDX shows no significant changes as no new elements are 
introduced. In order to check if there was any physical adsorption, 1-decene modified CM was 
put into CDCl3 and mixed for 2 hours. It was then filtered and 
1H-NMR spectrum was taken, 
which showed only the solvent peak (Figure A35). Moreover, a reference sample was prepared 
without light irradiation but the same purification, which showed only insignificant differences 
from untreated CM. Thus, the efficiency of the washing process can be stated as well as 






Figure 6.5. (a) XRD and (b) solid UV-Vis spectra of unmodified and 1-decene modified CM. 
Photoluminescence spectra of CM, AHPA modified CM and 1-decene modified CM follow the 
exact same pattern, which indicates preservation of CM photoproperties in the grafted products 
(Figure A36a). Moreover, the appearance of the modified material is very similar to the starting 
material, where modified samples became a bit paler compared to the unmodified CM (Figure 
A36b), due the “dilution” with organic compounds.  
Mechanistic studies for photodegradation process via g-CN have been reported. Irradiation of g-
CN results in electron excitation and hole formation. Interestingly, either hole oxidation or 
photoreduction can take place depending on the counter molecule. Methyl orange (MO) 
degradation via g-CN is attributed to photoreduction process with a hole oxidation providing a 
minor contribution where Rhodamine B (RhB) degradation solely conducted via hole 
oxidation.173-174 The mechanism suggested in literature for g-CN with double bonds under visible 
light is based on the theory of formation of OH radicals and related to valance band values of 
possible intermediate species.62 Regarding the mechanism of grafting, the most probable pathway 
seems to be radical recombination. Upon irradiation electrons in the valence band of g-CN can be 
excited leading to an exciton state with adjacent electron hole. Subsequently, the formed radical 
can react with the respective ene in a radical addition. Finally, the leftover other radical on the 
surface can recombine with the radical formed at the ene after radical addition, which leads to a 
new covalent bond between g-CN surface and the ene molecule. Whether the first addition to the 
ene stems from the electron hole or the excited electron can only be speculated at the current 
point. As the utilized enes are quite electron-rich it is likely that the first addition originates from 
the formed electron hole on the g-CN surface, i.e. the grafting agent is first oxidized, then 





In order to observe the effects of hole formation and excited electrons on grafting, several control 
experiments were performed via addition of triethanolamine as hole scavenger or hydrogen 
peroxide as electron scavenger for AHPA grafting as explained in appendix (Chapter 11). 
Interestingly, after 4 hours of reaction, slight increase in sulfur amounts, yet significantly lower 
grafting compared with CM-AHPA4 was observed, and no grafting took place when both 
hydrogen peroxide and triethanolamine were present (Table A2). These results suggest that 
grafting can also be achieved via only electron hole or excited electron based mechanism 
resulting significantly lower grafting rate, and efficient grafting may take place via a process 
combining both mechanisms. Hole can abstract electron from double bond leaving cation and 
radical on the molecule. The cationic part can be anchored to excited electron resulting in 
grafting. For the mechanism from excited electron; formation of hydroxyl radical (either from 
water or oxygen after chain reactions) is an essential step. Hydroxyl radical can perform addition 
to double bond leaving another radical on the molecule. For grafting to g-CN, this path is 
questionable as no possible anchoring points exist. In a recent article investigating mechanism of 
water splitting with g-CN, it was theoretically shown that water molecule forms a complex with 
heptazine rings of g-CN and after irradiation and abstraction. A radical formation takes place on 
heptazine ring175, which can couple with the radical formed via excited electron route and results 
in grafting as well. 
 
Dispersion Properties 
Sulfonic acid group is known to be an excellent hydrophilic functional group.176 Therefore, the 
introduction of sulfonic acid functionality to g-CN is expected to result in enhanced dispersibility 
in water. To test dispersibility of the AHPA modified CM, various conditions were tried. Pure 
CM precipitates directly from water and requires long times of sonication (as much as 24 hours) 
for the formation of uniform dispersions. However, CM AHPA is immediately dispersible in 
water even via gentle shaking by hand. To prepare the CM dispersion in water, even after 30 
minutes of sonication, still most of the CM is present at the bottom of the vial as depicted in 
Figure 6.6a. On the other hand CM-AHPA disperses in water after 5 minutes of sonication 
(Figure 6.6b), and the dispersion is uniform, and solid particles are not visible in the system. In 
order to check the stability of water dispersion, the sedimentation of CM and CM-AHPA (1 wt.% 





solid particles are still dispersed in water phase after 3 days (Figure 6.6c), while CM sediments 
completely after 8 h. 
 
Figure 6.6. (a) CM in water before and after 30 minutes sonication, (b) AHPA modified CM in 
water before and after 5 minutes sonication, (c) sedimentation graph of unmodified and AHPA 
modified CM in water over 3 days.  
To analyze the sedimentation process, initial heights of dispersions (H0) as well as the heights of 
the dispersed phases in specific time intervals (Ht) were measured to yield a sedimentation graph 
as shown in Figure 6.6c. Moreover, sedimentation images of CM and AHPA modified CM over 






Figure 6.7. Sedimentation images of reference (left vial) and CM-AHPA (right vial) water 
dispersions over time. 
All these results confirm the stability of CM-AHPA dispersion along with benign dispersion 
preparation. Dispersions of AHPA modified CM from control experiments with hole or electron 
scavengers also show stability over 3 hours (Figure A37a), where the product from both electron 
and hole scavenger reaction has poor dispersibility comparable to non-modified g-CN (Figure 
A37b). In addition, only small amounts of non-modified g-CNs can be dispersed (as low as 0.05 
wt.%). In contrast, the hydrophilic character of AHPA modified CM also allows to disperse 
increased amounts of g-CN in water. Therefore, enhanced activity per volume of g-CN might be 
the case. Overall, grafting of sulfonic acid groups onto the surface of g-CN improved the 
dispersion properties of g-CN in water significantly. Dispersions can be prepared in shorter times, 
are stable over much longer periods, and increased amounts of g-CN can be introduced into 






Figure 6.8. (a) CM in acetone before and after 30 minutes sonication, (b) 1-decene modified CM 
in acetone before and after 5 minutes of sonication, (c) 1-decene modified CM in 4 different 
organic solvents before sonication (d) 1-decene modified CM in 4 different organic solvents after 
10 minutes sonication (0.8 wt.%).  
Some applications such as organic coupling require organic solvent as medium. However, g-CN 
entails usually poor organic dispersibility. Therefore, the medium chain alkene 1-decene was 
used to improve the dispersion in organic media. In the case of CM, only poor dispersibility in 
organic solvents exists, e.g. in acetone before and after 30 minutes of sonication, where most of 
the material remains non-dispersed (Figure 6.8a). On the other hand 1-decene modified CM 
yields good dispersions in acetone after 5 minutes sonication (Figure 6.8b). The 1-decene 
modified CM stays dispersed over a significantly longer period than unmodified CM (Figure 6.9).  
 
Figure 6.9. Sedimentation images of CM-Decene (left cuvette) and CM reference (right cuvette) 





The images of unmodified and 1-decene modified CM dispersions in acetone and their 
sedimentation over distinct periods confirm the partial stability of 1-decene modified CM 
dispersions in acetone. Other common organic solvents were also investigated as shown in Figure 
6.8c-d. The addition of 1-decene modified CM to acetone, DCM, THF and toluene leads in all the 
examined cases to uniform dispersions after 10 minutes of sonication. Moreover, it could be 
shown that the solid content of CM-decene could be increased up to 2 wt.% in organic 
dispersions. Overall, grafting with 1-decene enhances the organic character of g-CN which is 
beneficial for the preparation of organic dispersions and might be useful for a variety of 
applications. 
 
Introduction of Functionalities 
 
In order to show the generality of the approach, functionalities were introduced as well, namely 
amine and fluoro functionalities via allylamine and perfluoro-1-decene, respectively. Possessing 
an amino group, allylamine can be protonated in acidic conditions, which leads to cationic, but 
pH sensitive materials. On the other hand fluorinated 1-decene might lead to fluorophilic 
materials. In addition, the fluorinated molecule allows easy detection of grafting as fluorine is a 
marker atom. Reactions were performed in a one pot procedure under visible light (see Appendix 
for experimental details). Allylamine grafting was achieved in ethanol at 40 °C, and fluoro-
modification was performed in THF at 50 °C. Initial results did not show a significant size 
change or altered zeta potential values (Table 6.3). However, increased C/N ratios were observed 
in both cases. As g-CN has better absorption in the UV range, grafting with 1-decene or 
perfluoro-1-decene was also investigated via UV light irradiation at a wavelength of 395 nm. It 
was concluded that grafting via UV light is indeed more effective with enes that show otherwise 
low activity, which is in line with the already discussed recombination mechanism that is most 
likely the basis for the grafting reaction. In the case of UV light induced grafting, also lower 










Table 6.3. Properties of unmodified, allylamine and perfluoro decene modified CMs.   
Sample  Dn (nm)
a Zeta Potential (mV) C/N Ratiob 
CM 2448 -27.5 0.6025 
CM-AA 2265 -28.9 0.7433 
CM-F 2198 -6.4 (in acetone) 0.6617 
CM-AA referencec 2376 -26.9 0.6112 
CM-F referencec 2407 -4.7 (in acetone) 0.6054 
a DLS measurements were performed in acetone (0.05 wt.%) and intensity 
weighted diameters are presented, b obtained by elemental analysis results, c 
reference reaction based on mixing reactants without visible light irradiation and 
subsequent purification 
 
Elemental mapping of perfluoro decene grafted CM clearly indicates the existence of fluorine 
atoms on the surface (Figure 6.10a).  
 
Figure 6.10. (a) Elemental mapping of perfluoro decene grafted CM via EDX, (b) CM and 
fluoro modified CM (CM-F) in hexafluorobenzene before sonication, (c) CM and CM-F in 
hexafluorobenzene after 30 minutes sonication.  
Introduction of fluorine atoms provides fluorophilic character to g-CN, which allows 
dispersibility in fluorosolvents. For example hexafluorobenzene was used as solvent and 
0.4 wt.% non-modified and fluoro modified CM were dispersed (Figure 6.10b-c). Sonication for 





non-dispersed at the bottom of the vial. A similar result was observed when CM-decene was 
utilized in hexafluorobenzene. On the other hand CM-F has better dispersion properties and 
yields a uniform dispersion. However it is important to note that sedimentation of this dispersion 
starts after 5 minutes and sediments completely after 1 hour. Theoretically the increased density 
of hexafluorobenzene should slow sedimentation down. Nevertheless, fast sedimentation was 
observed that might be due to the low dielectric constant of the solvent hexafluorobenzene, which 
promotes Hamaker forces between the sheets. Yet, it is easy to re-disperse the material even via 
gentle shaking by hand. Therefore the fluoro grafted material can be of great interest as a catalyst 
within fluorinated solvents under continuous mixing.  
 
pH Dependent Dispersion 
 
Allylamine functionality was introduced to illustrate the option of a pH dependent dispersibility 
in aqueous media. In acidic pH (pH=4), allylamine modified CM yields uniform dispersions via 
protonation of amino groups. On the other hand increasing the pH of the medium to the basic 
range (pH=9) causes immediate precipitation of solid particles due to deprotonation of amino 
groups (Figure 6.11). Re-acidification of the medium leads to uniform dispersions once again, so 
the dispersion process is reversible. In aqueous media, allylamine modified CM shows high pH 
sensitivity and can be effective when acidic conditions are needed. Moreover, ease of separation 
after base addition makes this material highly beneficial for pH dependent reaction media and 
recycling of the catalytic material. Another attractive application that might be accessible via 
ionically modified CM is anion-cation-driven layer-by-layer deposition, which is a method that 






Figure 6.11. Allylamine modified CM in water (1 wt.%) at acidic pH (pH=4), observation of 
immediate precipitation after base addition (pH=9), complete sedimentation after standing for 2 
hours and redispersion after re-acidification (pH=4). 
6.3. Conclusion 
Overall, visible light induced, one pot grafting approach for g-CN for enhanced dispersion 
features was introduced, while keeping the photoproperties of g-CN unchanged. Using molecules 
with allylic double bonds avoids monomer polymerization and provides a monolayer dispersion 
stabilization. Sulfonic acid group of AHPA provides excellent hydrophilicity and grafting 1-
decene provides significant organo dispersibility for g-CN. These changes result in minimal times 
for redispersion preparation, higher dispersion stability and increasing the possible highest solid 
content (e.g. or hybrid formation) of dispersed systems significantly. It is also possible to 
introduce pH dependent dispersion stability on CM via allylamine groups or fluorophilic 
character by integrating perfluoro-1-decene molecule. The presented method can help to expand 






7. Extremely Compressible Hydrogel via Incorporation of 




Herein, the fabrication of hydrogels with extreme compressibility and skin-like features is 
presented. For this purpose, sulfonic acid modified carbon nitride (g-CN-AHPA) is utilized as 
visible light photoinitiator and covalent reinforcer for hydrogel synthesis. Hydrogels with 2 wt.% 
g-CN-AHPA content and a water content around 90 wt.% show unusual compressibility upon 
temporary deformation into a thin and flat form and remain undamaged after stress removal. 
Cyclic compressibility proves the durability of the covalently reinforced system. Interestingly, the 
hydrogels possess tissue adhesive properties, shock resistance, flexibility, cut resistance and little 
to no toxicity. Overall, a novel hydrogel system featuring remarkable mechanical properties and 
easy fabrication via visible light irradiation is reported. 
 




a Terms of use: This chapter was adapted with permission from B. Kumru, V. Molinari, R. 
Dünnebacke, K. G. Blank, and B. V. K. J. Schmidt, ‘Extremely Compressible Hydrogel via 
Incorporation of Modified Graphitic Carbon Nitride’, Macromol. Rapid Commun., 2019, 40 (4), 







Chapter 6 showed the surface functionalization of g-CN via sulfonic acid groups (g-CN-AHPA), 
which provides enhanced dispersibility of g-CN in aqueous media. From the hydrogel synthesis 
point of view, preparing g-CN aqueous dispersion with high solid content would be of interest to 
examine the effect of g-CN surface on mechanical properties of resulting pure hydrogels. 
Therefore, g-CN-AHPA was synthesized via cyanuric acid-melamine complex and surface 
modification as reported in literature.16, 172 Modification of g-CN with AHPA was confirmed via 
elemental analysis and zeta potential (Table A4), as well as EDX mapping in SEM (Figure A38) 
and spectroscopy (Figure A39). In the next step, different concentrations of g-CN-AHPA were 
employed for one pot, visible light induced synthesis of hydrogels with acrylamide (AAm)/ DMA 
monomer mixtures (3:1) with MBA crosslinker in water (Figure 7.2, Table 7.1).  
 
 
Figure 7.2. Overview for the synthesis of g-CN-AHPA hydrogel and images of final hydrogel 
product. 
 
Even though the employed g-CN content is relatively higher compared to previous chapters, 
gelation is achieved over 4 hours, which might be due to the fact that some active sides of g-CN 





Hydrogels with water contents between 87% and 92% were synthesized and characterized via 
rheology.  
 












0.35a 99 469 69.4 387 -13 0.41 
1b 91 584 130 645 15 0.92 
2b 90 114 44.1 123 14 1.63 
3.5b 89 5840 1300 6450 17 10.76 
5b 87 44300 3940 27100 -42 0.21 
acomposed of 0.45 wt.% AAm, 0.15 wt.% DMA and 0.05 wt.% MBA, bcomposed of 6 wt.% 
AAm, 2 wt.% DMA and 0.03 wt.% MBA cat 0.1% strain, dat 20% strain, ecalculated at 10% strain 
before the break or at 10% before maximum strain. 
 
The formed materials are in gel state at any strain (storage moduli (G’) > loss moduli (G’’)) and 
G’ values show a slight increase with increased frequency (Figure 7.3). Materials show a 
decrease in G’ values with increasing strain due to shear thinning effect, which is more 
pronounced with high g-CN-AHPA content (5 wt.%, 38% decrease in G’ value at 20% strain). 
The softest hydrogel with the lowest G’ value is 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel, however it shows 
excellent recovery in G’ and G’’ values at any strain (Figure 7.3a). Upon rotational compression 
in the rheometer, self-standing 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel shows an outstanding 






Figure 7.3. Comparison of storage  and loss modulus values of (a) 0.35 wt.% g-CN-AHPA, (b) 2 
wt.% g-CN-AHPA and (c) 5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogels against strain (left, G’ values are black 
and orange squares and G’’ values are red and green circles, back (open) and forth (filled) 
process) and frequency (right), (d) storage  and loss modulus values of 1 wt.% g-CN-AHPA (left) 





Solid state analysis shows the incorporation of g-CN-AHPA into the hydrogels (Figure A40), e.g. 
UV-Vis spectra of freeze dried hydrogels follow the characteristic absorption of g-CN-AHPA 
(220-480 nm). XRD shows signal around 27°, which is assigned to the typical aromatic interlayer 
stacking of g-CN sheets and intensity correlates with the incorporated amount of g-CN-AHPA. In 
addition, FT-IR results show bands from both g-CN (bands between 1630-1230 cm-1 from C=N 
and C-N stretching) and monomers (around 1750 and 2900 cm-1 as carbonyl and N-H stretching). 
SEM image of freeze dried 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA and relative elemental mapping clearly shows 
the incorporation of sulfur atoms arising from sulfonic acid group of g-CN-AHPA which is 
homogenously distributed through the porous hydrogel network (Figure A41). 
 
Mechanical Properties of Hydrogels 
 
Subsequently, compression tests were performed for more information on the mechanical 
properties of hydrogels. Interestingly, 0.35 wt.%, 1 wt.% and 5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA containing 
hydrogels show mechanical failure at low forces (around 80 N) and resulted in cracking under 
compression (Figure 7.4b). The intermediate hydrogel with 3.5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA shows 
resistance up to 600 N but breaks at a strain around 50%. Remarkably, 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA 
containing hydrogel showed excellent compressibility even at forces of 800 N. The soft material 
shows almost no resistance for compression up to 70% strain but shows significant response at 
high strain values (~800 N) remaining undamaged after removal of stress (Figure 7.4b-c). The 
cylindrical shaped material shows remarkable elastic properties as it transforms into thin and flat 
form upon strong compression. The original shape is immediately retained after removal of stress 
(Figure 7.4e), even when the stress is not equally received. Herein, another important factor to 
discuss is absorption of the applied stress. In most of the known hydrogel systems non-uniform 
stress causes dramatic damage via unequal stress distribution, which is in contrast to the 
presented g-CN-AHPA hydrogel.  
Elastic modulus values showed quite low results for 0.35, 1 and 5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogels, 
while 2 wt.% and 3.5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel possess highest elastic modulus values (Table 
7.1). These calculations were performed at 10% strain before the break or at 10% before 
maximum strain. However, 2 and 3.5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogels possess different compression 
profiles as they show a non-gradual increase. Therefore, elastic moduli values were also 





Especially 2 and 3.5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogels show very high elastic moduli (64.1 and 68.7 
MPa, respectively) (Table A5). 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel is flexible enough under 
compression and can withstand forces up to 800 N, even when the force is received non-
uniformly. Due to physical changes upon compression (regardless of initial shape and surface 
area), rough calculation of compressive strength value for presented hydrogel is approximately 18 
MPa, which is remarkable for a covalent hydrogel, especially when compared to systems with 
non-covalent reinforcements and having the high water content of the presented hydrogel in 
mind.179-183 The mechanical performance of the hydrogel is clearly in the range to meet the 
criteria for tough cartilage-joint systems where the average cyclic stress ranges from 6 MPa up to 
14 MPa with daily activities like walking or running.184-185 One important, distinct characteristic 
of the presented hydrogel lies beneath its softness, which allows improved stress load distribution 
compared to though hydrogels. 
 
 
Figure 7.4. (a) Rheology results of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel (black squares: G’ forth 
process; orange squares: G’ back process; red circles: G’’ forth process; green circles: G’’ back 
process), (b) Compression test results of g-CN-AHPA hydrogels (red: 0.35 wt.%; blue: 1 wt.%; 
black: 2 wt.%; violet: 3.5 wt.%; green: 5 wt.% ), (c) magnification of compression test results of 
g-CN-AHPA hydrogels, (d) cyclic compression (50 cycles) test results of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA 






Cyclic compression of 2% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel at high forces shows recovery of the material 
properties, which proves the durability of the hydrogel system (Figure 7.4d). Durability of a 
material containing a covalently bonded reinforcer is an important factor, as possible damages are 
non-healable. The 2% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel shows excellent performance at 100 N of applied 
force, going from completely thin and flat structure back to original shape for at least 50 cycles, 
which is a clear statement for the fatigue resistance of the material.  
 
Physical Properties and Toxicity Investigation of Hydrogels 
 
2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel has other interesting properties as well, e.g. it is quite resistant 
against compression with scalpel (Figure 7.5a), remaining undamaged even after repetitive 
compressions. For such a soft and covalently reinforced hydrogel, resistance to compression with 
sharp materials shows the strength of the network. In addition, the hydrogel is also flexible 
enough to cover surfaces such as polypropylene (PP) caps (Figure 7.5b) or bending the circular 
shaped hydrogel around a finger.  
 
 
Figure 7.5. 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel (a) under compression with blade, (b) hydrogel 
covering the poly(propylene) (PP) cap of a centrifuge tube, (c) bacteria growth tests, showing an 
increase in the optical density at 600 nm (OD600) in the presence of hydrogels (blue data: 2 wt.% 
g-CN-AHPA hydrogels; orange/red/brown data: control samples). 
 
In order to elucidate future applications in the biomedical field, first investigations regarding 





unreacted monomer moieties or the incorporation of g-CN. To test for possible toxicity, bacterial 
cultures (E. coli) were grown in the presence of hydrogel pieces, added to the culture medium 
right after synthesis without purification. Bacterial growth curves were compared to a negative 
control where no hydrogel was added (Figure 7.5c). In the samples containing the hydrogel, the 
optical density at 600 nm (OD600) increases sharply during the first 30 min and insoluble 
aggregates appear in the culture medium. This was attributed to g-CN leaching out of the 
hydrogel into the culture medium. Afterwards, a steady increase in the OD600 value is observed. 
When compared to the negative control, the growth rate is decelerated in the presence of 
hydrogel. However, the bacteria are able to divide at a constant rate. Thus, it was tentatively 
concluded that the investigated hydrogels are non-toxic and that the decelerated growth rate most 
likely originates from the release of g-CN, which can be removed with thorough washing.  
The presented hydrogel strongly adheres to tissue, e.g. to skin after gentle touch (Figure A42). 
Skin-like feeling and bioadhesive properties may be of interest for biomedical applications, such 
as wound dressings and surgical sealants.186-187 The hydrogel does not only adhere to skin, but 
also to a variety of surfaces such as glass, metal, paper and PP (Figure 7.6).  
 
Figure 7.6. Adhesion of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel onto various surfaces. 
During compression experiments, the force is applied at a gradual rate, giving the material the 
chance to absorb the stress with time. In a shock-type compression, stress is received non-





visualize shock absorption, the present hydrogel was hit with a 3 kg weight hammer, and no sign 
of fracture was observed.  
Swelling in water is an important property of hydrogels. Usually, addition of reinforcer (such as 
clay) decreases water uptake due to increased crosslinking density and hydrophobic 
interactions.169 Hence, it is a challenging task to improve mechanical and preserve swelling 
properties of hydrogels simultaneously. For the swelling properties, interestingly 2 wt.% g-CN-
AHPA showed the highest swelling ratio with 2476% (Figure A40-d), yet still showing similar 
rheology profile and compressibility to the one right after gelation (Figure 7.7a). The preservation 
of mechanical properties in the presence of high amounts of water is a significant feature of the 
presented hydrogel material. 5 wt.% g-CN-AHPA swells the least (254%) due to higher amount 
of reinforcer and increased crosslinking, and 0.35 wt. % g-CN-AHPA has a swelling ratio of 
1750%, which is still considerably high for hydrogel systems. Interestingly, swelling in acidic or 
basic media significantly affects the hydrogel structure. In the case of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA 
hydrogel swelling in 0.1 M HCl and 0.1 M NaOH solutions, rheology of both swollen hydrogels 
showed a significant decrease in G’ and G’’ values, yet showing similar strain dependency 
(Figure A43a-b). Swelling ratio in basic media is almost 3 times higher than in acidic media 




Figure 7.7. (a) Rheology of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel from different monomers (black 
squares: AAm/DMA mixture; violet squares: pure AAm; green squares: pure DMA), (b) 
Rheology fully swollen 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel (black squares: in water; red squares: 
NaCl solution; blue squares: CaCl2 solution) and (c) compression profiles of fully swollen 2 wt.% 
g-CN-AHPA hydrogels (black line: in water; red line: NaCl solution; blue line: CaCl2 solution). 
 
To gain a deeper understanding of the toughening mechanism of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel 





single monomer was investigated. 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel from AAm shows a soft 
rheology profile with good recovery (G’ 30 Pa at 0.1% strain). On the other hand, hydrogel from 
DMA is almost five times stronger than the 3:1 monomer mixture (550 Pa at 0.1% strain), while a 
significant strain dependency and a yield stress of approximately 150 Pa is observed (Figure 7.7a, 
A44). The utilization of monomer mixtures increases G’ values of hydrogel compared to AAm 
hydrogel (effect from DMA) in addition a preserved recovery profile is obtained (effect from 
AAm). However, hydrogels from individual monomers break at gentle compression. Performed 
control experiments provide a hint for the necessity of using monomer mixtures with certain g-
CN-AHPA ratio, which leads to a softening of the gel and a significant decrease in shear thinning 
behaviour. Thus, the applied compression force can be effectively distributed over the whole 
network.  
As shown in compressions tests, there was a non-linear increase in G’ and G’’ values with 
increased g-CN-AHPA content, which may be due to amplified sheet-sheet interactions. Similar 
to the optimum monomer ratio there is also an optimum amount of g-CN-AHPA incorporation to 
balance between stiffness of the hydrogel and elasticity. Conclusively the negative charge on the 
g-CN surface plays an important role for reinforcement.159 Thus, swelling of 2 wt.% g-CN-
AHPA hydrogels in salt solutions (0.2 M in NaCl or CaCl2) was performed. Compared with the 
water swollen hydrogel, swelling in salt media significantly increases G’ and G’’ values by 
gaining highly shear thinning behavior, which may be due to possible cluster formation, 
originating from cation of salt-anion on g-CN-AHPA surface interaction (Figure A45).189 
However, hydrogels swollen in salt solution are easy-to-break upon compression at forces around 
100 N (Figure 7.7c). Also, the elastic moduli values decrease in salt swollen hydrogels, compared 
to the water swollen reference (1.15 MPa for fully water swollen, 0.64 MPa for NaCl swollen and 
1.47 MPa for CaCl2 swollen hydrogel). Preserving negative charge on g-CN surface inside the 
hydrogel possibly plays the most important role for the extreme compressibility due to strong 
repulsion of negatively charged sheets upon stress. Decreasing g-CN-AHPA content increases 
polymer network density per sheet, which may hinder the repulsion of sheets upon stress. 
Oppositely, increasing g-CN-AHPA content decreases the polymer network density per sheet, 
and π-π interactions of g-CN sheets become more pronounced and provide toughness (increased 









Overall, novel reinforced soft hydrogel materials were reported. The hydrogels feature 
outstanding mechanical properties such as compressibility, cut and shock resistance as well as 
tissue adhesive properties with moderate flexibility. Sulfonic acid modified g-CN is utilized as 
photoinitiator and covalent reinforcer under visible light for one pot hydrogel synthesis. Different 
concentrations of g-CN-AHPA can be introduced while retaining high amounts of water (up to 99 
wt.%). A weight content of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA leads to hydrogels that possess excellent 
compressibility above 800 N with around 18 MPa compressive strength and show elastic 
behaviour without loss for 50 cycles at 100 N loading. The presented hydrogels show similar 
resistance when the stress is received non-uniformly. It is believed that the presented hydrogel 
can be of great interest in bioapplications such as soft tissue engineering, wound healing, joint 
replacement and surgical sealant. Due to the skin-like soft feeling, g-CN-AHPA hydrogel might 






8. Polymer Grafted Graphitic Carbon Nitride as Precursors 
for Reinforced Lubricant Hydrogelsa 
 
8.1. Overview 
Chapter 7 focussed on soft but extremely compressible skin-like hydrogel. In the present chapter 
synthesis of tough and cartilage-like hydrogels utilizing g-CN is presented. g-CN prepolymer was 
synthesized via grafting of DMA polymer chains on g-CN surface in water:EG mixture via 
visible light. The resulting gel-like viscoelastic liquid can serve as precursor for hydrogel 
synthesis, via mixing with secondary monomer, crosslinker and water to yield tough 
organohydrogels without external photoinitiator. Utilization of charged monomers allows 
fabrication of lubricant hydrogels with various mechanical properties. Organohydrogel 
intermediates can be transformed to pure hydrogels via washing with water as depicted in 
Chapter 5.  
 
Figure 8.1. Overview for the synthesis of tough hydrogels via g-CN prepolymer. 
 
a Terms of use: This chapter was adapted with permission from B. Kumru, V. Molinari, M. 
Hilgart, F. Rummel, M. Schaeffler and B. V. K. J. Schmidt, ‘Polymer Grafted Graphitic Carbon 








Chapters 4 and 5 showed that g-CN forms radicals on the surface during visible light 
illumination, and that the 2-D sheet like structure provides crosslinking points for polymeric 
network. Combining this information with enhanced dispersibility of g-CN in water-EG mixture, 
g-CN ‘prepolymer’ was synthesized via adding DMA monomer to g-CN water-EG dispersion 
and irradiation with visible light. To investigate prepolymer formation, irradiation was applied 
for different time intervals (1, 3, 6 and 12 h) and rheology profiles were investigated. Storage 
moduli values (G’) increased dramatically over increased reaction times, i.e. more than 100 times 
between 1 h and 12 h reaction time, yet showing similar strain dependency (Table 8.1, Figure 
8.2a, Figure A46-48). The increase can be attributed to grafting and growth of polyDMA chains 
on surface of g-CN particles. In order to prove aforementioned effect, a prepolymer was prepared 
with double amount of DMA, irradiated for 3 hours, and its rheology was investigated (Figure 
A49). In a comparison with the previous recipe, increasing organic content in the prepolymer 
formulation resulted in much stronger material that exhibits a 10 fold increase in G’ value. It is 
important to note that increasing g-CN amounts (more than 3 wt.%) in prepolymer synthesis 
afford stiff organohydrogels that cannot be further employed as precursor material. 
Table 8.1. Storage and loss moduli values of prepolymers with viscosity (summarized from 
rheology experiments). 
Prepolymer type Irradiation 
time (h) 
Storage moduli 
(G’, Pa) at 0.1 % 
strain 
Loss moduli 




1 s-1 shear rate 
g-CN pre1ha 1 267 41 0.88 
g-CN pre3ha 3 11100 870 5.32 
g-CN pre6ha 6 28200 2370 23.9 
g-CN pre12ha 12 36050 2340 163 
g-CN 2pre3hb 3 118000 9500 770 
acomposed of 2 wt.% g-CN, 45 wt.% water and EG, 8 wt.% DMA, b composed of 2 wt.% g-CN, 41 wt.% 
water, 41 wt.% EG, 16 wt.% DMA 
As grafting takes place, not only G’ values, but viscosity of the prepolymer is also expected to 





from viscosity measurements (Table 8.1, Figure A50-54). Especially, doubling the concentration 
of DMA monomer resulted in more than a 100 fold increase in viscosity. The increment is 
attributed to polymer formation and grafting to g-CN surface. Further, evaluation of G’ values 
with changing frequency were investigated for g-CN pre3h (which was chosen for hydrogel 
synthesis in upcoming part), which showed a slight increase in G’ values with increasing 
frequency, confirming stable covalent incorporation (Figure 8.2b).  
 
Figure 8.2. Storage and loss moduli values of g-CN pre 3h (a) against strain and (b) against 
frequency, (c) storage and loss moduli values of g-CN pre 3h and its dilution at 0.1 % strain, (d) 
image of g-CN pre 3h. 
One of the main aspects was to study the stability of the prepolymer along with its rheological 
profile. As prepolymer formation is based on grafting hydrophilic polymers on g-CN surface, no 
sedimentation was observed in g-CN based prepolymer over 2 months standing, which is highly 
advantageous for practical applications. Addition of water to prepolymer is expected to result in 





different ratios was performed to determine the transition from gel to sol. As expected, addition 
of water caused significant decrease in G’ values, and the transition to G’’>G’ was observed at 
1:1 dilution (Figure 8.2c, Figure A55-59). Furthermore, TEM and TGA investigations were 
performed on g-CN pre 3h, showing the dispersed g-CN particles (Figure 8.3a), mass loss profile 
due to evaporation of water-EG solvents (up to 150 °C) and loss of organic network (around 420 
°C), as g-CN shows no decomposition up to the highest applied temperatures (Figure A60). 
Overall, a homogenous, highly disperse (Figure 8.2d), injectable (Figure 8.3b) and highly stable 
g-CN based viscoelastic prepolymer was formulated and employed for the exemplary hydrogel 
formation in the next step. g-CN pre3h was utilized as precursor in the following synthesis 
procedures. 
 
Figure 8.3. (a) TEM images of g-CN pre3h, (b) image showing the injectibility of g-CN pre3h. 
Hydrogel synthesis using g-CN prepolymer was chosen as an exemplary application which was 
inspired from double network chemistry.190 The previous chapters reported the integration of g-
CN particles as reinforcer and visible light photoinitiator in hydrogel synthesis, yet the synthesis 





and photoinitiator which can be mixed with monomer and crosslinker, yielding double network-
like hydrogels. As the first network constitutes a non-solid viscous prepolymer, resulting 
hydrogels can be better considered as semi-IPN systems. It is also important to note that the g-CN 
prepolymer is not dispersible in organic solvents, owing to its hydrophilic character. As there 
might be countless possibilities, arising from adjusting water content, monomer content, 
monomer type and crosslinker amount, hydrogels with 3 different concentrations (touA, touB, 
touC, touRef) were synthesized to show viability of the approach (Appendix 11.2.5, Table 8.2).  
Table 8.2. Amounts of precursor, water, monomer and crosslinker for exemplary organohydrogel 
synthesis. 











touA 25 25 47.5 2.5 
touB 32.5 32.5 32 3 
touC 22 38 38 2 
touRef 25a 25 47.5 2.5 
aControl solution (450 mg EG, 450 mg water and 80 mg DMA) was utilized  
The main feature of g-CN prepolymer is the photoactivity of g-CN particles that can initiate a 
second photopolymerization without adding extra photoinitiator. Simply, the prepolymer was 
mixed with water, monomer (DMA) and crosslinker (MBA) with different concentrations, and 
organohydrogel formation took place via short term visible light irradiation (circa 20 minutes). A 
control solution was utilized for reference hydrogel synthesis to imitate the g-CN prepolymer. EG 
can easily be removed from organohydrogel network via water immersion affording pure 
hydrogels as discussed in Chapter 5. In the next step, both organohydrogels and hydrogels were 









Table 8.3. Elastic modulus values of tough organohydrogels and hydrogels. 












tou Ref  1.17 34 1.51 44 0.36 
touA 11.9 24 13.74 34 2.67 
touB 3.04 20 4.29 30 0.79 
touC 6.01 22 7.37 32 1.51 
tou Ref 
hydrogel 
0.94 42 0.72 52 0.14 
touA 
hydrogel 
9.94 21 14.53 31 2.36 
touB 
hydrogel 
4.40 14 7.75 24 1.07 
touC 
hydrogel 
0.51 17 0.59 27 0.12 
 
g-CN incorporated organohydrogels showed significant increase in Emod values compared to the 
reference organohydrogel. touA withstands against highest standard force, while increasing water 
amount in organohydrogel synthesis yielded weaker products. Compared to reference 
organohydrogel, g-CN based organohydrogels started to deform at less elongation. touA 
organohydrogel (with the highest organic content) shows highest Emod (11.9 MPa) as expected 






Figure 8.4. Compression test results of swollen reference hydrogel and g-CN prepolymer based 
hydrogels with different compositions. 
Similar compression tests were also performed on related hydrogel products having similar 
swelling ratios. Deformation at less elongation was also observed for g-CN based hydrogels 
compared to reference hydrogel. For the case of swollen hydrogels, touA hydrogel showed the 
highest Emod values, and surprisingly placement of hydrogels in terms of Emod was similar to 
parent organohydrogels. Hydrogels yielded from organohydrogels with higher water amount 
were much weaker. A range of mechanical properties can be accessible with the present 
hydrogels via variation of composition which would allow mimicking mechanical properties of 
natural tissues in the future.  
Extending the functionality of hydrogels beyond toughness has been of interest so far. Inspired 
from composition of articular cartilage, lubricity should accompany the toughness for fabrication 
of functional hydrogels. Lubricity could be achieved via utilization of charged monomers in 
hydrogels. Extensive research has been conducted and charged monomers were investigated to 
provide lubricity in hydrogel systems. Significant knowledge about friction mechanism between 
charged monomer and water interface was obtained. Previous attempts to utilize charged 
monomers in g-CN dispersions failed as colloidal stability of g-CN in water diminishes upon 
addition of ions to the system. Herein, novel g-CN based prepolymer provides excellent colloidal 
stability so that studying lubricity of g-CN based hydrogels is enabled via utilization of 





synthesis conditions were selected employing prepolymer and monomer mixtures as explained in 
Appendix (11.2.5) and summarized in Table 8.4 (lubA, lubB, lubC, lubRef).  
Table 8.4. Compositions of lubricant and blank hydrogels.  















lubA 20 40 20 1.5 18.5 
lubB 20 40 38.5 1.5 - 
lubC 24 48 - 1.8 26.2b 
lubRef 20a 40 20 1.5 18.5 
aControl solution used to synthesize reference organohydrogel, blimited to 1.2 g instead of 1.8 g 
due to solubility. 
g-CN prepolymer based monomer mixtures were illuminated via visible light, and gelation was 
achieved in 1 hour. EG can easily be removed via water immersion or 2 times washing-freeze 
drying process. Later on, organohydrogels and hydrogels were characterized via compression test 






Figure 8.5. (a) Compression and (b) cyclic compression (100 times) profiles of lubA hydrogel, 
(c) SEM image of freeze dried lubA hydrogel and (d) images of lubA hydrogel fabricated in 
different shape and size. 
 
Investigating the compression of organohydrogels, lubB which consists of only DMA as 
secondary network shows the highest Emod values (around 3.1 MPa) and lubC (consists of only 
SPMA as secondary network) shows the lowest (around 1.27 MPa). Performance of lubA, by the 
means of Emod value, falls exactly between them (around 2.52 MPa) which combines satisfactory 









Table 8.5. Elastic moduli values of lubricant organohydrogels and hydrogels. 












lub Ref  0.66 18 1.83 28 0.29 
lubA 2.52 23 2.47 33 0.79 
lubB 3.10 22 5.49 32 0.96 
lubC 1.27 57 1.69 67 0.38 
lub Ref 
hydrogel 
1.01 19 1.68 29 0.30 
lubA 
hydrogel 
1.51 3 7.96 13 0.47 
lubB 
hydrogel 
4.75 18 27.75 28 1.28 
 
After EG is removed from the organohydrogel networks, further investigations were performed to 
understand the mechanical properties of pure hydrogels. Pure lubA hydrogel consists of 2 
different monomers, namely DMA and SPMA. DMA was chosen for toughness adjustment and 
SPMA was chosen for lubricity adjustment. Compression test results of hydrogels showed similar 
profile to tough hydrogels as depicted in Chapter 5. lubRef hydrogel is quite weak compared to 
hydrogels based on g-CN incorporation, which clearly shows the reinforcer role of g-CN in the 
system (Figure 8.5a, Figure A63). It is important to note that lubC hydrogel which contains 
SPMA as secondary network was not self-standing, while compression test result in Figure A63c 
shows it can resist high amount of load. However it cracks in the beginning of compression and 
graph shows the compression of individual pieces. In addition, lubB hydrogel can withstand 
highest amount of load as expected and lubA hydrogel has a performance in between. Average 
elastic moduli values of hydrogels present the order of strength (Table 8.5). First of all, compared 
to lubRef hydrogel, lubA hydrogel loses elongation capacity. lubB shows the highest Emod values 
at any elongation, and lubA presents much higher Emod values at break compared to reference. 
Compression tests suggest the necessity to include g-CN as reinforcer and DMA as mechanical 





paragraph. As durability against continuous compression is important in cartilage like systems, 
cyclic compression was performed on lubA hydrogel (Figure 8.5b). Cyclic compression was 
performed at maximum load before break and showed no fracture after 100 cycles showing the 
durability of synthesized hydrogel. SEM image of freeze dried lubA hydrogel shows highly 
porous network with smooth surface in large scale. After magnification, particles with size 
around 40 nm can be observed within polymeric network showing incorporation of g-CN 
particles in the hydrogel network (Figure 8.5c). Visible light initiation and synthesis from 
abundant and accessible chemicals allow scale-up synthesis conditions where lubricant hydrogels 
can be synthesized in any shape and size such as disc-like or cylinder-like (Figure 8.5d).  
 
Figure 8.6. Water contact angle measurements of swollen (a) lubA reference hydrogel and (b) 
lubA hydrogel. 
As SPMA polymer is known to possess superhydrophilic properties, water contact angles of 
reference and g-CN based hydrogels were investigated (Figure 8.6). As expected, 
superhydrophilic character was observed for lubA hydrogel showing the existence of g-CN does 
not affect water interaction and uptake in hydrogel system. Lubricity arises from the charged 
polymer brushes and water interaction, therefore the superhydrophilic nature of lubA is 
promising for low friction coefficients. However, lubricity mechanism and friction coefficient 







Herein, g-CN was introduced in dispersed systems via synthesis of g-CN based prepolymer. 
Injectable prepolymer was synthesized via visible light irradiation and possesses high stability 
over long periods as well as facile processing. As an exemplary application, g-CN based 
prepolymer was employed as first network in hydrogel synthesis yielding tough hydrogels where 
g-CN acts as reinforcer and photoinitiator. The colloidal stability of the g-CN based prepolymer 
allows introduction of charged monomers, as well as it yields tough and lubricant hydrogels via 
photoinitiated reaction without external initiator. Initial attempts to synthesize g-CN based 
cartilage-like, tough and lubricant hydrogels were successful, and further attempts to investigate 
lubricity, accelerate the gelation rate and bio related studies might reveal photo polymerization 
based injectable cartilage formation which would entirely change the treatment for such problems 






9. Electrostatic Stabilization of Carbon Nitride Colloids in 
Organic Solvents Enables Stable Dispersions and 
Transparent Homogeneous CN-Films for Optoelectronics a 
9.1. Overview 
Stable g-CN dispersion in organic media is of increasing need for potential applications. In order 
to solve this problem, phenyl modified g-CN (CMp) was covalently modified with methyl vinyl 
thiazole (vTA) groups via a visible light induced grafting approach. Even though the structure is 
neutral, in organic solvents it delocalizes negative charges on the rim while the sheets remain 
positively charged. Such a phenomenon provides electrostatic stabilization in organic solvents. 
Thus, stable dispersions can be prepared in 20 seconds and stored over weeks. Reasonable sheet 
size (both thickness and width) of modified g-CN in organic dispersions provide transparent film 
casting with high luminescence. In addition, for the first time, dispersions can be employed as 
inks for inkjet printers resulting in printing of pure g-CN.   
 
Figure 9.1. Summary of the chapter with properties of resulting modified g-CN. 
 
a Terms of use: This chapter was adapted with permission from B. Kumru, D. Cruz, T. Heil, B. V. 
K. J. Schmidt and M. Antonietti, “Electrostatic Stabilization of Carbon Nitride Colloids in 
Organic Solvents Enables Stable Dispersions and Transparent Homogeneous CN-Films for 







CMp is a carbon nitride structure with phenyl as functionalities at the edges. It has small sheet 
size as well as luminescent properties and was synthesized as described in literature.19 Before 
modification on CMp, vTA polymerization was probed. vTA is commonly employed in food 
industry, and there are only few articles investigating its polymerization after quarternization for 
final poly (ionic liquid) products.191-192 Radical polymerization of pure vTA monomer was 
performed in order to understand its propagation activity, typical free radical polymerization was 
conducted under inert atmosphere with vTA monomer and AIBN as initiator at 90 °C for 24 
hours. However, effective polymerization was not observed under the investigated reaction 
conditions. Only small portion of product was obtained as possible polymer of vTA (less than 1 
% yield) indicating low conversion. SEC of obtained product indeed showed a polymer from 
radical polymerization (Ɖ: 1.92, Mn: 1700 g/mol), which was supported by 1H NMR spectra as 
vinylic hydrogen peaks were not observed around 5.4, 5.4 and 6.7 ppm (Figure 9.2). Peak at 8.5 
ppm indicates the hydrogen from thiazole ring and peak at 2.4 ppm arises from methyl group of 
vTA. However, extremely low yields in traditional polymerization conditions showed 
unfavorable propagation property of vTA monomer. Similar results were obtained for 
photopolymerization attempt over 24 hours via Irgacure 2959 as photocatalyst. It is therefore 
assumed that visible light induced photochemical grafting at ambient temperature in 3 hours 
results only in very short functional oligo vTA sites on CMp.  
 





For the modification, CMp was mixed with vTA and irradiated with visible light for 3 hours 
under continuous stirring. The so obtained CMp-vTA showed excellent dispersibility in organic 
media, resulting in colloidally stable dispersions in a variety of solvents which can be stored at 
least up to two weeks (Figure 9.3).  
 
Figure 9.3. Digital images of CMp-vTA dispersion (30 mg CMp-vTA in 20 mL DMF) over 2 
weeks. 
The dispersions were prepared after only 20 seconds sonication. Together with the high 
dispersibility, strong luminescence was observed in CMp-vTA organic dispersions under UV 
light (Figure 9.4a). Subsequently, possible coating application employing colloidally stable 
dispersion was investigated. CMp-vTA was dispersed in chloroform and spray coated on glass. 
Glass substrate was washed with ethanol and dried prior to coating, spray coated from top while 
substrate was heated to 80 °C from below. Spray coating of CMp-vTA was applied utilizing 





pattern where the structure is only revealed by its photoluminescence under UV light (Figure 
9.3b).   
 
Figure 9.4. (a) CMp and CMp-vTA dispersions in some common organic solvents and 
dispersions under UV light (same order as visible light), (b) image showing the glass substrate 
after spray coating of CMp-vTA particles in visible and UV light, (c) AFM profile of spray 
coated glass substrate, 3 particles in detail and average thickness distribution.  
Such a transparent coating hints to small and thin particles, therefore AFM was performed to 
study particle properties on glass substrate. AFM pictures show densely packed particles with 
primary particle thickness of 1.2 nm and an in-planar extension of 20 – 40 nm, i.e. the dispersion 
after functionalization is about perfect (Figure 9.4c). It is of importance to underline that 
presented dispersions are free of any additives such as surfactants and thereby very pure. The 





can be applied for more than 1 cycle resulting in coatings with variety of thicknesses (from 1.3 
nm to 4.2 nm) (Figure A64). On the other hand, dispersions in some solvents such as water and 
THF are not stable which causes relatively quick sedimentation, and particle size in these 
dispersions are much larger and thicker (Figure A65).  
This surprising stability in organic media is a key to many possible applications in the future, and 
it was important to understand the reason behind the stability. We therefore analyzed the surface 
potential of the particles by a streaming potential analyzer, and the results are summarized in 
Table 9.1. Interestingly, even in organic solvents a comparably high particle charge was found, 
and particle charge correlates well with the dielectric constant of the respective solvent (Figure 
9.5). 




























Figure 9.5. Correlation between particle charge and dielectric constant of solvent for CMp-vTA 
(solvents: toluene, chloroform, ethyl acetate, isopropyl alcohol, NMP and DMF). 
The measured values are all negative, with surprisingly high absolute values going up to -183 and 
-305 mV. It is foreseen that such high numbers have never been reported before. Especially in 
solvents which do not allow ion dissociation, such as isopropanol or ethylacetate, it contradicts 






Table 9.1.  Particle charges of modified and non-modified g-CNs in different organic solvents 
ordered according to dielectric constants (measured by particle charge detector, values are in 
mV). 
 DMF N-methyl 
pyrrolidone 
IPA Ethyl acetate Chloroform Toluene 




CMp-vTA -183 -136 -66 -31 -12 -7 
CMB -82 - - - - - 
CMB-vTA -305 - - - - - 
 
For extending the borders of vTA modification, carbon nitride from cyanuric acid-melamine-
barbituric acid (CMB) was synthesized and modified with vTA in similar approach. Electrostatic 
stabilization was also found for CMB-vTA i.e. the observed effects can be generalized regardless 
of the type of parental g-CN.  
The possibility of the thiazole modification with other carbon nitrides was also explored, while 
the electronic influences and the Donor-Acceptor type (D-A) sheet activation seem to be rather 
general, the ultimate dispersion to small colloidal plates obviously relies on the existence of small 
primary sheets in the masterbatch. Carbon nitride sheets can be very large, and small sheets are 
typically mostly obtained by structure terminating copolymerization additives to create edges, 
such as the described phenyl-substitution. All systems are nevertheless electrostatically stabilized 
even in organic solvents, where Coulomb stabilization is only known for plasmas and aerosols 
with permanent not-balanced charges. The only explanation for such a charging is that the 
particles are electrically neutralized inside the conjugated sheets. The Donor-Acceptor structure 
(DA) provided by the thiazole functionalization creates a polarity pattern which is core-shell- 







Figure 9.6. CMp-vTA sheet and charge delocalization in organic solvents via simple sonication. 
Such organic-organic heterojunctions are of increasing relevance in materials chemistry, for 
instance in solid heterojunction devices for organic photovoltaics193 and photon upconversions.194  
In the present context, it is worth mentioning that Yuan et al. used carbon-carbon heterojunctions 
for the additive-free electrostatic dispersion of nanocarbons,195 however only in water. 
Formation of simultaneously polarized sheets is also expected to result in stable aqueous 
dispersions, very surprisingly sedimentation in aqueous dispersion was observed. Very high zeta 
potentials can be assumed to trigger counterion condensation, in this case water splitting into 
hydronium and hydroxyl ions. Therefore the pH of water and CMp-vTA water dispersions were 
measured. The change in pH was quite low in number (7.06 for water and 7.16 for CMp-vTA in 
water), but there was an obvious decrease in proton number in solution (increase in basicity). As 
dispersion included only small amount of CMp-vTA (30 mg in 6 mL water), using logarithmic 
concentration formula of pH roughly showed that 1 mg CMp-vTA interacts with 1*10-7 moles of 
H+ in distilled water, this is one H+ per 6 nm x 6 nm.  
Another very surprising aspect of these materials is their ability to restack when simply solvent 
casted from organic solution after evaporation of the solvent. Figure 9.7a shows the XRD data of 
CMp and CMp-vTA, and the graphitic stacking remains after modification and solvent 
restacking. Two characteristic peaks around 13° and 27° represents g-CN with intraplanar and 
interplanar stackings. Changes in XRD profile were only observed by processing from a bad 
solvent or shock precipitation, which results in new peak formations indicating changes in 
crystalline packing (Figure A66). From the fact that the stacking distance is similar to the primary 
stacking distance before modification, it can also be concluded that the thiazole modification only 
occurs at the edges, as any in-plane substitution would increase the gallery height or create 





For light absorption, CMp-vTA powder presents an increased light absorption compard to CMp 
(Figure 9.7b). Moreover, photoluminescence lifetime is slightly increased when compared to the 
parent material (from 30 nanoseconds to about 44 nanoseconds, Figure 9.7c). Ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy shows about the same bandgap, with both HOMO and LUMO 
slightly moved to higher stability and more positive values (Figure 9.7d). Tauc plots derived from 
UV absorption of CMp and CMp-vTA are presented at Figure A67 where the bandgap values 
were calculated. A long-range UPS spectrum of CMp-vTA clearly shows a new band formation 
higher than 15 eV (higher binding energy cutoff (HBEC) area) (Figure A68).  
 
Figure 9.7. (a) XRD profiles, (b) powder UV-Vis spectra, (c) time resolved photoluminescence 
spectra, (d) optical bandgap and (e) PL spectra of CMp and CMp-vTA, (f) HR TEM image of 
CMp-vTA dried from ethyl acetate dispersion.  
PL emission spectra of CMp and CMp-vTA show that CMp-vTA has lower internal quantum 
efficiency (IQE, 12.75% for CMp and 8.7% for CMp-vTA, with 1% error estimate from 
instrument) (Figure 9.7e). PL emissions with changing excitation wavelength was recorded for 
CMp, CMp-vTA, CMB and CMB-vTA samples and show the excitonic stability of vTA 
modified particles regardless of the parental g-CN type (Figure 9.8). More detailed information 





shows a nice lamellar in-plane microphase structure (with repeats of around 3±0.3 nm) similar to 
surfactant or block copolymer assembly, and the stripes indicate phenyl rich and phenyl poor 
domains in CMp-vTA. Such patterns can also be observed in particles from bad solvent 
dispersions (Figure A69).  
 
Figure 9.8. PL spectra with different excitation wavelengths for (a) CMp and CMp-vTA, (b) 
CMB and CMB-vTA. 
FT-IR spectra were investigated for CMp and CMp-vTA, however both spectra show similar 
results, which can be attributed to comparably low amount of grafted vTA compared to CMp 
(Figure 9.9).  
 





Therefore, combustive elemental analysis was performed to quantify the amount of grafting, 
which shows around 4 wt.% vTA grafting to CMp (Table 9.2). 
Table 9.2.  Combustive elemental analysis results of CMp and CMp-vTA. 
 N (%) C (%) S (%) C/N 
CMp 50.43 43.16 0.461 0.855 
CMp-vTA 42.98 46.59 3.134 1.0838 
 
The nature of the charge separation is easily unraveled by using XPS on the transparent films. 
While both the highly resolved N- and C- K-edges are rather typical for phenyl-modified carbon 
nitride (Figure 9.10), the S-edge of the thiazole moiety moved by about 2 eV to lower binding 
energies, i.e. the sulfur in the thiazole structure is much more electron rich:  D-A- charge transfer 
from CMp to every thiazole took place.  
 
Figure 9.10. (a) XPS survey of CMp (C1s and N1s) and vTA monomer (S2p) and (b) XPS 





The corresponding positive countercharge is of course more delocalized and thereby more 
minute, but indeed positive partial charges in XPS at the tertiary nitrogen positions were observed 
(shift about 0.3 eV). These observations nicely quantify the proposed model shown in Figure 9.4. 
As expected, S2p element in non-modified CMp was not observed (Figure 9.11a). C1s and N1s 
survey of vTA monomer were presented in Figure 9.11.  
 
Figure 9.11. XPS survey of (a) CMp S2p, (b) vTA monomer C1s and (c) vTA monomer N1s. 
The value of such solvent processable 2D-semiconductors can of course not be underestimated. 
Indeed, one of dispersions (CMp-vTA in ethyl acetate) was put in the cartridge of a standard ink-
jet printer and printed (2 times over same side) ‘CN’ and Max Planck Society Minerva logo as a 
highly luminescent patterns array (Figure 9.12). Such an easy processing of carbon nitride is 






Figure 9.12. Image of CMp-vTA under UV irradiation after printing from commercial inkjet 
printer. 
9.3. Conclusion 
To conclude, the modification of phenyl doped carbon nitride with thiazole blocks at the rim was 
demonstrated. Modified 2D conjugated layers lead to a Donor-Acceptor-in-plane charge transfer 
structure, which allows spontaneous dispersion in polar organic solvents. Contrary to textbook 
expectations, these dispersions are stabilized by a strong Coulomb repulsion, which is in low 
dielectric constant solvents even stronger than in water and not screened by the dissociated 
charges. 
Due to the additive free nature of such modified carbon nitride sheets, pure bulk materials can be 
casted from the dispersions, e.g. as very flat, reflective and transparent films which are in 
addition highly luminescent. XPS data allows to prove the postulated charge transfer with the 
heterojunction structure, which is no less than -2 eV at the sulfur positions, compensated by 





eV relative charge strength. Beside dispersibility in organic solvents, also photophysical 
properties were enhanced via introduction of vTA groups, such as increased photoluminescent 
lifetime and enhanced light absorption. Effort has been spent on better understanding of the 
mechanism and showed pieces of possible applications in the current project. The present work is 
an important step for the simple handling of transparent and flat carbon nitride by solvent based 
technologies, such as ink jet printers. Current work is related to the use of the described 
dispersion for the synthesis of hybrid materials, as lumiphores in ultramicroscopy, and for 






10.Conclusion and Outlook 
 
The ultimate goal of this thesis was to investigate g-CN in dispersed media and elucidate 
applications of such dispersions utilizing visible light.  
The first part of this thesis investigated different types of g-CNs and their possible utility in 
visible light photoinitiation and reinforcerment in hydrogel synthesis. Indeed hydrogels have 
shown significant reinforcement in the presence of g-CN (0.6 wt. %). Detailed studies have 
shown that reinforcement is governed by the surface charge of g-CN. Namely more negatively 
charged g-CN species provide more reinforcement to hydrogels. Mechanistic studies for 
photoinitiated hydrogel formation via g-CN were conducted (mixing under light, mixing in the 
dark, g-CN embedded in the hydrogel). Indeed covalent reinforcement was observed which 
confirmed radical formation on the surface of g-CN upon irradiation, whereas embedding g-CN 
in hydrogel network without covalent bonding showed a completely different reinforcement 
profile. Overall, g-CN sheets were presented as visible light photoinitiators and covalent 
reinforcers in one pot hydrogel synthesis.   
Due to the low dispersibility of g-CN in aqueous media, the first project was limited to 0.6 wt. % 
g-CN incorporation. As reinforcement showed promising results, increasing g-CN content was 
the primary objective of second part. Of the different compositions assayed, a waterethylene 
glycol (EG) mixture presented the most suitable combination to increase g-CN content in a 
dispersion. A 1:1 water:EG mixture can disperse up to 4 wt. % g-CN, which was later employed 
for hydrogel synthesis. Indeed a higher amount of initiator (g-CN) resulted in significantly faster 
gelation time under visible light providing an organohydrogel intermediate. Subsequently, EG 
can be removed from an organohydrogel network by immersion in water which yields pure 
hydrogels. Both organohydro- and hydrogels showed good mechanical properties under 
compression with Emod values similar to tough biological tissues. Cyclic compression tests 
presented the fatigue resistance of reinforced hydrogels. Compared with hydrogels from the 
previous part, G’ values have increased up to 100 times, presenting the significant reinforcing 
effect of g-CN sheets. As gelation is photoinduced, simple photopatterning was applied to yield 
patterned hydrogels, which indicates the radical formation on illuminated regions and no 
significant radical transfer to dark areas. Physically, the size of gels can be extended by adding a 





stable single network. Such tough hydrogels can be interesting for additive manufacturing due to 
ease of processing and worthy mechanical performance. 
The third part of the thesis investigated enhanced dispersibility of g-CN particles in aqueous and 
organic media arising from bulk properties. The literature shows that g-CN dispersions in 
aqueous media can be enhanced by acid etching, surfactant addition and long ultrasonication 
periods, yet no detailed study was performed for organic media. However, most of the conditions 
for dispersion enhancement are followed by limitations to potential applications due to the 
addition of additives. Inspired by the initial work, radical formation on g-CN was employed for 
photoinduced grafting on a g-CN surface. Allylic molecules which do not propagate were chosen 
in order to preserve the photophysical properties of g-CN. The introduction of a -SO3H group 
yielded improved water dispersibility and decene functionality added organo dispersible 
character to g-CN. -NH2 groups can be introduced to create pH-dependent g-CN water 
dispersions and –F groups offer fluorophilic character. Enhanced dispersibility (up to 10 wt.% in 
aqueous and 2 wt.% in organic media) was accompanied with colloidaly stable dispersions which 
can be prepared via simple sonication for 10 minutes. Visible light-induced functional group 
grafting on g-CN surface is reported as a versatile method for increased g-CN dispersibility in 
aqueous and organic media. 
The effect of surface chemistry of g-CN for hydrogel synthesis was investigated. Employing -
SO3H-modified g-CN (g-CN-AHPA), water dispersions can easily be formed and employed for 
hydrogel synthesis. The resulting hydrogel was extremely compressible despite its high water 
content and softness. A g-CNAHPA hydrogel is impervious to compression, even at 800 N, 
showing a temporary physical change to a thin and flat form under stress, but retains its original 
shape after the source of stress is removed. In addition, the hydrogels presented cut resistance, 
shock resistance, moderate flexibility and tissue adhesive properties with no toxicity and a skin-
like feeling.  
Another option to increase g-CN dispersibility is to graft of polymer chains. g-CN ‘prepolymer’ 
was synthesized utilizing hydrophilic polymer photografting in a water:EG mixture. Viscoelastic 
prepolymer presenting extreme colloidal stability can be mixed with secondary monomers and 
crosslinkers to yield extremely tough hydrogels. g-CN particles can initiate radical formation 
twice, first in prepolymer synthesis and secondly in initiation of gelation. Injectable prepolymer 
and its colloidal stability allowed for the study of charged monomers with g-CN for the first time, 





synthesis demonstrates that g-CN based hydrogels can mimic the mechanical properties of 
biological tissues.  
The last part of this thesis provides a possible solution to a long-term question of well-dispersed 
g-CN in organic media. Employing a photografting approach to g-CN, vinyl thiazole groups were 
introduced to g-CN. Interestingly, modified g-CN showed extreme stability in organic solvents 
stabilized via electrostatic interactions. Dispersions in organic media can be prepared in 20 
seconds and stored up to some weeks. The surprising fact was the charge delocalization on g-CN 
sheets in organic solvents where the negative charge migrates to the thiazole edges creating DA-
type structures. Such a fine dispersion was utilized to create patterned transparent coatings that 
can be observed under UV illumination. Further, the dispersion can be filled in a cartridge and 
pure g-CN can be printed copy paper using a commercial inkjet printer. Novel properties 
governed by modification with thiazole edges create a unique platform for the processing of g-
CN.    
Overall, this thesis addresses novel applications of g-CN beyond heterogeneous catalysis. The 
research presented here can be summarized globally as “the dispersion of g-CN”. A g-CN and 
visible light duo were at the core of all presented chapters, either via initiation of polymerization 
for hydrogel reinforcement or through grafting functional groups onto a g-CN surface as a post-
modification approach for enhanced dispersibility. Research centering on aqueous dispersions 
and hydrogel formation shows hydrogels with various mechanical properties, which are similar to 
biological tissues and are accessible via utilization of g-CN as a visible light photoinitiator and 
reinforcer. Investigation of g-CN dispersions in organic media was explored using a simple 
photografting method, resulted in enhanced dispersibility of g-CN particles in organic media. 
Each study revealed more insight into g-CN behavior in the presence of allylic molecules upon 
visible light treatment, which expanded the limits of fabrication of g-CN based materials. 
Simplicity of the experiments and accessible chemicals lead to facile synthesis and modifications 
which can be scaled up or conducted at any institution.   
In the near future, g-CN reinforced hydrogels may become prime candidates in nanocomposite 
hydrogel research as numerous materials are accessible via simple synthetic conditions utilizing 
g-CN. Undoubtedly, the employment of g-CN-reinforced hydrogels in tissue engineering is a 
must to create potential biomaterials of the future, such as artificial cartilage, wound dressings or 
soft tissue platforms. Diversifying the synthesis of g-CN-based hydrogels would allow for 





Furthermore, the formation of stable organic g-CN dispersions will eliminate the biggest obstacle 
in other potential applications of g-CN such as a doping layer in solar cells and optoelectronics. 
Significant steps in the synthesis of transparent films and printing pure g-CN not only feature the 
necessary conditions (stable dispersions) for applications, but also provide advanced 
manufacturing routes. This thesis is therefore just the beginning of more to come, and indeed it 
provides a bridge between the emerging research areas of tissue engineering, energy harvesting 
and catalysis. Thus, it can be surmised that g-CN in dispersed media compromise a Midas touch 








11.1. Materials  
 
All materials were used as purchased unless noted otherwise. 1-decene (94%, Sigma Aldrich), 
1H,1H,2H-perfluoro-1-decene (99%, Alfa Aesar), 2,2′-Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 
98%, Sigma Aldrich), 2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5 triazine (97%, Sigma Aldrich), 3-Allyloxy-2-
hydroxy-1-propanesulfonic acid sodium salt solution (40% w/w, AHPA, Sigma Aldrich), 3-
Sulfopropyl methacrylate potassium salt (SPMA, 98 %, Sigma Aldrich), 4-methyl 5-vinyl 
thiazole (vTA, 97%, Kosher, Sigma Aldrich),  acetone (HPLC grade, Sigma Aldrich), 
acrylamide (AAm, 98% GC grade, Sigma Aldrich), allylamine (98%, Sigma Aldrich), 
aluminum oxide basic (Al2O3, Sigma Aldrich), barbituric acid (99%, Alfa Aesar), calcium 
chloride (CaCl2, 97%, Alfa Aesar), chloroform (anhydrous, 99%, Sigma Aldrich), cyanuric 
acid (98%, Sigma Aldrich), deuterated chloroform (CDCl3, Sigma Aldrich), deuterium oxide 
(D2O, Sigma Aldrich), dichloromethane (DCM, anhydrous 99.8%, Sigma Aldrich), dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO, anhydrous 99.9%, Sigma Aldrich), E. coli Turbo bacteria (New England 
Biolabs), ethyl acetate (EA, HPLC grade, 99.5%, Alfa Aesar), ethylene glycol (EG, 99%, 
Fluka), hexafluorobenzene (99%, Alfa Aesar), hexane (anhydrous, 95%, Sigma Aldrich), 
hydrochloric acid solution (HCl, 0.1 M, Sigma-Aldrich),  hydrogen peroxide (30%, Sigma 
Aldrich), isopropyl alcohol (IPA, 99.7%, Sigma Aldrich), melamine (99%, Sigma Aldrich), 
N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA, 99%, TCI and Acros), N,N dimethylformamide (DMF, 
anhydrous 99.8%, Sigma Aldrich), N,N’-methylenebis(acrylamide) (MBA), Pluronic F127 
(Sigma Aldrich), poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate 300 (PEGMEMA, Sigma 
Aldrich), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate 750 (PEGDMA, Sigma Aldrich), potassium 
hydroxide (KOH, Sigma Aldrich), potassium persulfate (KPS, Sigma Aldrich), sodium 
chloride (NaCl, 99%, Sigma Aldrich), sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH, 0.1 N, Sigma-
Aldrich), tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99%, Sigma Aldrich), Triton X 305 solution (70 wt.% in 
water, Sigma Aldrich), toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%, Sigma Aldrich), urea (99 %, crystalline, Alfa 
Aesar). DMA, PEGMEMA and PEGDMA were passed through basic alumina column prior to 
use. Visible light irradiation was performed via two 50 W LED chips (Foxpic High Power 50 W 
LED Chip Bulb Light DIY White 3800LM 6500 K) connected to a self-made circuit and cooling 





containing 30 UV SMD LEDs (type 5050,  = 395 nm). Tissue paper samples were cut from 
Kimtech Science brand tissue paper.  Glass slides were washed with ethanol and dried at 60 oC 
before spray coating. Photomasks for spray coating were prepared via carving out the Max 
Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces logo. Spray coating with nitrogen flux and hot plate 
geometry were custom made which allows controlling g-CN dispersion flux through glass 
samples with controlled heating. Printing was performed using Canon Pixma iP7250 commercial 






















11.2. Synthesis Procedures 
 
11.2.1. Synthesis of materials described in Chapter 4 
 
Preparation of CM: 1.0 g of cyanuric acid (C) and 1.0 g of melamine (M) were mixed with 
40 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes, a 
precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried product was transferred into a 
capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 550 °C for 4 hours, with a heating rate 
of 2.3 °C /min.16 
Preparation of CMB 0.1: 1.0 g of cyanuric acid (C), 0.1 g barbituric acid (B) and 1.0 g of 
melamine (M) were mixed with 40 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation 
at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes. The precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried 
product was transferred into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 550 °C 
for 4 hours, with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min.13 
Preparation of CMB 0.25: 1.0 g of cyanuric acid (C), 0.25 g barbituric acid (B) and 1.0 g of 
melamine (M) were mixed with 40 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation 
at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes. A precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried 
product was transferred into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 550 °C 
for 4 hours, with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min.13 
Preparation of CMp: 1.3 g of cyanuric acid (C) and 1.8 g of 2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5 triazine 
(Mp) were mixed with 50 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation at 5000 
rpm for 5 minutes. A precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried product is 
transferred into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 450 °C for 2 hours, 
with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min.19 
Preparation of u-CN: 4.5 g of urea is weighed into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 
atmosphere at 550 oC for 4 hours with a heating rate of 2.3 °C/min.156 
Synthesis of N,N-Dimethylacrylamide Reference Hydrogel: 9.2 g of distilled water, 0.8 g 
DMA and 0.06 g MBA crosslinker were mixed in a 20 mL glass vial. 0.1 g KPS was added to the 
mixture and mixed until dissolution. Addition of 0.5 mL 50% hydrogen peroxide was utilized to 





hydrogen peroxide addition was completed. The reaction was left to stand for 1 hour until 
complete gelation occured. The gel was removed from the vial and transferred into a beaker with 
40 mL distilled water; where it was left there to stand for 2 days for purification by changing the 
water daily. 
Synthesis of Carbon Nitride Derived N,N-Dimethylacrylamide Hydrogels: 9.2 g distilled 
water and 60 mg of related carbon nitride (CM, CMB 0.1, CMB 0.25, CMp or u-CN) were mixed 
in a vial. The mixture was ultrasonicated at 50 amplitude for 10 minutes (2 minute portions, 5 
times) to yield a dispersion. After the dispersion was transferred into a 20 mL glass vial, 0.8 g 
DMA and 0.06 g MBA were added. Nitrogen was flushed through the system for 3 minutes and 
the vial was capped. The mixture was put in front of two 50 W LED daylight source to initiate 
gelation. After gelation was completed, which occurs in different amount of times depending on 
the carbon nitride type used, the gel was removed from the vial and put into 40 mL distilled water 
for purification for 2 days by changing the water daily. 
Synthesis of Carbon Nitride (CM) Derived N,N-Dimethylacrylamide Hydrogels without 
MBA addition: 9.2 g distilled water and 60 mg of CM were mixed in a vial. The mixture was 
ultrasonicated at 50 amplitude for 10 minutes (2 minute portions, 5 times) to yield a dispersion. 
After the dispersion was transferred into a 20 mL glass vial, 0.8 g DMA were added. Nitrogen 
was flushed through the system for 3 minutes and the vial was capped. The mixture was put in 
front of two 50 W LED daylight source to initiate gelation. After gelation was completed, the gel 
was removed from the vial and put into 40 mL distilled water for purification for 2 days by 
changing the water daily. 
Synthesis of Poly(ethyleneglycol)methylether methacrylate 300 Reference Hydrogel: 9.2 g of 
water was mixed with 0.8 g PEGMEMA and 0.06 g PEGDMA in a 20 mL glass vial. 0.1 g KPS 
was added to the mixture and mixed until all components were dissolved. 0.5 mL 50% hydrogen 
peroxide was added to start the reaction, the reaction was left to stand for 3 hours until complete 
gelation was achieved. The gel was removed from glass vial and put into a beaker with 40 mL 
distilled water for 2 days for purification by changing the water daily. 
Synthesis of Carbon Nitride Derived Poly(ethyleneglycol)methylether methacrylate 300 
Hydrogels: 9.2 g distilled water and 60 mg of related carbon nitride (CM, CMB 0.1, CMB 0.25, 





minutes (2 minute portions, 5 times) to yield a dispersion. After the dispersion was transferred 
into a 20 mL glass vial, 0.8 g PEGMEMA and 0.06 g PEGDMA were added. Nitrogen was 
flushed through system for 3 minutes and the vial was capped. The mixture was put in front of a 
50 W LED daylight source to initiate gelation. After gelation was completed, which occurs in 
different amount of times depending on the carbon nitride type used, the gel was removed from 
the vial and put into 40 mL distilled water for purification for 2 days by changing the water daily.  
 
11.2.2. Synthesis of materials described in Chapter 5 
 
Preparation of g-CN: 1.0 g of cyanuric acid (C) and 1.0 g of melamine (M) were mixed with 
40 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 10 minutes, a 
precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried product was transferred into a 
capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 550 °C for 4 hours, with a heating rate 
of 2.3 °C /min-1. CM must be well grinded prior to use.  
Synthesis of Reference DMA Hydrogel with EG: 4.5 g of deionized water, 4.5 g ethylene 
glycol (EG), 0.8 g DMA and 0.06 g MBA crosslinker were mixed in a 20 mL glass vial. 0.1 g 
AscA was added to the mixture and mixed until dissolution. Addition of 1 mL 30% hydrogen 
peroxide was utilized to start the radical formation in the system. The glass vial was capped 
immediately after the hydrogen peroxide addition was completed. The reaction was left to stand 
for 1 hour until complete gelation occured. The gel was removed from the vial and transferred 
into a beaker with 40 mL distilled water; where it was left there to stand for 3 hours for 
purification. 
Synthesis of 3% g-CN derived DMA Gels with EG: 4.45 g deionized water, 4.45 g EG and 300 
mg of g-CN were mixed in a plastic centrifuge tube. The mixture was ultrasonicated at 50 
amplitude for 40 minutes (2 minute portions, 20 times) to yield a dispersion. After the dispersion 
was transferred into a 20 mL glass vial, 0.8 g DMA and 0.06 g MBA were added. Nitrogen was 
flushed through the system for 3 minutes and the vial was capped. The mixture was put between 
2*50 W LED daylight source (20 cm apart from each other) to initiate gelation. After gelation 
was completed in 20 minutes, the gel was removed from the vial and put into 40 mL deionized 





Synthesis of 4% g-CN derived DMA Gels with EG: 4.4 g deionized water, 4.4 g EG and 400 
mg of g-CN were mixed in a plastic centrifuge tube. The mixture was ultrasonicated at 50 
amplitude for 40 minutes (2 minute portions, 20 times) to yield a dispersion. After the dispersion 
was transferred into a 20 mL glass vial, 0.8 g DMA and 0.06 g MBA were added. Nitrogen was 
flushed through the system for 3 minutes and the vial was capped. The mixture was put between 
2*50 W LED daylight source (20 cm apart from each other) to initiate gelation. After gelation 
was completed in 14 minutes, the gel was removed from the vial and put into 40 mL deionized 
water for 2 hours for purification. 
Synthesis of 2% g-CN Derived DMA Hydrogels Without Crosslinker: 4.5 g deionized water, 
4.5 g EG and 200 mg of g-CN were mixed in a plastic centrifuge tube. The mixture was 
ultrasonicated at 50 amplitude for 40 minutes (2 minute portions, 20 times) to yield a dispersion. 
After the dispersion was transferred into a 20 mL glass vial, 0.8 g DMA was added. Nitrogen was 
flushed through the system for 3 minutes and the vial was capped. The mixture was put between 
2*50 W LED daylight source (20 cm apart from each other) to initiate gelation and reaction was 
completed in 4 hours by yielding viscous liquid. 
Performing Gelation on Tissue Paper: Small tissue paper sample was cut from Kimtech 
Science lab tissue papers. It was soaked in 2% g-CN-EG monomer solution until completely wet. 
Tissue paper then transferred into plastic petri dish and illuminated from top for 1 hour, and 
washed with deionized water for the removal of unreacted portions.  
Performing Gelation Under Sunlight: 2% g-CN-EG monomer mixture was poured into a vial 
and nitrogen was flushed through system. After capping, on a sunny day, 21.07.2017, the vial 
was put on the balcony of the Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces in Potsdam-Golm, 
Germany and gelation was completed in 1 hour. 
Synthesis of Organogels With Photomask: Solution for 2% g-CN DMA gel was put into plastic 
petri dish and covered. On top of the transparent and plastic cover, homemade photomasks 
(printed and cut) were replaced and mixture was irradiated until gelation. Transfomation of 
patterned organogels to hydrogels can be completed in similar manner as discussed. 
11.2.3. Synthesis of materials described in Chapter 6 
Preparation of g-CN (CM): 1.0 g of cyanuric acid (C) and 1.0 g of melamine (M) were mixed 





minutes, a precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried product was 
transferred into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 550 °C for 4 hours, 
with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min-1. CM must be well grinded prior to use.  
Time dependent synthesis of AHPA grafted CM: 50 mg CM was weighted in a glass vial with 
magnetic stirrer, 1 g AHPA solution (40% w/w in water) and 1 g deionized water were added. 
The mixture was sonicated for 10 minutes and nitrogen was flushed through the mixture for 3 
minutes for the removal of dissolved oxygen. The mixture was put between two 50W LED 
daylight sources (20 cm apart from each other) and stirred continuously for the desired reaction 
time. Afterwards, the mixture was vacuum filtered, washed 3 times with water (3×50 mL) and 
washed once with acetone (20 mL). After filtration, the solid sample was dried under vacuum at 
60 °C overnight and the product was obtained in nearly quantitative yield.     
Synthesis of 1-decene grafted CM: 50 mg CM was weighted in a glass vial with magnetic 
stirrer, 1 g of 1-decene and 1 g of IPA were added. The mixture was sonicated for 10 minutes and 
nitrogen was flushed through the mixture for 3 minutes for the removal of dissolved oxygen. The 
mixture was put between two 50W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart from each other) and 
stirred continuously for the desired reaction times at 50 °C. Afterwards, the mixture was vacuum 
filtered, washed 3 times with IPA (3×40 mL) and washed once with acetone (20 mL). After 
filtration, the solid sample was dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight and the product was 
obtained in nearly quantitative yield.     
Synthesis of allylamine grafted CM: 50 mg CM was weighted in a glass vial with magnetic 
stirrer, 1 g allylamine and 1 g ethanol were added. The mixture was sonicated for 10 minutes and 
nitrogen was flushed through the mixture for 3 minutes for the removal of dissolved oxygen. The 
mixture was put between two 50W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart from each other) and 
stirred continuously for 48 hours at 40 °C. After the mixture was taken, it was vacuum filtered, 
washed 3 times with ethanol (3×40 mL) and washed once with acetone (20 mL). After filtration, 
the solid sample was dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight, and the product was obtained in 
nearly quantitative yield.     
Synthesis of 1H, 1H, 2H-perfluoro-1-decene grafted CM: 50 mg CM was weighted in a glass 
vial with magnetic stirrer, 1 g 1H,1H,2H-perfluoro-1-decene and 1 g THF were added. The 





for the removal of dissolved oxygen. The mixture was put between two 50W LED daylight 
sources (20 cm apart from each other) and stirred continuously for 48 hours at 50 °C. After the 
mixture was taken, it was vacuum filtered and washed 3 times with THF (3×40 mL) and washed 
once with acetone (20 mL). After filtration, the solid sample was dried under vacuum at 60 °C 
overnight and the product was obtained in nearly quantitative yield.     
Synthesis of AHPA grafted CM with triethanolamine as hole scavenger: 50 mg CM was 
weighted in a glass vial with magnetic stirrer, 1 g AHPA solution (40 wt.% in water) and 1 g 
deionized water were added with 0.5 mL triethanolamine as hole scavenger. The mixture was 
sonicated for 10 minutes and nitrogen was flushed through the mixture for 3 minutes for the 
removal of dissolved oxygen. The mixture was put between two 50W LED daylight sources (20 
cm apart from each other) and stirred continuously for 4 hours. Afterwards, the mixture was 
vacuum filtered, washed 3 times with water (3×50 mL) and washed once with acetone (20 mL). 
After filtration, the solid sample was dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight.   
Synthesis of AHPA grafted CM with hydrogen peroxide as electron scavenger: 50 mg CM 
was weighted in a glass vial with magnetic stirrer, 1 g AHPA solution (40 wt.% in water) and 1 g 
deionized water were added with 1 mL hydrogen peroxide solution (50 wt.% in water)  as 
electron scavenger. The mixture was sonicated for 10 minutes and nitrogen was flushed through 
the mixture for 3 minutes for the removal of dissolved oxygen. The mixture was put between two 
50W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart from each other) and stirred continuously for 4 hours. 
Afterwards, the mixture was vacuum filtered, washed 3 times with water (3×50 mL) and washed 
once with acetone (20 mL). After filtration, the solid sample was dried under vacuum at 60 °C 
overnight. 
Control experiment of AHPA grafted CM with triethanolamine and hydrogen peroxide: 50 
mg CM was weighted in a glass vial with magnetic stirrer, 1 g AHPA solution (40 wt.% in water) 
and 1 g deionized water were added with 1 mL hydrogen peroxide solution (50 wt.% in water)  as 
electron scavenger and 0.5 mL triethanolamine as hole scavenger. The mixture was sonicated for 
10 minutes and nitrogen was flushed through the mixture for 3 minutes for the removal of 
dissolved oxygen. The mixture was put between two 50W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart 





filtered, washed 3 times with water (3×50 mL) and washed once with acetone (20 mL). After 
filtration, the solid sample was dried under vacuum at 60 °C overnight. 
UV induced grafting of 1-decene and 1H, 1H, 2H-perfluoro-1-decene grafted CM: Mixtures 
were prepared the same way as explained previously. The mixtures were put into UV 
illumination for 6 hours and and purified subsequently as previously reported. 
11.2.4. Synthesis of materials described in Chapter 7 
Synthesis of Graphitic Carbon Nitride (g-CN): g-CN was prepared from cyanuric acid-
melamine (CM) complex as reported in literature.16 In a typical process, 1.0 g of cyanuric acid 
and 1.0 g of melamine were mixed with 40 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After 
centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes, a precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum 
overnight. The dried product was transferred into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 
atmosphere at 550 °C for 4 hours, with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min. 
Synthesis of g-CN-AHPA: g-CN was hydrophilically modified using AHPA solution as 
previously reported.172 In a typical process, 200 mg g-CN was mixed with 2 g AHPA solution 
and 2 g distilled water and sonicated for 5 minutes. After nitrogen flow through solution for 5 
minutes, the mixture was put between 2 LEDs on visible light range and stirred for 12 hours. It 
was then filtered, washed with distilled water (3 times – 50 mL distilled water each) for removal 
of unreacted portions and finally washed with 20 mL acetone. It was dried overnight in vacuum 
oven at 50 °C.  
Synthesis of Hydrogel With 0.35% g-CN-AHPA Content: 35 mg g-CN-AHPA was mixed 
with 9.9 g distilled water in a plastic vessel and sonicated for 2 minutes for homogenous 
dispersion of g-CN-AHPA particles. 45 mg AAm, 15 mg DMA and 5 mg MBA was added to the 
mixture, sealed and put between 2 LED visible light sources until complete gelation (approx. 20 
hours). 
Synthesis of Hydrogel With 1% g-CN-AHPA Content: 100 mg g-CN-AHPA was mixed with 
9.1 g distilled water in a plastic vessel and sonicated for 5 minutes for homogenous dispersion of 
g-CN-AHPA particles. 600 mg AAm, 200 mg DMA and 3 mg MBA was added to the mixture, 





Synthesis of Hydrogel With 2% g-CN-AHPA Content: 200 mg g-CN-AHPA was mixed with 
9 g distilled water in a plastic vessel and sonicated for 5 minutes for homogenous dispersion of g-
CN-AHPA particles. 600 mg AAm, 200 mg DMA and 3 mg MBA was added to the mixture, 
sealed and put between 2 LED visible light sources until complete gelation (approx. 3 hours). 
Synthesis of Hydrogel With 3.5% g-CN-AHPA Content: 350 mg g-CN-AHPA was mixed 
with 8.85 g distilled water in a plastic vessel and sonicated for 5 minutes for homogenous 
dispersion of g-CN-AHPA particles. 600 mg AAm, 200 mg DMA and 3 mg MBA was added to 
the mixture, sealed and put between 2 LED visible light sources until complete gelation (approx. 
4 hours). 
Synthesis of Hydrogel With 5% g-CN-AHPA Content: 500 mg g-CN-AHPA was mixed with 
8.7 g distilled water in a plastic vessel and sonicated for 10 minutes for homogenous dispersion 
of g-CN-AHPA particles. 600 mg AAm, 200 mg DMA and 3 mg MBA was added to the mixture, 
sealed and put between 2 LED visible light sources until complete gelation (approx. 2 hours). 
Synthesis of AAm Hydrogel With 2% g-CN-AHPA Content: 200 mg g-CN-AHPA was mixed 
with 9 g distilled water in a plastic vessel and sonicated for 5 minutes for homogenous dispersion 
of g-CN-AHPA particles. 800 mg AAm and 3 mg MBA was added to the mixture, sealed and put 
between 2 LED visible light sources until complete gelation (approx. 7 hours). 
Synthesis of DMA Hydrogel With 2% g-CN-AHPA Content: 200 mg g-CN-AHPA was 
mixed with 9 g distilled water in a plastic vessel and sonicated for 5 minutes for homogenous 
dispersion of g-CN-AHPA particles. 800 mg DMA and 3 mg MBA was added to the mixture, 
sealed and put between 2 LED visible light sources until complete gelation (approx. 3 hours). 
Investigation of Toxicity in 2% g-CN-AHPA Hydrogel: To test the biocompatibility of the 
hydrogel, E. coli cultures were grown in the presence and absence of the hydrogel. Bacterial 
growth was monitored over time, measuring the optical density at 600 nm (OD600). In detail, a 
pre-culture of fast-growing E. coli Turbo bacteria (New England Biolabs) was grown over night 
(37 °C, 250 rpm) in lysogeny broth (LB; 10 g/l tryptone, 5 g/l yeast extract, 10 g/l NaCl). Using 
this pre-culture, two main cultures were prepared with OD600 = 0.1 (10 ml LB). The cultures were 
grown at 37°C and 250 rpm until they reached OD600 = 0.5-0.6. At this point, 1 g of hydrogel was 
added to one culture while the same amount of sterile, ultrapure water was added to the second 





OD600. The OD600 value measured at the time when hydrogel/water was added (t = 0 min) was 
subtracted from the measured OD600 values at the respective time points. These values were then 
used for plotting the growth curves to visualize the rate of cell division. The experiment was 
performed in triplicate/duplicate, using 3/2 independent pre-cultures. 
11.2.5. Synthesis of materials described in Chapter 8 
Preparation of g-CN: 2.0 g of cyanuric acid (C) and 2.0 g of melamine (M) were mixed with 40 
mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 10 minutes, a 
precipitate was dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried product was transferred into a 
capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 550 °C for 4 hours, with a heating rate 
of 2.3 °C /min-1. g-CN must be well grinded prior to use.16 
Synthesis of g-CN Based Prepolymer: 200 mg g-CN was mixed with 4.5 g water and 4.5 g EG 
and ultrasonicated at 50 % amplitude for 20 minutes (10 * 2 minutes portions) to yield g-CN 
dispersion. Afterwards, 0.8 g DMA was added to the dispersion and mixture was put between 
two 50 W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart from each other) and reacted for certain times (1, 3, 
6 and 12 hours, coded later as g-CN pre 1h, g-CN pre 3h, g-CN pre 6h, g-CN pre 12h) with mild 
stirring. For the synthesis of g-CN 2pre 3h, instead of 0.8 g, 1.6 g DMA was employed in 
reaction.  
Exemplary Synthesis of Tough Organohydrogel (touA): 1 g g-CN pre3h was mixed with 1 g 
water, 2 g DMA, 100 mg MBA and mixed well for 10 minutes. Subsequently, nitrogen was 
flushed from system for 3 minutes and mixture was put between two 50 W LED daylight sources 
(20 cm apart from each other) to initiate gelation which takes place in 1 hour.  
Synthesis of touB hydrogel:  1 g g-CN pre3h was mixed with 1 g water, 1 g DMA, 100 mg 
MBA and mixed well for 10 minutes. Subsequently, nitrogen was flushed from system for 3 
minutes and mixture was put between two 50 W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart from each 
other) to initiate gelation which takes place in 1 hour. EG (14 wt. %) can be removed via water 
immersion as described. 
Synthesis of touC hydrogel:  1 g g-CN pre3h was mixed with 2 g water, 1 g DMA, 100 mg 
MBA and mixed well for 10 minutes. Subsequently, nitrogen was flushed from system for 3 





other) to initiate gelation which takes place in 1 hour. EG (10 wt. %) can be removed via water 
immersion as described. 
Reference DMA Hydrogel Without g-CN (touRef): Mixture composed of 450 mg EG, 450 mg 
water and 80 mg DMA was used to replicate the content of g-CN based prepolymer. Control 
solution is mixed with 1 g water, 2 g DMA, 100 mg MBA, 20 mg KPS and mixed well for 10 
minutes. 0.2 mL H2O2 was added to the mixture and gelation took place in 10 minutes. EG (10 
wt. %) can be removed via water immersion as described. 
Synthesis of Lubricant Organohydrogel (lubA): 1 g g-CN pre3h was mixed with 2 g water, 1 g 
DMA, 0.8 g SPMA, 75 mg MBA and stirred well until the dissolution of solid monomers. 
Nitrogen was flushed from mixture for 3 minutes and mixture was put between two 50 W LED 
daylight sources (20 cm apart from each other) to initiate gelation which takes place in 1 hour. 
Synthesis of lubB hydrogel:  1 g g-CN pre3h was mixed with 2 g water, 1.8 g DMA, 75 mg 
MBA and mixed well for 10 minutes. Subsequently, nitrogen was flushed from system for 3 
minutes and mixture was put between two 50 W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart from each 
other) to initiate gelation which takes place in 1 hour. EG can be removed via water immersion as 
described. 
Synthesis of lubC hydrogel:  1 g g-CN pre3h was mixed with 2 g water, 1.2 g SPMA, 75 mg 
MBA and mixed well for 10 minutes. Subsequently, nitrogen was flushed from system for 3 
minutes and mixture was put between two 50 W LED daylight sources (20 cm apart from each 
other) to initiate gelation which takes place in 1 hour. EG can be removed via water immersion as 
described. 
Reference Lubricant Hydrogels Without g-CN (lubRef): Mixture composed of 450 mg EG, 
450 mg water and 80 mg DMA was used to replicate the content of g-CN based prepolymer. 
Control solution was mixed with 2 g water, 1 g DMA, 0.8 g SPMA, 75 mg MBA, 20 mg KPS 
and mixed well for 10 minutes. 0.2 mL H2O2 was added to initiate gelation which takes place in 1 
hour.  
Removal of EG From Organohydrogels: All tough organohydrogel samples with different 
compositions were first immersed in 30 mL acetone overnight and then into 50 mL deionized 





the same way to yield highly swollen hydrogel, or it can be freeze dried after reaction, swollen in 
water overnight and freeze dried again, which certain amounts of water can be added to dry 
hydrogel for desired amount of swelling. Compression measurements were performed for 
hydrogels with same swelling ratios prepared through freeze drying pathway. 
11.2.6. Synthesis of materials described in Chapter 9 
 
Preparation of CMp: 2.6 g of cyanuric acid (C) and 3.6 g of 2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5 triazine 
(Mp) were mixed with 50 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation at 5000 rpm 
for 5 minutes, the precipitate was dried at 70 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried product is 
transferred into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 450 °C for 2 hours, 
with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min. CMp particles were well grinded prior to use. 19 
Preparation of CMB: 2.0 g of cyanuric acid (C), 2.0 g of melamine (M) and 0.2 g barbituric 
acid (B) were mixed with 50 mL distilled water and shaked overnight. After centrifugation at 
5000 rpm for 5 minutes, the precipitate was dried at 70 °C under vacuum overnight. The dried 
product was transferred into a capped crucible and placed to oven with N2 atmosphere at 550 °C 
for 4 hours, with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min. CMB particles well grinded prior to use.13 
Polymerization of vTA as control reaction: 2 mL vTA was mixed with 5 mL DMF and 30 mg 
AIBN until dissolution. Later, oxygen was removed from mixture via nitrogen flush and reaction 
was started at 90 oC for 24 hours. Afterwards, mixture was mixed with 5 mL acetone and poured 
into 20 mL icy water. Viscous brown phase collected and dried overnight at 60 oC for 1H-NMR 
and SEC analysis. Product yield was less than 1%.  
Grafting vTA on CMp particles: 100 mg CMp was mixed with 1 mL vTA and sonicated for 5 
minutes in sonic bath. Mixture was degassed with nitrogen flux for 10 minutes and placed 
between 2 50W LED set ups and stirred for 3 hours under continuous visible light irradiation. For 
purification, mixture was filtered and washed with ethanol 3 times (20 mL each portion) and 
dried under vacuum at 60 oC overnight. 
Grafting vTA on CMB particles: 100 mg CMB was mixed with 1 mL vTA and sonicated for 5 
minutes in sonic bath. Mixture was placed between 2 50W LED set ups and stirred for 3 hours 
under continuous visible light irradiation. For purification, mixture was filtered and washed with 





Spray Coating of CMp-vTA disperions: 200 mg CMp-vTA was mixed with 5 mL chloroform 
and sonicated for 3 minutes. Glass slides were washed with ethanol and dried at 60 oC. Glass 
slide was put under spray needle with 80 oC heating from below. Dispersion was loaded into 





























Zeta potential measurements of colloidal suspensions of g-CN were performed with a Zetasizer 
Nano ZS90 from Malvern. Zeta potential is an important phenomenon to determine colloidal 
stability as it is related to electrostatic repulsive forces. The measured value is based on the 
potential difference of dispersing media and stationary fluid attached to colloidal particle which 
arises from electric double layer theory. Zeta potential magnitudes more than 30 mV stands for 
good colloidal stability whereas magnitudes lower than 30 mV generally stand for instability. 
Charges of colloidal organic dispersions of g-CNs from Chapter 8 were performed with Mütek 
PCD 03 particle charge detector. 
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of powders were obtained using Bruker D8 Advance X-ray 
diffractometer via Cu-Kα radiation and a scintillation counter. XRD provides information about 
crystallinity and order of the material. Bragg law describes the diffraction of a wavelength  
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 
Θ is the angle from diffraction, d is distance between planes and n represents the order of 
diffraction. The resulting pattern is characteristic for a sample which labels the crystalline 
orientation accordingly.   
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained using SM-7500F (JEOL) equipped 
with an Oxford Instruments X-MAX 80 mm2 detector. SEM records scattered electrons from 
sample after electron beam interaction and SEM images are used to observe the structures of 
samples.  
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX) is attached to SEM instrument. This technique 
presents the interaction of electron beam with inner electrons of the sample creating hole on the 
upper shell of sample, which emits X-ray and is specific for each atom. 
Cryogenic scanning electron microscopy (Cryo-SEM) of the hydrogel samples were taken by 
using Jeol JSM 7500F and the cryo-chamber from Gatan (Alto 2500). Working principle is 
similar to SEM. In cryo-SEM, the sample is frozen before insertion for measurement to preserve 
the structure of the sample without drying effects. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained via Zeiss EM 912 Omega 
microscope at 120 kV as acceleration voltage. Beam of electrons are transmitted through the 






High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) measurements were acquired 
using a double-corrected Jeol ARM200F, equipped with a cold field emission gun and a Gatan 
GIF Quantum. The used acceleration voltage was 200 kV and the emission was set to 10 μA in 
order to reduce beam damage. 
Combustive elemental analysis (EA) was performed utilizing Vario Micro device. The sample 
is combusted in oxygen atmosphere and decomposition products are detected to elaborate 
elemental ratios of C, H, N and S. 
Porosity of samples was determined via nitrogen absorption of samples utilizing Quantachrome 
Quadrasorb. Degassed samples were employed on holders and volume of nitrogen adsorbed on 
surface is recorded at different pressures and investigated using BET theory. 
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were taken on Nicolet iS 5 FT-IR spectrometer. 
FT-IR is non-destructive and facile method to distinguish functional groups in samples.  
Solid state ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy was recorded via a Cary 500 Scan 
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. It is predominantly used for 
determination of photo and electrical properties of materials due to light absorption. From 
absorption spectra band gaps can be deducted via Tauc plots. 
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was conducted in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP, Sigma 
Aldrich, GC grade) with 0.05 mol·L -1 LiBr and BSME as internal standard using a column 
system by PSS GRAM 100/1000 column (8 × 300 mm, 7 μm particle size) with a PSS GRAM 
precolumn (8 × 50 mm) and a Shodex RI-71 detector and a calibration with PS standards from 
PSS. The method is utilized to determine molecular weight and molecular dispersity of polymer 
samples.  
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) was recorded at ambient temperature at 400 
MHz using Bruker Ascend400 for 1H-NMR. Thus, sample is dissolved in deuterated solvent and 
immersed in a magnetic field. Depending on the environment of the respective atom, chemical 
shifts can be measured. In the thesis, resulting spectra were investigated for determination of 
purity and confirmation of polymer structure. 
Freeze drying of hydrogel and organohydrogel samples are applied for solid state hydrogel 
analysis. After standing in distilled water for 2 days; the hydrogels were cut into smaller pieces, 
transferred into a flask and dried by pump thaw cycles until the moisture droplets on the flask 





freeze dryer overnight. Resulting products are brittle hydrogels which retain their pores on the 
microscopic level. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was recorded via TG 209 Libra from Netzsch in nitrogen 
atmosphere with a heating rate 10 K min-1 using aluminum crucible for samples. The sample is 
heated with a certain rate in defined atmosphere and mass loss with increasing temperature is 
measured. 
Water contact angle measurement was investigated using Krüss contact angle measuring 
system G10 and recorded via Krüss official software. Sample with ideally flat surface is placed in 
front of camera which records the water drop on surface and estimates the angle between water 
droplet and surface. This method is useful to determine surface properties, such as hydrophilicity 
and hydrophobicity. 
Swelling ratio is a term which specifies the water uptake of a material over defined time and can 
be calculated using 
𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =   
𝑊𝑠 − 𝑊𝑑
𝑊𝑑
 × 100% 
where Ws is the mass of swollen sample and Wd is the mass of dry sample. 100 mg of freeze-dried 
hydrogel samples were inserted in 10 mL distilled water and left for 24 hours to swell. 
Afterwards, surface of hydrogels gently dried via tissue and final masses are recorded.  
Ultrasonication was performed via an ultrasonicator at 50% amplitude (Branson D450) which 
facilitates dispersion preparation. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) from Digital Instruments was employed for the investigation 
of height profiles. Instrument consists of cantilever and ultra-fine needle which sweeps the 
surface of sample and the changes due to differences in height of sample is recorded.  
Photoluminescent (PL) emission spectra were recorded on Jasco FP-8300 instrument with the 
excitation wavelength at 360 nm or at changing excitation wavelength between 300-420 nm. It is 
an effective method to probe electronic structure of semiconductors. Light triggers 
photoexcitation of sample which material is excited to higher electronic state and relaxes back to 
lower energy level. The emission is known as PL. Facile and non-destructive method can be 
employed to determine excitonic properties, evaluation of surfaces and recombination rates. Time 
resolved PL measures the luminescence lifetime of exciton.   
X-Ray Photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed for the investigation of core levels of 





SPECS XR 50 X ray gun Mg Kα radiation (1254.6 eV) and  Combined Lens Analyzer Module 
(CLAM). It is a quantitative technique which is used to analyze surface of material and provides 
information about elemental composition, density of electronic states and electronic state of 
elements. XPS operates under high vacuum and based on the irradiation of material with X-ray 
beams and measuring the kinetic energy and number of electrons separated from sample.  
Ultraviolet Photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) was carried out with an excitation source of He 
I 21.2 eV radiation and UVS 10/35 and the data were acquired at a bias -10 V.  The calibration 
was performed by Fermi level of gold reference sample. It operates on same principles as XPS, 
but compared to XPS, lower energy photons are used and valance band-electronic work function 
of material can be calculated. 
pH values of distilled water and CMp-vTA dispersion (30 mg CMp-vTA) in distilled water (6 
mL) was measured via SI analytics Titro7000 and average values were taken after 3 
measurements. pH is a logarithmic scale which shows the power of hydrogen in solution, 
therefore helps to measure acidity or basicity of aqueous solution.  
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed on g-CN colloidal suspensions 
via Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 with λ=633 nm at θ=90°. DLS provides information about 
hydrodynamic diameters of particles in solution. As all particles have Brownian motion in 
solution, random particle motion can be related to particle size using Stokes-Einstein equation. It 
assumes the particles as spheres and provides hydrodynamic diameter. Number average results 
were employed for g-CN dispersions.    
Rheology measurements were performed on Anton Paar MCR 301 rheometer, equipped with a 
cone plate 12 (CP-12). Measurements were performed at constant angular frequency (10 rad s-1) 
with strain range from 0.1-100% with 31 measuring points and 0.02 mm gap. Frequency 
dependent measurements were performed at constant strain (0.1%) with changing frequency in 
the range of 1-100 rad s-1. Viscosity measurements were performed at ambient temperature with 
changing shear rate between 1-20 s-1. Rheology stands for the deformation and flow behavior of 
materials. It can be applied from solids to liquids and provides information about many 
properties, such as viscosity and viscoelastic behavior.  
Viscosity explains the resistance of liquids to flow, or a friction between fluid molecules, and one 
can imagine comparison of materials such as water and honey. Rheology is really helpful to 
determine viscosity and type of viscosity (shear thinning, shear thickening etc.). Basically, a 





shear. Shear stress (τ) is defined as τ = F/A, which F represents shear force (in Newton) and A 
represents area (m2).  Shear rate (γ̇) is represented as v/h, which v is velocity (m/s) and h is shear 
gap (m). Finally, dynamic viscosity (η) can be calculated via η=τ/γ̇ with resulting Pa*s unit.   
Viscoelastic behavior of materials represents viscous and elastic behavior upon shearing. 
Rheology is helpful when it comes to investigate such properties of materials. Shear stress is 
defined in a same manner as shown in viscosity. Shear strain (γ) can be defined as s/h where s 
shows deflection path (m) and h shows shear gap (m). Therefore, shear modulus (G) is 
represented as τ/γ with Pa unit. Complex shear modulus (G*) is derived from oscillatory shear 
tests which describes viscoelastic behavior of samples. Storage modulus (G’) represents elastic 
character and loss modulus (G’’) represents viscous character of sample. In the cases where 
G’>G’’, means material has solid-like character and G’<G’’ shows that material has more liquid 
character.  
Compression tests were measured on a Zwick mechanical tester zwickiLine Z2.5 equipped with 
a loadcell of 1 kN. Measurements were recorded after a preload of 0.1 N (speed pre-load 40 
mm s-1) and the test was performed at 0.05 mm s-1. The cycling tests were performed up to 
different maximum forces (depending on materials from chapters) and recovered until 1 mm of 
strain (on specimens of 10 mm in height) before the stress was removed to restart the cycle (20-
50 times). All the compression measurements were recorded using the software TestXpert II 
V3.71. Elastic moduli values were calculated at 10% before break. 
Compression test is applied for samples for further investigation of their mechanical properties. 
Mostly related to mechanics, compression applies inward pushing forces to material (mainly 
uniaxial). Materials generally deform as elastic (recoverable) and plastic (non-recoverable) 
meanings. Applied force allows calculation of compressive strength and Young moduli (Emod) 
values of materials. Typical characterization results in stress-strain curves which makes it 
possible to visualize elastic and plastic deformation regions of material with applied stress. 
Compressive strength (Pa) shows the maximum stress which material can handle (maxima of 
elastic deformation region) before stars to deform plastically. Emod (Pa) is defined as the slope of 
stress-strain curve and represents materials resistance to deformation. Cyclic compression is 








11.4. Appendix Figures 
 
 














































Figure A8. Rheological properties of DMA reference hydrogel with storage (G’) and loss 
moduli (G’’) against changing strain on constant angular frequency, back (open) and forth 








Figure A9. Rheological properties of CM-DMA reference hydrogel with storage (G’) and 
loss moduli (G’’) against changing strain on constant angular frequency, back (open) and 
forth (filled) process.   
 
 
Figure A10. Rheological properties of CMB 0.1-DMA reference hydrogel with storage 
(G’) and loss moduli (G’’) against changing strain on constant angular frequency, back 







Figure A11. Rheological properties of CMB 0.25-DMA reference hydrogel with storage 
(G’) and loss moduli (G’’) against changing strain on constant angular frequency, back 
(open) and forth (filled) process.   
 
 
Figure A12. Rheological properties of CMp-DMA reference hydrogel with storage (G’) 
and loss moduli (G’’) against changing strain on constant angular frequency, back (open) 








Figure A13. Rheological properties of u-CN-DMA reference hydrogel with storage (G’) 
and loss moduli (G’’) against changing strain on constant angular frequency, back (open) 
and forth (filled) process.   
 






Figure A15. FT-IR spectra of reference and carbon nitride derived DMA hydrogels. 
 
 






Figure A17. 2 wt.% g-CN in water with Triton X 305 (left tube) and Pluronic F127 (right tube) 
(a) before ultrasonication, (b) after ultrasonication and (c) standing after 10 minutes. 
 
Figure A18. Comparison of storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss modulus (G’’, red 
and green circles) of (a) 2% and (b) 3% g-CN-EG gels against strain, back (open) and forth 









Figure A19. Rheology result of DMA reference EG gel, storage (G’, black and orange squares) 








Figure A20. Comparison of storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss modulus (G’’, red 
and green circles) of (a) 2% and (b) 3% g-CN and (c) reference DMA hydrogels against strain, 







Figure A21. Comparison of storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss modulus (G’’, red 
and green circles) of (a) 2% and (b) 3% and (c) 4% g-CN hydrogels initiated via redox in the 






Figure A22. Comparison of storage and loss moduli for (a) EG gels and (b) hydrogels at 0.1% 






Figure A23. Cyclic compression test results of 3% g-CN EG gel. 
 
 







Figure A25. Cyclic compression test results of 3% g-CN hydrogel. 
 
 







Figure A27. TGA diagrams of freeze dried g-CN EG gels. 
 
 









Figure A29. UV spectra of (a) EG gels and (b) hydrogels. 
 
 
Figure A30. Symbols from deck of cards (spade, heart and diamond) gels synthesized via 











Figure A31. (a) Height profile of CM particles and (b) height profile of CM-AHPA24 particles 
on mica surface via AFM. 
 
 
Figure A32. 1H-NMR spectrum of the solvent which was yielded after mixing t6h AHPA 





Table A1. Properties of unmodified and concentration dependent AHPA modified CMs. (50 mg 











CM  2448 -27.5 0.712 0.6025 
CM-AHPA12 10 1698 -43.5 5.411 1.0365 
CM-AHPA12 20 1610 -52.2 7.345 1.0997 
CM-AHPA12 40 1433 -56.1 8.686 1.5485 
a
DLS measurements were performed in water (0.05 wt.%),
 b
 obtained via elemental analysis. 
c reference 














Figure A34. (a) The relation of reaction time with size and C/N ratio of 1-decene modified CMs, 
(b) the relation of reaction time with zeta potential and H content of 1-decene modified CMs.  
 
 
Figure A35. 1H-NMR spectrum of the solvent which was yielded after mixing decene modified 







Figure A36. (a) Photoluminescence spectra of unmodified and modified CMs (b) Images of CM, 
AHPA modified CM and 1-decene modified CM. 
 
Table A2. Properties of unmodified and AHPA modified CMs in the presence of triethanolamine 
(hole scavenger) and hydrogen peroxide (electron scavenger).  
Sample Time S content 
(wt.%) 
C/N Ratio 
CM  0.712 0.6025 
CM- AHPA with hole 
scavenger 
4 h 1. 103 0.6369 
CM- AHPA with 
electron scavenger 
4 h 0. 989 0.6197 
CM- AHPA with hole 
scavenger + electron 
scavenger 







Figure A37. (a) Dispersions (1 wt.%) prepared from CM-AHPA which were synthesized in 
presence of electron scavenger (ES) or hole scavenger (HS) and their stability over 3 hours of 
standing, (b) Dispersion (0.5 wt.%) prepared from CM-AHPA which was synthesized in presence 
of both ES and HS and its sedimentation over 3 hours standing. 
 
Table A3. Comparison of visible light and UV light induced grafting for 1-decene and fluoro 
modification.    







CM  2448 -4.6  0.6025 
CM-Decenec 12 h 1968 -7.2 50 °C 0.7372 
CM-Decened 6 h 2064 -6.3 R.T. 0.6644 
CM-Fc 48 h 2198 -6.4 50 °C 0.6617 
CM-Fd 6 h 2144 -6.0 R.T. 0.6376 
a 
DLS measurements were performed in acetone (0.05 wt.%),
 b 
obtained via elemental analysis, 
c
 visible light 
induced grafting, 
d








Table A4. Properties of g-CN and g-CN-AHPA. 
 Surface Zeta 
Potential (mV)a 
C:N ratiob S content (wt. %)b 
g-CN -35.5 0.6083 0.816 
g-CN-AHPA -50.8 1.0783 6.143 






















Figure A40. (a) UV-Vis spectra, (b) XRD profiles, (c) FT-IR results and (d) swelling ratios of g-
CN-AHPA derived hydrogels. 
 







Table A5. Elastic moduli values of hydrogels calculated right before the break or at the slope 
where increase starts. 
g-CN-AHPA content 
of hydrogel (wt.%) 






0.35 73.8 1.7 0.13 
1 68.7 6.7 0.42 
2 - 64.1 3.23 
3.5 - 68.7 11.92 











Figure A43. Rheology profiles of 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel swollen in (a) acidic and (b) 
basic media, (c) images of swollen hydrogels (left: swollen in acidic media; right: swollen in 
basic media).  
 
 
Figure A44. Comparison of storage  and loss modulus values of (a) 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA 
hydrogel synthesized from AAm, (b) 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA hydrogel synthesized from DMA 
against strain (left, G’ values are black and orange squares and G’’ values are red and green 






Figure A45. Comparison of storage and loss modulus values of (a) 2 wt.% g-CN-AHPA 
hydrogel swollen in NaCl solution (0.2 M) and (b) 2 wt. % g-CN-AHPA hydrogel swollen in 
CaCl2 (0.2 M) solution against strain (left, G’ values are black and orange squares and G’’ values 
are red and green circles, back (open) and forth (filled) process) and frequency (right). 
 
 
Figure A46. Rheology result of g-CN pre1h, storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss 






Figure A47. Rheology result of g-CN pre6h, storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss 
modulus (G’’, red and green circles) against strain, back (open) and forth (filled) process. 
 
 
Figure A48. Rheology result of g-CN pre12h, storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss 







Figure A49. Rheology result of g-CN 2pre3h, storage (G’, black and orange squares) and loss 
modulus (G’’, red and green circles) against strain, back (open) and forth (filled) process. 
 
 








Figure A51. Viscosity profile of g-CN pre3h against shear rate between 1-20 s-1. 
 










Figure A53. Viscosity profile of g-CN pre12h against shear rate between 1-20 s-1. 
 










Figure A55. Rheology result of g-CN pre3h:water in 1:0.25 ratio, storage (G’, black and orange 





Figure A56. Rheology result of g-CN pre3h:water in 1:0.5 ratio, storage (G’, black and orange 







Figure A57. Rheology result of g-CN pre3h:water in 1:0.75 ratio, storage (G’, black and orange 




Figure A58. Rheology result of g-CN pre3h:water in 1:1 ratio, storage (G’, black and orange 








Figure A59. Rheology result of g-CN pre3h:water in 1:1.5 ratio, storage (G’, black and orange 
squares) and loss modulus (G’’, red and green circles) against strain, back (open) and forth 
(filled) process. 
 





























Figure A63. Compression test results of (a) lubRef, (b) lubB and (c) lubC hydrogels.  
 
Figure A64. (a) AFM profile and particle thickness of 2 times spray coated CMp-vTA on glass 










Figure A66. (a) XRD of CMp-vTA casted from bad solvent (THF), (b) XRD of CMp-vTA 







Figure A67. Tauc plots of (a) CMp and (b) CMp-vTA. 
 
 






























AHPA 3-Allyloxy-2-hydroxy-1-propanesulfonic acid sodium salt solution 
ATRP Atom transfer radical polymerization 
BA Butyl acrylate 
CB Conduction band 
CM Carbon nitride from Cyanuric acid - melamine complex 
CMB Carbon nitride from Cyanuric acid - melamine-barbituric acid complex 
CMB-vTA Vinylthiazole modified carbon nitride (from cyanuric acid - melamine-barbituric acid complex) 
CMp 
 
Carbon nitride from Cyanuric acid - 2,4-diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5 triazine complex 
CMp-vTA Vinylthiazole modified carbon nitride (from cyanuric acid - 2,4- diamino-6-phenyl-1,3,5 triazine complex) 
CN Carbon Nitride 
DCM Dichloromethane 
DMA N,N-Dimethylacrylamide 
DMF N,N dimethylformamide 
DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 
DN Double network 
EDL Electric double layer 
EG Ethylene glycol 
g-CN Graphitic Carbon Nitride 
GelMA Gelatin methacrylate 
GpO Graphene peroxide 
HEMA 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
IL Ionic liquid 
IPA Isopropyl alcohol 
IPN Interpenetrating network 
K-PHI Potassim polyheptazine imide 
     KPS Potassium persulfate 
     LCST Lower critical solution temperature 
     LED Light emitting diode 
     MA Methyl acrylate 
MBA N,N’-methylenebis(acrylamide) 
MMA Methyl methacrylate 
MO Methyl orange 
NIPAM N-isopropyl acrylamide 
OD600 Optical density at 600 nm 
PAMPS Poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propane sulfonic acid)   
PDMAEMA Poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) 
PEG Poly(ethyleneglycol) 





PEGMEMA Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate 300 
PEO Poly(ethylene oxide) 
PET Photoinduced electron/energy transfer 
PS Polystyrene 
PP Polypropylene 
PPO Poly(propylene oxide) 
QD Quantum dot 
RAFT Reversible addition-fragmentation transfer 
RhB Rhodamine B 
SPMA 3-Sulfopropyl methacrylate potassium salt 
TEOA Triethanolamine 
THF Tetrahydrofuran 
u-CN Carbon nitride from urea 
UV Ultraviolet 
VB Valence band 
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